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Next time you're quaffing a few with the gaming gang at the Galactic Bar, ask who's got the latest

SPACE GAMER. Betcha more than a few game whizzes whip out the latest issue.

"Hot jets," they'll say, "wouldn't miss the best zine in the Orion Arm!"
Yep, all the best gamers are in the know with THE SPACE GAMER. Those super articles, fiction,

reviews and spaced-out art keep the hottest game jockeys on top. Star chicks just swoon when they
see a copy.

Be a winner! THE SPACE GAMER puts you parsecs ahead of the crowd. Every two months you get 32
pages of 8V2 X 11 fun, with the best covers of any gaming zine. Those space-happy folks at Metagaming
even give you a free game with a Terran standard year's subscription, or two free games for two years.

To order, send $8 for one year, or $15 for two yean, to: Please enter my subscription

for years, and send meMETAGAMING
l!'^

Microgame(s) checked
below. Enclosed is my check

Box 15346-AS or money order for $

Austin, TX 78761
/ choose as my free ^ame(s):

Name

Address ( ) Og"*© (giant robotic tanks)

Qfiy ( ) Chitin I (warrior insects)

5,^,^ ^j ( ) Melee (man-to-man combat)

( ) WarpWar (spaceship battles)

( ) Rivets (humorous robot game)
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THE MAGAZINE OF SPECULATIVE CONFLICT SIMULATION

A natural synergy results from the combination of the science fiction and fan-

tasy milieu with that of conflict simulation gaming. Both are concerned with

the projection of the imagination onto a world-construct. Both deal in the

varieties of the possible... the infinite //. Both free the reader from the limits of

the mundane. Ares shall be the natural product of this synergy. Each bi-

monthly issue shall contain:

a complete capsule-size science fiction or fantasy simulation game

two or more science fiction or fantasy short stories

articles on the design and play of science fiction/fantasy games

reviews and service features on all forms of science fiction & fantasy

Each issue of Ares will be forty

8'/4 " X 1
1
" pages long. The included

game will have an 11" x 17" playing

surface, 100 counters (or equiva-

lent), and four to eight pages of

rules bound into the magazine.

Games will usually be accompanied

by a supporting piece of back-

ground fiction.

Subscribe nowand
geta ^

Vector 3, a game of three-

dimensional space combat in which

players design their own spaceships.

Free Game Offer good only when

addressed to Dept. 1096 (see coupon

at right).

Send check or money order to:

^^jSr ^^B ' Dept. 1096

^RH^ 257 Park Avenue South

New York, N.Y. 10010

Please enter my subscriptionfor:

n One year (6 issues): $14

D Two years (12 issues): $26

D Three years (18 issues): $36

Also enter my subscription to Strategy &
Tactics, the military magazine with a game

in it:

n One year (6 issues): $16

n Two years (12 issues): $30

Name

Address.

City .Slate.

Apt..

_Zip.

D Master Charge or CI Visa Acct #

:

/ / —
Expiration Date: -
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editorial

I've been here almost a year now, and

youVe flnsdly begun to see some ofmy
influence—some stories that I bought

rather than inherited. I, in turn, now Your letters, in a very real sense, are

have a better idea ofhow to pursue the the Ufeblood of this magazine . Even

ends I'm after for Analog. For what though the Analytical Laboratory is

I've learned so far, and what I'll not now a monthly feature, and even

continue to learn, I must thank you, though your letter may not be printed

the readers. A Uvely dialogue among (space being limited), your evalua-

readers, editor, writers, and artists has tions and comments are my best form

long been a vital part of what made this of quality control

.

magazine what it has been and will be. Naturally, an editor must be

As my first year, and the maga- somewhat thick-skinned. Nothing

zine's first fifty, draw to a close, it pleases everybody—and a story or ar-

seems appropriate to make a few com- tide which draws unusually strong

ments about how this dialogue works, praise from some of you will, almost

and to answer a few common ques- invariably, draw equally strong con-

tions. Certain questions and concerns demnation from others. And, beheve

cross my desk every week, and it's it or not, there are a few folks out

probably a good idea, every few years, there (not you who are reading this, of

for the editor to sit down with the course) who are not always gentle or

readers and lay out some answers for even commonly courteous. (A very

all to see. few verge on the vicious—but that's

all part of the job, and perhaps I

should be grateful to provide a

harmless outlet for those individuals.)

I'm always interested in hearing

whatever you have to say. If you write,

will I read your letter? Absolutely. Will

I answer your letter? In general, yes,

though time may not always permit a

lengthy reply. About the only times

tGBm
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you'll get no answer are these:

1 . If your reply is lost by the post of-

fice.

2 . If a reply is obviously not needed or

expected. (As with a simple list of

An Lab votes or a note acknowl-

edging something we've sent you.)

3 . If a better reply would come from

another department. (Subscription

problems I forward to Circulation,

questions about advertising rates to

our Advertising Manager.)

4 . If your letter deals with a particular

story or article, I may pass it on to

the author, who will answer if he

wants to and has time. (We can't

give out addresses or phone num-
bers, but we'll gladly forward a let-

ter addressed to any of our con-

tributors c/o Analog.

5 . If your letter is held for use in Brass

Tacks, it (and a reply, if called for)

>yill likely show up in print, even-

tually. But space considerations

sometimes lead to a letter's being

unavoidably dropped at the last

minute.

I often get questions like, "Why
wasn't there a Brass Tacks column last

month?" Or, "There seems to be a lot

more nonfiction lately [often mean-
ing in one issue]. Are you giving up on

fiction?"

A magazine is like a jigsaw puzzle,

with stories, articles, illustrations,

departments, and advertisements for

pieces. We can make some good
guesses, but we can't be quite sure

how they'll fit together until we try it.

Sometimes, late in the production of

an issue, something has to go. What

goes? The key question is often,

"What's about the size of the amount
that we're over?" That's what hap-

pened to Brass Tacks last month.

Also, sometimes special timing re-

quirements, or a piece of unusual

length, will cause the number of

stories, or the proportions of fiction

and nonfiction, to change for one

issue. These things have always been

true, as a survey of back issues will

easily verify. If a department is miss-

ing one month, it doesn't mean we've

abandoned it. If an issue has an extra

article, or more or fewer stories than

usual, it doesn't mean we're conspir-

ing to change our basic format. It does

jnean we're trying to keep enough

flexibility to accommodate occasional

pieces which don't quite fit the

"usual" format. The only systematic

change made lately is the addition of

"The Alternate View"—and that's

expressly limited to a very small

number of pages, invested with the

hope of stimulating good stories.

Which leads me to perhaps the most

popular question of all: "How do I

submit stories, and what happens to

them if I do?"
You are, collectively, one of the

most intelligent and imaginative au-

diences in the world. Many of you are

not content to be passive consumers

—

you itch to try writing yourselves. But

you may hesitate because (a) you're

not sure how to go about it, or (b)

you're not sure I'm interested.

O.K. Am I interested in reading

stories from unknowns?

You bet. I have to be. Established

Analog Science Fiction / Science Fact



"Oz — where the young stay young and
the old stay young forever— these

books are for readers of all ages"
— Ray Bradbury

A Del Rey Fantasy Classic

Whose Time Has Come.
Wizards and witches, nomes and princesses, enchanted lands and

enchanting creatures— all are part of the wonderful world of Oz.

Discover all the magic and wonder of L. Frank Baum s classic series,

now available in delightfully illustrated mass-market paperbacks

from Del Rey books, each only $1.95:

THE WIZARD OF oz
THE LAND OF oz
OZMAOFOZ
DOROTHY AND THE WIZARD IN OZ
THE ROAD TO OZ
THE EMERALD CITY OFOZ
THE PATCHWORK GIRL OF OZ
and more to follow!

OZ is for

everyone
and for always.

Ballantine Books
1979 Random House Inc

\&ii'
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writers tend to get so busy writing

books that they have little time to do

short stories for magazines. Eventual-

ly they retire or die. So any magazine

editor who wants to keep his maga-

zine alive and growing must be con-

stantly on the lookout for new talent.

When he finds it, he must make every

effort to nurture it and help it

develop.

Sure, the probability that I'll buy

what you submit is not large. I get

roughly .50 to 1 50 manuscripts a week

;

I can buy maybe two. But stories do

get bought from the "slush pile"—the

"unsolicited manuscripts" from
**unknown hopefuls"—not out of

desperation or charity, but because

they're good. Remember, every writer

who is now well known started out in a

slush pile. As a writer, I can assure you

that life holds few greater kicks than

receiving the news that you've just

made your first professional sale to a

market you had long secretly sus-

pected was beyond your reach. As an

editor, I've found a comparable

pleasure in realizing suddenly, at the

end of a long and tedious day of

reading, that my attention is solidly in

the grip of some writer I've never

heard of before

.

Incidentally, if you take another

look at those numbers, you'll realize

something else. Even most of the sub-

missions from old pros get rejected at

any particular market, not necessarily

because they're bad, but simply

because there isn't room for them all.

O.K. Suppose you want to submit

stories to Analog. How do you do it?

I'm not going to tell you how to

write. That's too big and subtle a sub-

ject, and there are good books to read

if you're seriously interested. I recom-

mend reading, in this order, Ben
Bova's Notes to a Science Fiction

Writer, L. Sprague de Camp and

Catherine C. de Camp's Science Fic-

tion Handbook, Revised, and The

Craft of Science Fiction, edited by

Reginald Bretnor. And reread them

periodically, because there will be

things that don't register the first

time, but will after you have some ex-

perience to relate them to.

Meanwhile, write—that's the only

way to learn to do it. When you're

ready to submit something, make a

good copy, typed with a clean

typewriter and reasonably fresh black

ribbon, double-spaced, on one side

only of white bond paper. (Not

"erasable," which smears.) Number
every page and put your name and/or

the ti^le at the top. (Piles of

manuscripts don't normally get

dropped, but ) At the top of the

first page, put your real name and ad-

dress (to which you'd like to have a

check, or the returned manuscript,

sent). Under the title put the name
you'd like the story to appear

under—a pseudonym, if you use one,

or your real name, if you don't. Also

at the top of the first page, put the ap-

proximate word count—^lot exact,

but carefully estimated to the nearest

hundred words. {Every word counts.)

This is used both for determining pay-

ment (if any) and for estimating how
the story will fit into the aforemen-

8 Analog Science Fiction / Science Fact



tioned jigsaw puzzle.

Always keep a copy of your

manuscript. Either xerox or carbon

will do, but xerox has a large advan-

tage: you can quickly make a new sub-

mittable copy if one is lost in transit,

while with a carbon, you'd have to

retype. Most editors these days are

willing to read a good xerox copy, but

nobody wants to read a carbon.

Don't staple; use a paper cHp (of

adequate size). Don't stick a page in

upside down to make sure I read the

whole thing. I'm going to read it

anyway, I can read upside down but

would rather not, and such amateur-

ish tricks serve only as a mild irritant.

A brief cover letter is needed only if

there's something I really need to be

told about the story

—

e.g., that it's a

revision that I suggested. Otherwise, a

letter is superfluous—it's obvious that

you're submitting a story and would

like me to buy it. A letter teUing me
how good the story is is quite unneces-

sary, if it's really that good—and a

lost causeif it isn't.

Put the manuscript (and cover let-

ter, if any) in an envelope addressed to

me—along with another envelope, ad-

dressed to you, large enough to hold

the manuscript and bearing enough

postage for its return. (If you live out-

side the U.S., ask your post office

about International Reply Coupons.)

Then mail it, using either first class

mail or special fourth class (cheaper,

but slower).

That's sill there is to it.

Do you need an agent? No. (You

probably can't get one, anyway, until

Team Sport

The year: 2700.
The planet: Pacifica.

"Wildness returns" (Harlan

Ellison), as the Transcendental
Scientists— militant male chauvin-
ists—battle the equally militant

F^mocrats in Norman Spinrad's

first full-length science fiction

novel in seven years.

"Never has the electric com-
plexity of the male-female relation-

ship been described with such
charming, funny hopeful, realistic

clarity"—Timothy Leary.

"A natural Hugo winner."
— Larry Niven.

Write for free information about
the most exciting Science Fiction

in the universe: Pocket Books,
Dept. AN, 1230 Ave. of the

Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Name

Address.

—i POCKET
On sale ^^vei

BOOKS ^
rywhere



you've made some sales on your own.)

Should you send a query letter first?

No

—

except for serials and fact ar-

ticles. Short stories and novelettes I

can only judge from a complete

manuscript.

Can you submit the same story to

two publishers at once? Some
publishers won't read simultaneous

submissions, others will; virtually all

would much rather not. If you do it,

always tell every editor involved. Also

tell him if the story was ever sold or

pubHshed before. Analog uses only

previously unpublished material.

What happens to your manuscript

when it gets here? Unless I'm away for

an extended period, or something

equally drastic, I personally read

every manuscript submitted. If it's

one of the lucky few, I'll buy it—or,

more precisely, Conde Nast will buy

English language serial (magazine)

rights, leaving you free to sell book or

other rights elsewhere. We pay 5<P a

word for short stories, 3<P for long

ones, and a flat $375 for intermediate

lengths. If you become a regular con-

tributor, we can pay you a little more.

If your story is almost acceptable, I

may send it back with a letter telling

you what I don't like and making sug-

gestions for changes. This doesn't

guarantee that I'll buy any revision

you submit, of course— I have to be

convinced that the end product

works, not just that you went through

certain motions—but it should sug-

gest lines of thought which may
enhance your chances. (Please don't

resubmit a story that was rejected

once unless you've revised it—in

which case you should point that fact

out in a cover letter.)

Sadly, what's most likely is that I

won't be able to use your story or

comment specifically on it. It's not

that I wouldn't like to comment on

every story—it's just not possible,

with a hundred or so manuscripts a

week. Even a checklist such as some

writers send along takes more time

than you might suppose—and is still

misleading because it oversimplifies.

So please don't ask for individual

criticism. If your story interests me
enough, you may be sure I'll comment
anyway. If not, just keep trying.

You should get some sort of reply

within five or six weeks at the most,

and often much less. If you don't,

write and ask.

Often, when a story is rejected, it's

not because there's anything con-

spicuously wrong with it—it's just

that there's nothing sufficiently

special to make it stand out from

dozens of others. You'd do well to

bear that in mind in writing, and try to

make sure your work has something

—

writing quality, idea content, or

both—that does stand out, quite

clearly and quite early.

I've been talking here about

mechanical matters. The question of

what kinds of stories I'm looking for,

in terms of literary and conceptu^

content, is much harder. But I will

have some words about that next

month, in connection with some

reflections on the Fiftieth Anniversary

of Astounding/Analog.

10 Analog Science Fiction / Science Fact



The Federation was out to recruit a new member world—

a

mineral-rich planet where madness was a way of life.

A Novel by BARBARA PAUL
Author of Pillars of Salt

Lodon-Kamaria—a planet in a perpetual state of war.

It should have been easy. Either make peace or figure out which side

would be easier to deal with and see that it won the war. That would
have been the reasonable, rational approach. But on a world where
everyone is insane, reason just doesn't apply...

(D
SIGNET SF
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i
Diana's ambition to get a job on the

moon really started the day she found

out that her namesake was the moon
goddess. She was six and she crawled

out her bedroom window onto the

porch roof so she could stare at the

full moon in the sky where she be-

longed. Her father caught her. He was

furious because she could have fallen

off and hurt herself so he stripped her

and tied her to the bed and beat her

bleeding with his belt.

The pain blotted out this man, blot-

ted out even the pain itself. She saw a

wild boar and she cast an arrow into

his heart from her perch safe behind

the shield of the moon. But in time the

trauma evaporated, leaving only the

p£iin of being touched by a blood

stained bed in Ohio that refused to

stop torturing her body with its prod-

ding fingers. When the moon rose so

high that her round eyes could no

longer see it through the window, she

felt abandoned.

On her seventh birthday a high

school boy showed her his portable

tracking telescope. The cratered

mountains of the moon stunned her

with their beauty

—

her mountains,

her craters, her plains, her rills and

streamers. Meticulously she located

each of the old Apollo landing sites. In

a moment of astral travel she imag-

ined herself in a crater full of trees

with lots of nymphs to take care of.

He showed her Jupiter and the

Pleiades. Another evening they

followed the bright thread of the half

built spaceport as it arrowed through

the southern sky in those few minutes

before it faded into the Earth's shad-

ow. When it was gone he explained

that they could see the spaceport this

far north only because it hadn't yet

been towed into equatorial orbit.

At eight Diana had a temper tan-

trum and stoically endured five

beatings until her mother papered her

wall with a photomontage of the

moon's surface. At nine she took up

archery in school and worked at it un-

til she became the regional champ for

her age. When she was ten she ran

away from home to visit a space

museum but the police brought her

back. After the poHce were gone her

father beat her until even her mother

cried. At twelve she ran away from

home with her arm in a cast, broken

by her father when he found her col-

lection of newspaper stories about

families who murdered their children

in the night.

She fixed her hair like the March

cover girl of Viva Magazine and she

wore one of her mother's bras stuffed

with an extra pair of socks. People

gave her rides. She told them she was

going to visit her mother in California

because her father was out of work.

The best ride she got was from a

truck driver whom she targeted at a

diesel station in Newton, Iowa, main-

ly because his rig carried a Wash-

ington license plate and she knew

vaguely that spaceships were built in

Washington. He wasn't supposed to

take passengers but she flaunted her

spare socks and he broke down and

got to liking her over the steak he

14 Analog Science Fiction / Science Fact



bought her. She chattered to him

about a historical novel called Diana 's

Temple.

An endless ride later, through farm-

land and broken hills and over decay-

ing interstate highways, they pulled in-

to a rest stop near Elk Mountain to

sleep in the cab for the night. Diana

tried to seduce her driver because she

thought girls were supposed to reward

nice men. The cast on her arm got in the

way and a sock fell out of her bra.

He laughed, holding her by the chin

in a vice grip between thumb and

fingers. "Diana was a virgin."

"Yeah, I know." She cringed out

of the vice to a position back against

thedoor of the cab.

He didn't want to hurt her feelings.

He reached out and pulled her shoul-

ders into his large arm tenderly.

"Your virginity is the most valuable

thing you have right now. Hang onto

it. Grow up a Httle bit and when you

throw it away make sure he's the

nicest guy in the world."

"How do you tell the nice guys

from the mean ones?"

"Did you ever have any trouble

with that?"

"My father always beat me. For

nothingV*

"Then you know what the bad ones

are Hke."

"What are the good ones hke?"

"Me," he laughed.

For a year Diana stayed in a small

town near Seattle where they assem-

bled feeder spacecraft for the space-

port as well as cruise missiles for the

military. The tiny nine-meter long

automatic lighters rocketed to the

spaceport from an equatorial base and

flew back on stubby delta wings.

Diana was excited at first. She did

housework' and cared for the children

of one of the foremen whose wife was

recovering from an auto accident. But

this sleepy Earth town was just as far

away from the moon as Ohio.

She stole some money and caught a

bus for L.A. It was scary panhandHng

in Hollywood. She got picked up by a

pimp she didn't know was a pimp and

had to crawl out a window in the mid-

dle of the night and sleep under a car

like a cat. After three days alone she

found a family of runaways and slept

on the floor. They were all into steal-

ing and husthng and one of them was

into heroin but she found a job as a

waitress from which she got fired

because she didn't have any papers.

Twilight was panhandling time.

Afterwards she took her addict friend

to a crowded basement dive so she

could have company being depressed.

The smoke coiled through the dim

light, choking at life. She sat there cra-

zying and suddenly darted toward the

ladies' room where she knew they had

a little open window where she could

breathe for a minute, alone.

A large hand clamped on her shoul-

der. "You got holes in your head,

spending time with that buzzhead?

He'll take you for everything you' ve

got."

She whirled on the scruffy young

man who had a 1950 hairdo. "What
have I got to take? I haven't even got a

job."

TheMoon Goddess and the Son 15



"Lots of jobs around."

"I don't want to be a whore, smart-

ass."

He smiled sardonically. **A wait-

ress, then?"

**I got fired as a waitress because I

don't have any papers."

**How about that!" He shook her

hand .
* * I'm a forger

. " He escorted her

into the ladies' room and, after lock-

ing the door, hung his head through

the window. "What name you want
* to be known by?"

**I can change my name?"
"Yeah and you get a birth certifi-

cate and an L.A. high school record

and a social security number. I figure

if we stretched it a bit you could pass

for eighteen."

"What do you get out of it?" she

asked cynically.

"A girl to ferret around records of-

fices who doesn't arouse suspicion. I

need new faces all the time." He
laughed. "I'm square. My side lady

would kill me if I didn't give every

thirteen year old an integrity deal."

"Could I get a job on the moon
with your papers?"

2

Charlie McDougall was an only

child with thickly lashed eyes. He first

learned to roll his eyes at his parents

when he was thirteen—behind their

backs. His whole memory of Ufe was

of two giants giving him orders that

had to be executed on some strict

schedule if he didn't want to be driven

crazy by shouting directed into his

eardrum.

Mama wanted him to become the

world's greatest violinist or maybe a

dancer who would wow them in Mos-
cow. Papa wanted him to become the

greatest space engineer who ever lived,

the cutting edge of the Last Hope of

Mankind.

During those crucial years when
most babies discover the first spark of

individuality by playing with the pow-

er of the word "no, " Charlie had been

broken. He learned to obey. He hated

the violin and he hated dancing and he

hated space but he hated screaming

parents even more. Obeying was the

only peace he had.

Still while he became a fine violin-

ist, his strings had a perpetual habit of

snapping. He was invariably the best

dancer in his class but he was always

being thrown out because of his in-

curable habit of peeking into the girls'

dressing room.

For his father he devised even more

diabolical tortures. Though he slaved

dutifully over his physics and chemis-

try and math and model building, he

refused to read science fiction. On his

fifteenth birthday his father tried to

seduce him with a luxury hardbound

copy of Dune with a facsimile Frank

Herbert signature.

"You'll love it."

"Hey Papa, that's a great gift. This

evening I have some spare time and

maybe I'll take a crack at it." When
his father went out for a beer, he

rolled his eyes.

That evening the old man peeked

into his room on tiptoes to see how the

first chapter oi Dune was going, just

as Charlie knew he would. Charlie was
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engrossed in the eighth chapter of

Robert's Differential Equations set-

ting up the ninth problem.

"Have you had a chance to look at

DuneV
"Tomorrow. I got myself hung up

on the breaking mode of long cylin-

ders and I don't want to sleep on it."

The coup had kept CharUe happy

for weeks. Dune was still on his shelf,

unopened.

It was only when he was seventeen

that he discovered the perfect shelter

from his parents, digital music. Elec-

tronic instruments frightened his

mother. She had a Ph.D in musicology

from Mills but couldn't tell a fourier

compact series from a quartet concert

series; a resistor had something to do

with the draft, and a chip was what an •

uncouth person carried on his shoul-

der. As for Charlie's father, who pol-

ished off textbooks like most slow

readers polished off light novels, engi-

neered music was in the same category

as purple smells or painted cooking.

Waves, repetitions, pulsations,

rumblings, the rise of a violin taking

off can all be described by a fourier

series—an amalgamation of sine and

cosine waves of different frequencies

and amplitudes. A frequency is a

number. An amplitude is a number.

Charlie composed by choosing those

numbers and deciding when they were

to change. His computer executed the

commands.

He created his own computer lan-

guage for simulating instruments. It

was a simple matter for him to write a

subroutine for oboe or violin or har-

monica. He had ten violins on file,

four of them matching in sound the

finest vioHns ever crafted, the other

six of a haunting timbre that could

never come from a material violin,

wood lacking the proper resonant

qualities. He doodled up new in-

struments in pensive moments and

gave them frivolous names like the

pooh and the eeyore and the kanga.

By using his world of numbers as £m

open sesame to the trance under-

ground, he burrowed assiduously into

this dark world his parents couldn't

understand. Once when he was twenty

and deliriously celebrating the end of

his junior year by smashing out in the

popular Boston Trance Hall where the

show was continuous and the wait-

resses sported silver pantsuits with

cutout buttocks, all seven of his

friends became dazzled by the nubility

of the singer. She was wearing a

golden necklace from which her dress

flowed, cupric green, so slashed in a

thousand ribbons that one both saw

all and none of her body as she sang.

Charlie noted the ordinary voice

—

slightly brassy with a tendency to slur-

ring—and rashly bet his friends she

would date him. Gleefully they put

$200 in the pot, impelling him to keep

pace by taking her hand as she left the

stage.

"You have a zorchy voice—a lot

could be done with it."

She smiled coolly and let him hold

her fingers just long enough to appear

unrude. It gave him time to press his

card into that hand, a hand so cold his

must have seemed tropical.
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ELECTRONIC MADMAN
DIGITALIZED MUSIC

Her eyes widened slightly when she

read it—DM was a controversial thing

on the pop music scene; one loved or

hated its sounds and argued endlessly

about the awesome scope of its ter-

ritory. DM projected mystery and

resentment. Few musicians could han-

dle its technical demands. But an am-
bitious woman with an ordinary voice

would know what a DM magician

could do for her.

She sat down and the cupric cloth

rippled, sometimes revealing, some-

times hiding, always teasing. "What
do you hear in my voice?"

"You'll have to come to my place

and listen. It's beautiful."

"It's not. I don't think my mouth is

the right shape."

"But you don't hear what I hear."

"Do you do real time or aug-

mented?"

"Both. I can feed your mike right

into the shoebox if that's what you

want."

She took his palm and read it silent-

ly. Then she looked into his face with

the eyes of a judge. "What sign are

you?"

"Aquarius."

Her face broke into a smile of relief

.

"Fantastic!" And she wouldn't let his

hand go. Charhe's friends, conceding,

shoved a money filled envelope into

the other hand.

Betty worked with him. He showed

her many versions of her voice. He
washed her car. He rushed her clothes

out for dry cleaning to give her extra

sleep. When she had a new gig, he set

up for her. He worked late into many
nights decoding the structure of her

voice until he was able to customize a

shoebox that transformed her into a

siren at the wave of a mike.

Charlie's new life thrilled him. He
spent all his time thinking about se-

ducing Betty. Devious plans grew out

of dreams and finally he convinced

Betty to let him move into her place in

what had once been the maid's room
back in the century when Irish labor

was plentiful. He promised to cook

and do the dishes and not molest her.

His theory was that the way to a girl's

heart was through her stomach and

after a month of being taken care of by

a man who loved her, she would melt.

In a msiilgram that gave him great

pleasure to write he told his father that

he was not returning to MIT. Within a

week his father arrived in Boston from

orbit and charmed Betty off to Mexico

City for a vacation. She sent him a

card from Xicotencatl wishing he was

there. The card was forwarded to New
Hampshire where his mother had taken

him by the ear, screaming at him all the

time, insisting that if he wasn't going to

continue his engineering he had to sign

up for the Berlin Conservatory. In

self-defense he reregistered at MIT, all

the while plotting perfect murders.

It took him only two months to ut-

terly crush his mother. He digitalized

a secret recording of one of her

screaming rages. Slowly he added har-

monicas. He mushed the words until

their content was lost against a pure

emotion. Here he amplified the rage.
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there he added piteous undertones.

Violins played at dramatic moments.

Sobbing children filled the silences.

He had the tape cut and sold the press-

ing to a company that pushed it up to

thirty-second place on the hit parade.

Charlie figured it would take longer

to crush his father. His father was

tough. He would have to bide his time

and strike at an unexpected moment
with overwhelming force.

3

It was a nice name. Diana Grove.

She could go anywhere and do any-

thing with it. Mostly she went to Texas

and Arizona because John the

Forger's main business was manufac-

turing new identities for Mexicans.

When she became too well known he

let her go and she became a waitress.

Rooming with older girls taught

Diana how to imitate adult behavior.

Her manners became iflirtatious. She

was a sassy summertime flower to the

bees, httle caring whether the men she

attracted were young or old or hand-

some or married—but she never dated

the same man twice. She had a perfect

excuse whenever an admirer wanted a

second date.

"But that's the day I'm seeing

Larry."

•*How about Saturday then?"

"I always go out with George on

Saturday."

When too many people wanted her,

she changed jobs or roommates.

Eventually she began to move up the

coast, carefully picking only the most

expensive and popular restaurants.

Once in Coos Bay, Oregon, a drunk

wacked her around and that so

frightened her she flew to San Fran-

cisco the very next day.

Not having a job was unimportant.

At the airport she bought a paper and

answered a classified ad demanding

an exceptionally attractive and ex-

perienced waitress to work at Namala
in the Pacific. Diana was a long time

space buff and knew very well that

Namala was one of the equatorial sta-

tions that supplied the orbiting

spaceport.

The secretary of Ling Enterprises

smiled and Diana reciprocated. It

helped her nervousness that the

secretary was sitting down and she was

standing. She could pretend that she

was just earning a five-dollar tip.

The speaker beside the video cam-

era spoke in a gentle voice. "Send her

in. She's expected."

Diana instantly turned her smile on

the camera. It was President Ling

speaking. That was very suspicious.

Presidents of restaurant chains did

not interview waitresses. She felt faint

and, what was worse, she felt fifteen

years old.

When she peered around Mr.

Ling's door she found him to be

Chinese and ancient. His office was

Contemporary American except for

the paintings—a battle between
Earthmen and beastoid in a jungle

under a large red sun, the other a

desolate landscape somewhere in the

galaxy near a star cluster. The fear

went out of her.

"You're another space cookie,"

she said relieved, all her poise back.
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"It's a comfortable disease."

"Do you remember when they

landed on the moon?"
He laughed. "I'm so old I remem-

ber when they thought landing on the

moon was impossible."

"Do you own a restaurant on the

moon?"
"No, but when they build one, I'll

be running it."

She loved him already. She was his

slave. She sat down on the couch and

couldn't take her eyes off his face,

lined and old and frail and the most

fascinating face she'd ever seen.

He moved closer to her, sitting on

the desk top. "Are you wondering

why a president is interviewing wait-

resses?"

"Yes," she grinned. "I'm ready to

run out the door screaming."

"I have six space related restaurants

and I take a personal interest in them.

The frustrated astronaut in me."

"What's Namala like?"

"Hard work for you. Too many
men."

"I'm a good girl and surprisingly

self-reliant."

"Sometimes you'll need advice.

Madam Lilly, who runs my Namala

franchise, has large skirts for hiding

behind when it is necessary."

"I never need help," said Diana de-

fiantly.

"An unwise consideration."

They talked. He found out all he

needed to know and she found out all

she needed to know. He offered her

the job. She accepted. There was

nothing more to say but she didn't

want to leave just yet.

He watched her silence as she

moved her fingers and played with a

ring. "Ah, I've finally caught you

when you're not smiling."

"I'm hungry and I want to invite

you for lunch," she said with frog's

legs in her throat.

He smiled a thousand wrinkles.

"Would your wife mind?" she then

asked awkwardly.

"I'm a widower."

"We could go to the Calchas. I've

worked there. It's beautiful and I miss

their food."

She made him talk about himself

over too much wine. He was the rebel

in his family. His father wanted him to

take over the restaurant business and

he wanted to be an engineer. He had

edited a science fiction fanzine called

Betelgeuse which went to fourteen

issues but when he became engaged to

his illustrator who was a Caucasian,

his family disowned him. He didn't do

well enough in school to get a scholar-

ship and ended up as a city bureau-

crat, married, with three lovely

mongrel children while he tried to

write at night.

Finally his father died and his

brothers expanded and took the fami-

ly fortune into a close brush with

disaster and he made a pact with his

mother to run the family business. He
was good at it. Later he made his

breakthrough by discovering how to

franchise variety in a world of Mac-

donald's, Johnson's, and Colonel's.

Diana had fun. They ran up quite a

bill at Mr. Ling's insistance (he
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thought he was paying) and she had

the best fight of her life taking the bill

away from him. To make up for it he

bought her beautiful luggage. She

sighed and told him she had nothing to

put in it, so he bought her clothes. She

sighed and told him she had no place

to take them because she hadn't

rented a hotel room yet, so he gave her

the key to his place.

She cooked Mr. Ling a gourmet

dinner in his kitchen after making

many phone calls to the office to find

out what he liked and when he would

be in. They spent the whole meal and

three liquors discussing the history of

Jerusalem. She discovered his wicked

sense of humor. He convinced her

that there had been a whole order of

Chinese Knights who fought in the

crusades.

"Don't laugh so hard!" she com-

plained.
*
'You're jiist lucky I didn't

bake a lemon meringue pie for supper

or you'd get it right in your kisser!"

Ten o'clock was his bedtime. He ex-

cused himself gracefully and escorted

her all the way to the guest room
where he put an arm around her

shoulder and thanked her for a lovely

evening before he left her.

Diana peeked. She waited until the

light went out under his door and

then, dressed only in a candle flame,

entered his room. "I've come to kiss

you goodnight." It was easy to pre-

tend you were twenty years old when
you were nude.

His smile in the candlelight was

wistful. "Goddess Diana, I am much
too old for such escapades."

"That makes us even. I'm much too

young for such escapades." She blew

out the candle and slipped under the

sheets with him. "Don't die of a heart

attack just yet. I want my job on the

moon." She snuggled up beside him,

deciding that she Hked to sleep with

men. It was the sleep of innocence.

The next day a great aircraft flew

her over the ocean to the equator.

4

The rocket-supplied lunar base was

an improbable cluster of forms on

Mare Imbrium which had lately

grown a spider web rectenna farm to

receive microwaves from a small

twenty-five megawatt solar power sta-

tion that had been built in low Earth

orbit and towed up to the Lagrange 1

position 58,000 km above the moon.

Each new addition was part of a

single-minded plan. The sole purpose

of the base was to build an elec-

tromagnetic landing track so that ac-

cess to the moon might be made
cheap. This deep out in space, rockets

fueled from Earth were not cheap.

When Byron McDougall took the

assignment to construct the initial

lunar base he was given one-fourth of

the money originally allocated for that

task. He was a military man from a

military family. He thought like a

soldier who could still fight when

his supply lines had been cut.

McDougall's base had shafts without

elevators. He used cast basalt instead

of aluminum. Eighty percent of the

parts by weight of all imported ma-

chines were made of lunar metals and

glasses. All food was raised locally.
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The lunar day was given over to ener-

gy intensive tasks such as metals pro-

duction. The lunar night was given

over to effort intensive tasks such as

design work and machining, v

From his tiny office Byron called

Louise. "Sweetheart, do you have a

bottle of champagne tucked away?'*

He knew she didn't.

"Champagne? You're mad. All I

have is a liter of Ralph's turnip

rotgut."

**Too bad. How can we celebrate

on that? Any last minute hassles with

the SPS?"
"No. We should have power exact-

ly on time."

"Good."
"Your son has been trying to reach

you. We'll have the connection set up

in fifteen minutes. Do you want to

take it there or here?"

"I'm hopping right up to the con-

trol room."

Byron switched off, smiling slyly.

He took out a half bottle of cham-

pagne he had hidden, all he could af-

ford to smuggle in by rocket, but

enough to give them a taste of victory.

It wasn't really victory: getting the

SPS power so they weren't energy

starved at night was just another

milestone, but one certainly worth

celebrating.

Maybe there never would be a final

victory. Byron sometimes despaired.

Maybe in two years this effort might

be a ghost town in spite of all the bil-

lions that had been invested in it. Risk

funding was so damned erratic. Sup-

port waxed and waned in Congress. It

had been waning now for years, even

though the pay-off was a certainty.

He slipped out of his office, soared

up the shaft, caught himself, and

made his slow leap into the control

room with the bottle high in his hand.

"Who's got strong thumbs?"

"How did you get that!" Louise's

nature lent itself to exclamations.

"False bottomed suitcase."

One of the men turned to Byron

from the console display with a smile.

"The SPS is powered and checking

through beautifully. We should get

the first beam down soon."

"Is your son as handsome as you?"

asked Louise dreamily.

"Why should you care?"

"Braithwaite was telling me he's

coming up here to work on the track as

soon as he graduates' from MIT."
"No, I'm much better looking than

my son. You should try older men
once in awhile."

"Not a chance. You see through all

of my tricks. I might get away with

batting my eyes at your son. He's six

years younger than I am."

"Actually you might have a chance.

When he gets here I'll set you up. He
chases older women—but I've never

seen him chase one as bright as you. I

once took a girl friend of his off to

Mexico City. She was a great lady, but

I was bored to death with her

chatter."

"Byron! You stole your son's girl

friend? How could you be so cruel?

And I always thought you were such a

nice man!"
"I did him a favor. She was using
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him," he said bitterly.

"He probably needed her!"

That stung Byron's anger. **Like

hell he needed her. She didn't have

enough sense to send him back to

school when he quit to take care of

her. For that I could have killed the

bitch. I shipped her off to Paris with

enough bread to keep her amused."

Louise was grinning. "What was

your wife saying about all this?"

"She divorced me .

"

"Byron!"

He laughed. "Something else to

celebrate."

The phone rang. Louise took it and

chatted with the operator. "Byron.

It's your son."

"Hi Papa."

"Charlie!"

Two second pause.

"I'm caUing you up to congratulate

you. I hear you're not going to need

candles at night anymore. Hey, pretty

soon you'll have hot running water in

the trenches."

"It's pretty good. We'll be powered

except for six hours once a month at

eclipse."

Two second pause.

"I just got your comments on my
last batch of homework. You're two

days faster than my profs. I'm glad

I'm getting clever enough with my
mistakes so even you can't see them."

"While you're on the Hne I want

you to talk with Braithwaite. You'll be

working with him on the lunar track.

He's anxious to get you after all he's

heard about you."

Byron motioned frantically for

Braithwaite to come over while his

voice travelled to Earth and his son's

came back.

"You still want me to get involved

in that thing, eh?"

"You bet. When we get it buih this

place is going to start to pay for itself.

She'll mushroom. We've been tooHng

up for the track and now that we have

the power, we're ready to roll."

The lunar track was an electro-

magnetic cushion to take fifteen-ton

ships in for a horizontal landing at

lunar circular velocity. Or shoot them

off.

"Say Papa, I'm calling to tell you

not to bother to come back to Earth

for my graduation."

"But of course I'm coming. I need

the vacation."

Two second pause.

"Yeah, but I just quit school."

"You're at the top of your class!"

Two second pause.

"I don't want your job. I just want

to play around and hsten to the birds

sing. Why put myself in the position

where I need a vacation when I can

have one all the time?"

Byron thought frantically. "It's the

chance of your lifetime! It will make
your career! From this job you can go

anywhere!"

Two second pause. There was no

real way to argue over this distance.

He had caught a barracuda and the

line was too light.

"I never Hked engineering. Good
luck in your log cabin. I'm hanging

up, now."

The line went dead. Byron waited
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for two seconds, stunned, then he

smashed his bottle against the

bulkhead wall. Gracefully the cham-

pagne foamed as it arced in a slow mo-

tion spatter.

"She's ready," said the operations

man, as calmly as if he had witnessed a

christening. "There she goes. The grid

is powered."

Louise was rushing over to Byron.

"It's all right."

Byron was frozen, his hand out-

stretched where it had grasped sudden

defeat from victory. "No," he said in

pain.

"Are you going back to Earth to

talk to him?"

"No." Byron paused for two

thoughtful seconds, his hand slowly

sinking. "I had to push him and push

him and push him, the little bastard.

He did so well, I couldn't resist. If I

didn't push him, he didn't move. So I

pushed him. God, how I wanted him

here under my thumb where I could

make a man out of him . " He shrugged

bitterly. "It's no use. If you have to

push a man, he's not going to move
anywhere."

"He'll settle out."

"Yeah, he'll settle out. He'll settle

out as a third rate musician."

5

Namala was the tropical sea, blue

water and a sometimes billowy cloud-

ed sky and green islands that, to

Diana's airborne eyes, seemed to sleep

in the vast moat of the Pacific Hke a

drowsy crocodile. She arrived at sun-

set while the water was deepening to

purple. Never in her Hfe had she been

so exhilarated. She was here—part

of a base that was shipping goods to

the moon to make a home for her that

would be there when she found a way

to go.

While she waited on the airfield ter-

race for Madam Lilly, the drowsy

crocodile woke. A barrage of delta

winged lighters began to Hft in roaring

flame from the launch area. Then

Diana saw to the west the silver thread

of the spaceport rising majestically

out of the ocean. At first it was only a

small thread, a wavering glimmer. On
the horizon the spaceport's 150-kilo-

meter length was foreshortened to

hardly more than a degree of sky, but,

within minutes, as it rose to the

thunder of the lighter launches, it

grew to stretch its gossamer strand

over almost a sixth of the sky—before

vanishing into the shadow of the

Earth, leaving only stars. She remem-

bered a spider riding a filament of web

over the cornfields of Ohio.

Soon another fleet of lighters, elec-

tromagnetically ejected from the

spaceport as it passed overhead, be-

gan a screaming drop out of the black-

ness, swooping into the floodlamps of

the lagoon to be received with the ef-

ficiency of a squadron returning to the

deck of its aircraft carrier. Some of

the Hghters were laden with goods

manufactured in the factory pods that

Hned the spaceport's length like fac-

tories had once sprung up along a

railway spur line. Some of the lighters

came down empty.

The ground crews ran a standard

maintenance check on each vehicle,
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inserting a new 500 kilogram payload

module, pumping kerosene and ox-

ygen into the tanks, recooling the

superconducting coils that would

electromagnetically accelerate the

lighter once it had been swallowed by

the spaceport's electromagnetic in-

testine on its next spaceward trip.

Finally the fresh readied lighter was

rolled to the launch site and pointed at

the sky on its own gantry, there to

await the return of the spaceport.

Every ninety minutes, day and night,

this cycle repeated at all of the

equatorial stations.

Madam Lilly was standing behind

Diana, unwilling to intrude on the

girl's rapture. She turned out to be a

hard taskmaster. Her restaurant car-

ried the Ling symbol but hke all Ling

restaurants it supported its own name,

the Kaleidoscope, which meant that it

was constantly changing its at-

mosphere. Madam Lilly was a theater

person. She could do miracles with a

few props and backdrops and screens,

but her main focus was on the girls.

She costumed them perfectly and

taught them gesture and emotion and

expression and dialog.

When Diana arrived they were do-

ing World War II. There was a Rosey

the Riveteer in slacks and a Sultry

Pinup in black negligee. Diana served

the veranda in shorts with a tray over

her head as a Hep Carhop. Sometimes

she chewed gum and she always said

"swell" to the customers. The music

was "Deep in the heart of Texas. .

."

or "Kiss me once and kiss me twice

and kiss me once again, it's been a

long long time. .

."

Namala was a paradise for a girl

scared of men. The ratio of single men
to women was four to one and she had

so many dates that she could easily

play one against the other for safety.

If that failed, Diana pleaded work.

She had to rehearse the movements of

a Burmese dancer, or walk like a Per-

sian lady, or catch the subtle way a

geisha presented a plate of raw fish.

You could find her laughing with her

arms around two men, or alone on the

beach in the moonlight watching the

fireworks supply the spaceport.

The beach could be fun. During the

Kaleidoscope's twenties' stint Madam
Lilly strictly forbade her girls to wear

their monokinis and instead had them

splashing about in the latest daring

flapper bathing suit that exposed the

knees. It caused a riot and was very

good for business.

Time and the smallness of the

Namala community was her enemy.

She met a boy named Jack in her mar-

tial arts class. He always spoke to her;

she consistently ignored him. Their

Japanese instructor repeated that the

greatest perfection was to defeat an

opponent with the minimum of force.

Diana was having none of that. She

was there to learn how to demolish

men with the thrust of her heel or the

back of her hand. She believed in a

safety factor often. Break their skulls

and then ask questions.

But Jack survived. Smitten, he ar-

ranged a surprise birthday party.

There were twenty-one candles on the

cake even though she was only turning
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sixteen. She had a fabulous time hug-

ging everyone for their gifts and sing-

ing and fooling around. She success-

fully avoided Jack for three hours

knowing how dangerous a man in love

can be.

Her fatal mistake was to need a

Kleenex. Jack kept some in his study

which had remained off limits to the

party because of the delicate model of

the lunar base he kept there. She

caught a ghmpse of its detail and fell

heels Over head. Long after the revelry

had died she was still in the study, her

arms wrapped around Jack kissing his

nose and asking him questions about

the lunar electromagnetic landing track.

The affair lasted two weeks, a

miracle of involvement for Diana. She

went everywhere with him. She haunt-

ed the launch site when he was at

work. He spent all his money at the

Kaleidoscope. They went surfing

together and kissed at every opportun-

ity. He hinted that he wanted to sleep

with her. She hinted that she wanted to

wait but to herself decided that he was

the nicest guy in the world and she was

going to throw her virginity away on

him and live happily ever after.

In time they found themselves

alone. Unhurriedly, gently he began

to undress her. Diana only noticed

that he was between her and the door.

Since she had been a small girl she had

learned to keep herself always be-

tween her father and a door. For

awhile she tried to suppress her silly

need, but the anxiety didn't go away

—it became worse. It became impera-

tive. Smihng at her insanity she took

Jack in her arms hoping to roll him

away from the door, toward the wall,

without having to say anything. He
chose that moment to be assertive.

Suddenly panicked, Diana threw

him off the bed. When he looked up in

anger, still commanding the doorway,

she was so terrified that she struck him

with a reflex karate kick to the head,

and ran, not remembering that she

ran. The next day he apologized when

he found her. She turned away with-

out speaking.

He flew in flowers from the States.

He sent her letters. He papered love

declarations on the corridor walls of

her apartment. He slept on her steps.

His intensity frightened her. She

stayed awake with images of him mur-

dering her. When he came to the

Kaleidoscope, the other girls waited

on him. Madam Lilly soothed her and

told her that it was normal for men to

go crazy, that it was nothing to worry

about, but Diana worried. Jack per-

sisted. He even sent one of the female

mechanics he worked with to talk to

her. Diana became so upset that she

wrote Mr. Ling a mailgram pleading

for a transfer.

The reply bounced back via satellite

and was printed up immediately.

"Spend a week with me. Ling."

6

At the emergency meeting in the

main control room of the lunar base

Zimmerman told a joke about a con-

gressman that ended with the punch

Hne: **I got no luck at all, nohow. Jist

as I was gettin' my ass trained to work

without eatin', she has to up and die
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on me!"

It wasn't a funny joke when you

were the ass. They poked at the budget

cut and they went over their own ex-

penses from five different angles. No
sane way of handhng the cut emerged.

During the next shift out on the lu-

nar plain, Byron chewed over his an-

ger in one of the construction trucks

along the half built track. His mind

kept wandering off to Earth, that god-

dess of inconsistency.

One year you had Congress con-

vinced that what you were doing was

in the economic self-interest of the

United States. You'd ask them if they

were sure because you wanted them to

be sure before you went ahead. Yes,

they were sure. They backed you to

the hilt. They made laws. But the next

year they were convinced of some-

thing else, riding some new fad.

Back at the base Byron took dinner

in his room. He cut off the intercom

and tended his climbing vines, still

seeking a solution to this latest sudden

change in the rules. Adam Smith was

wrong; men were not motivated by

self-interest—they were too myoptic

to perceive self-interest farther than

an inch away. A man would grab for

that cigaret because the pleasure was

immediate; the surgeon's knife cut-

ting out his cancerous lung lay an

unreal fifteen years in the future.

Byron's eyes blurred and for a mo-
ment he beheld a religious vision. A
luminous hand was reaching out of

the stars and that hand was a mosaic

of little men held together by little

hands in the pockets of the men

above. Each little man was complain-

ing about somebody else's greed. The

conquest of space was not, at the mo-

ment, a gloriously cooperative ven-

ture. It was a war of pickpockets. But

war gave him an edge. He smiled.

Byron was an old fighter pilot.

His fingers switched off the lights so

that he was in total darkness, the bed

easy under his body. What did a sol-

dier do when he was cornered? He re-

membered one of the favorite maxims

of his father. "There is no such thing

as losing," said that very stern man. It

was an absurd maxim, parochially

American, but one his father could

imbue with a peculiar vitality.

As a ten year old Byron had been no

fool.
*

'That's what Hitler said at Stal-

ingrad," he argued hotly.

*'Ah, but Hitler confused winning

with being on the offensive. You and I

would have retreated and won."

**We retreated all over the place in

Vietnam and lost!"

"Son, recall that you and I were in

Germany during that disgraceful af-

fair. Real soldiers aren't so clumsy as

to defend something by destroying

it."

"What's a real soldier?"

"An ordinary soldier fights well when

he is grandly equipped. A real soldier

can stiU fight after his supply lines have

been cut. A real soldier doesn't even

need any help from Congress!"

Once on a 300-kilometer hike with his

father he had cnmipled, refusing to go

farther. The pain was overwhelming.

"A man inured to hell cannot

lose."
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"He can die," Byron remembered

himself whining.

His son-of-a-bitch father had then

lifted him up by the hair. "No. You
forget. Death comes first. Then hell.

Get moving. McDougalls are tough

enough to walk out of hell. You're

that tough. We make camp in two

hours."

Byron walked out of his father's

hell into an Air Fofce recruiting office

on his eighteenth birthday. The Air

Force groomed him, disciplined him,

toughened him, and then sent him to

Saudi Arabia to train Bedouins to fly

the F-15. It was hell. He found himself

drawing upon his father's wisdom

about coping with hells because it was

all he had. He used that empty time in

the desert like a good commander

might use a lull in the fighting—to

build up his striking power. He sweat-

ed out an engineering education by

correspondence course.

In those days few Americans cared

about space, not even Byron. NASA's
program had collapsed to a dismal

four shuttle fleet with no solid funding

in sight. Russian space ventures began

to show signs of life again and Con-

gress frantically authorized the build-

ing of the spaceport, giving Rockwell

a contract for 70 modified space shut-

tles. Byron found himself flying one

of them above the Earth, above a vi-

sion that shattered his isolation.

He resigned from the Air Force and

transferred easily into a spaceport

construction crew, engineering with

love where no men had built before,

275 kilometers above the silly wars in

STARSH IP MODELS
Faniaslic, incredibly detailed miniature metal cast kits

which need only painting. Ideal for collecting or war-

gaming! Five different fleets consisting of different

ship types, starfighters, starbombers. And play-tested

rules for wargaming with them! Galactic Armor
Corps miniatures for each fleet presents virtually un-

limited scenarios for space/surface campaign games.
Fantasy wargames, miniature figures also. New
models constantly being issued. Fast delivery from
large stocks.

Send $1.00 for illustrated brochures to:

DEPT. AN2 BOX 9

BEULE HAVEN. VA. 23306

Dealer Inquires Invited

Africa and Afghanastan and Argen-

tina. That was a boom time. Today it

was bust.

Yes, it is like war, he thought there

in the dark. This was a battle to take

the high ground. You won some and

you lost some. The battle up the slope

always cost more than you wanted to

pay. Sometimes the home front got

tired of the war. 'Still you kept on

fighting your way higher in the hope

that once you reached the peak you

could dig in and hold it cheaply.

The first low orbital spaceport had

to be built on the money of incredibly

expensive orbital rockets, but once in

place the 150 kilometer long, double

barreled spaceport could swallow,

and electromagnetically accelerate

cheap suborbital rocket freighters and
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spew the unloaded freighters back

down again to maintain momentum
equilibrium. But that wasn't the end

of the battle. That was only a ridge, a

defense line, a trench.

The 275 kilometers wasn't high

enough. As long as more mass was ris-

ing than falling, momentum balanc-

ing of the spaceport required a net

energy input into the spaceport's mass

drivers. That assumed an expensive

auxiliary orbiting power plant which

tended to limit spaceport capacity.

And so the astronautical strategists

began to covet the really high ground,

the moon. If lunar mass could be de-

livered to Earth through the

spaceport, momentum balancing of

the spaceport would cease to depend

upon auxiliary power. Capacity

would go way up and costs down. If

more mass was going down than com-

ing up, the spaceport would generate a

net surplus of power. A kilogram of

moon delivered to the Earth contains

eight times as much energy as a

kilogram of the most powerful

chemical rocket propellant.

The dust at the bottom of a minor

lunar crater holds more energy re-

serves than in the whole of the Arabi-

an peninsula. The potential energy of

the moon is enough to power the wild-

est space program for millions of

years. Demin the cost! Capture the high

ground! Economics demanded it!

And so the war went on. Byron

McDougall was chief field engineer

when the second spaceport was built

parallel to the first. It was designed to

accelerate vehicles to high orbit be-

yond the Van Allen belts and to re-

ceive the vehicles back from high or-

bit. He did the job in three years.

By then congressional support was

disintegrating. The Russian tortoise

had fallen behind again. Wars are not

fought on the battlefield alone. They

are backed up by a whole support

structure. And a loot hungry populace

is impatient with long sieges.

His father had something to say

about long wars. "When the enemy's

line is soHd, endure, survive, and

observe. Do not expect a break to ap-

pear at an enemy strong point. The

breaks appear where no one expects

trouble. When they appear victory

goes to the swiftest. A place which has

no strategic importance may achieve

importance simply because it is not be-

ing defended."

7

Every civilization contains eddies of

its past, sometimes within walking

distance of its major centers. An eddy

of the nineteenth century lay tucked

away between two mountains of the

Cahfornia Coast Range, below the

grasslands where the topography

traps enough ocean fog to water a red-

wood stand. A Chinese family has

long owned a log cabin there beside a

dammed stream. There is no electrici-

ty. The road is dirt. Legend has it that

every time a land developer comes this

way, the wood nymphs call up a fog

from the sea to sift through^ the red-

wood forest until it becomes invisible.

When Diana was with her Chinese

friend she was all woman. At night she

lay cozy with him under heavy
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blanket, by day she cooked over wood
for her sage—flapjacks with sweet

fried tomato syrup, and eggs and

beans and bacon, even bread from

flour and yeast. She kissed him and

swam with him behind the dam and

massaged him and flattered him.

But when she was by herself she

reverted to girl. Deep in the forest she

built a shrine out of stone to the god-

dess of moon and glade so that Diana

might properly be worshipped. She

tracked animals but they got away.

She practiced archery for hours. Once

she saw a deer and they both stood

frozen, staring at each other in awe in

that cathedral of trees.

On their last day she splashed in the

cold pool behind the dam and toweled

herself sassily in front of her boss

because she knew he hked to look at

her body even if he couldn't do any-

thing with it. A wondrous evening

light sneaked through the redwood

needles.

"I have a job for you," he said,

lighting the coals for a barbecue.

"You just sit down," she smiled.

•*ril take care of everything. What do

you want me to cook?"

"I meant a job opening. One of my
places needs a new girl."

"Are you ever nice to me. Where?"
"You might not want it. It's a

costume place. It involves playing up
to some crazy men."

"What other kind is there?"

"Put this on," he said, giving her a

shining package.

She held it out. "Brass bras!" she

hooted. ''Mr. Ling, I didn't know you

ran a skin dive."

"Try it on."

Modestly she held it in front of her-

self. "I'll show through."

"You'll look beautiful, if slightly

kinky."

So she stepped into what there was

of it. Her hair spilled out of the hel-

met, a simple brass band around her

forehead that supported oval head-

pieces which might or might not have

been earphones. Her breasts spilled

out of their immodest cups and her

hips spilled out of their hardly ade-

quate metallic banding. "Where do

you get your outrageous ideas?"

He took her by the hand into the

cabin and pulled his old copies of

Planet Stories from a shelf. "Treat

them like gold. They are from the for-

ties and early fifties and fragile."

Diana shrieked at the cover of an

issue he handed her. "That's me!

Brass bras and all! And if that mon-
ster goes with the job, I'm quitting

yesterday! Where is this restaurant?"

"On the spaceport."

Her heart jumped. "How high is

that thing?"

"One hundred sixty-five miles."

"In kilometers! I didn't go to

school in the dark ages Hke you."

"Two hundred seventy-five."

"And how high is the moon?"
"Too high for the restaurant busi-

ness at the moment. They have to

make do with a cafeteria."

"Damn," she said. "Don't forget

me when you get your first lunar fran-

chise. I'm going to send you vitamin

pills every week. I want to make sure
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**
that you'll live that long.'

"You haven't said yes to the space-

port yet."

She squeezed his hand. "When
have I ever said no to you? I'm so

thrilled I'm speechless. What's the

name of your restaurant?"

'*Pianet Stories.''

8

For sixty kilometers the raised track

swept across the surface of the Im-

brian plain. Since the lunar horizon

was only three kilometers away, the

track stabbed to the edge of the uni-

verse like God's knife separating the

light from the darkness.

If they were allowed to finish it,

within four months graceful ships

would be skimming in tangentially at

orbital velocity, to be picked up by a

travelling platform equipped with

superconducting coils, and braked on

the maglev track. Right now Byron's

staff was installing auxiliary systems,

a series of flywheels near the track to

soak up the energy of a landing, or

feed out energy in the case of a take-

off. A fifteen-ton ship moving at 1680

m/sec and decelerating at two Earth

gravities generates 500 megawatts of

electricity which has to go somewhere.

The flywheels were housed in huts

which could be pressurized during

construction and maintenance and

evacuated during operation. They
rotated on magnetic bearings in a

vacuum. Their basic frame was built

on Earth but the bulk mass for the

wheel was made of lunar laminates. It

was those laminates that were giving

trouble.

Byron was with one of the flywheel

crews when he got a call from the main

base. "McDougall. Braithwaite here.

Louise hasn't been able to find you.

She has an urgent call from Earth."

"Goddamn that phone! I've got

enough to do seeing if you and Anne
are on schedule and under budget

without having to hsten to every gripe

from Earth."

"Louise said it was a panicky mes-

sage from Seattle. You're going to be

recalled."

"I just got back! Oh for Christ's

sake. I suppose they aren't satisfied

with the deal I made in Washington. I

know damn well it was a stopgap, but

it was the best I could do. It has got to

do for the next four months."

"I think the call was about the

crisis," said Braithwaite.

"Which crisis? An old one or a new
one?"

"You vac-head. The revolution.**

"What revolution?"

"In Saudi Arabia."

"Yeah, yeah, Saudi Arabia is going

to revolt when hell freezes over. I

know those sand eaters. I know Abdul
Zamani, the defense minister. I taught

him how to fly the F-15."

"Abdul Zamani is dead. The last I

heard the refinery complex at

Dhahran was in flames. And God
alone knows if the new leaders will

continue to sell us oil. We don't yet

know which freak Marxist heresy they

belong to. Old Poker Face raced in

from Camp David and seems to be try-

ing to gather support to send in the

marines—but hell, it's already way
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too late. The Royalists who were yell-

ing for help are already dead."

''You're kidding me?"
"You didn't scan the news this

morning? We saw rows of Royal

Bodies hanging headless by their feet

from the lampposts in Riyadh. The

King was murdered three hours ago."

"My God! And you didn't tell

me!"

**I automatically assume you know
everything."

"I'm coming in. Sweet Jesus!"

Back in the huts of the main base

Byron replayed the late news on his

console screen. It had been a stunning

coup. The battle was over before the

Pentagon had even received orders to

organize an airhft. And the CIA had

heard the news via CBS. Modern Arab

coups evidently weren't the clumsy af-

fairs of yesterday.

Swat, just like that.

He felt disoriented, remembering

the tough men he had trained. Those

Saudi fighter pilots had been Royalist

to the core. He couldn't imagine a

coup succeeding without them and he

couldn't imagine them siding with the

Palestinians and the Pakistanis and

the other immigrants who chafed un-

der Royal rule. But he didn't let his

disorientation stop him from sensing

that here was an extraordinary bat-

tlefield situation to be exploited

immediately.

Zimmerman came into his office

with a worried look. "That's bad

news. You heard the news?"

"Yeah. I still don't believe it."

'Look, no American should try
««i

already to understand an Arab in-

trigue."

"You sound upset."

"The House of Saud supported

moderate terrorists. Me, I'm thinking

the new government will maybe sup-

port extreme terrorists."

"I have a simple philosophy about

terrorists—shaved ones and unshaved

ones," said Byron. "Give any one of

them a buck to do in your blood

enemies, and they'll use it to buy a gun

to do you in for the rest of your

money. Bank rolling hatred is a risky

line of work."

**You think the terrorists are

behind the coup?"

"Zimmerman, I haven't got a clue.

Money is power and power is a

double-edged sword, that's all I

know. There is no denying that the

Royalists have been feeding murder-

ers. Maybe that money was used to kill

Jews, maybe it turned into graft,

maybe it flowed backwards to water

the plots in Jidda. Who will ever

know? Whatever the basis for the

coup, somebody just lost a queen in a

big chess game. The USA is up the

creek. And we on the moon have been

dealt an ace." Byron glanced at his

watch. "Hungry?"

"It's cucumber salad today," said

Zimmerman disconsolately.

"I'm going to have to crack that

whip to get that landing track finished

so we can ship in some beef."

"With whose money?"
"You think money will be a prob-

lem after today?"

"I see a depression," Zimmerman
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said gloomily.

Byron was grinning as they drifted

off toward the cafeteria. "I see gas ra-

tioning in the States, and I'm dying

laughing. I'm seeing the pipes burst-

ing in the middle of winter and I'm

rolling in the aisles. I'm seeing the

Russians trading weapons for Saudi

oil and I'm grinning from ear to ear."

'That bad you see it?"

*'I used to Hke Americans," said

Byron with amused savagery. "I'm an

American. It used to feel great to go to

them and say, 'Here's a solution to a

problem that hasn't happened yet.' So

how do they react? They sniff daisies.

Even my son. Zimmerman, if an

American jumps out of an airplane,

you can't sell him a parachute until

after he hits the ground. I don't even

flap about it anymore. Americans are

manic freaks who slack off suicidally

between crises and then work their

asses to a bone to meet a crisis after it

has bashed them in the face—all the

time bitching bitterly that no one ever

told them that the fist was on the way.

Well, / told them. / was on my knees

begging them, for Christ's sake.

That's the whole story. It's a mania

that will kill us all dead one day, and

our Constitution besides, that one last

crisis too many, but in the meantime it

is no use yammering to deaf ears

about how to prevent a coming crisis,

you just have to be cool and work

quietly until you know exactly what to

tell them to do after the crisis has them

screaming in pain—and hope to God
they can get their silly asses in gear as

fast as they always have before. Don't

have the parachutes ready! Know all

about spHnts!"

"Well done!" exclaimed Zimmer-

man. "I haven't heard you rant that

well for three days.'*

Braithwaite appeared from behind

the potted plants and joined them at

their table. "Have you phoned Seattle

yet?"

"Why should I call Seattle? I know
what they are going to say. They're

going to send me back to D.C. to try to

sell Congress on putting up the risk

capital to set up a production Une that

will crank out one-ten begawatt solar

power satellite per month. I'll go; I'll

make salvation noises, and our politi-

cians will stand there with their knees

shaking, those George's who have cut

us colonials down to the bone, and

they'll kiss my ass and they'll buy it.

Eight years ago I would have kissed

//ze/r asses."

"You're so happy it depresses me,"

moped Zimmerman. "The State

Department is having a morbid
nightmare, and you're happy."

"Give us a smile, Zim."

"How can I give you a smile? My
son is in Israel. I'm worried."

"Arabs are killing each other and

he's worried. Give us a smile. This is

the break we've been praying for.

Now the bureaucrats need us in a bad

way."

"You really think D.C. is going to

buy anything? With our luck they'll

revoke our return tickets and turn off

the air. We'll starve. Here, maybe

have some cucumber salad before it is

gone already."
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The pods were attached all along

the sides of the spaceport. Floating

down the central corridor of Pod-43 a

customer faced the logo of Planet

Stories set into a glass rectangle above

liquid crystal credits for the waitresses

such as:

MOON CRAWLERS
by Diana Grove

Framed by this layout was the control

room of a 1940s class rocketship battle

cruiser. The busy "captain" could be

seen in free fall, perhaps with his hand

on the Pressor Beam Rheostat mixing

a whisky sour. Beyond him was a port-

hole and an awesome view of the

Esu-th fining half the sky.

Beside the porthole sat a surly Bug

Eyed Monster deep in his cups. He
was so Hfelike that the unwary fre-

quently approached him to see if they

couldn't detect a defect left by the art-*

ist and got the shock of their Hves. The

BEM turned with a cat's suppleness,

bared his teeth and snarled at people

who came too close. His electronic in-

nards were, of course, made on the

spaceport.

Diana was late for work, the first

time in many weeks. It wasn't her

fault. There had been a minor

malfunction on the maglev transport

line that carried passengers and

freight and empty lighters along the

150-km length of the spaceport. Her

apartment, which she shared with

another girl employed in large scale in-

tegrated microelectronics, was 20 km
from Planet Stories.

She popped through the airlock en-

trance—a real emergency airlock

—

whispered hurried words to the "cap-

tain" and scooted to the ladies' room

where she sUpped into her brass scan-

ties and emerged ready to serve. Serv-

ing in free fall was freaky but she

already knew how to do it with grace.

"Diana!"

She turned. A man with pepper hair

and blue eyes was smiling lazily at her.

He wore lunar togs. He had a strong

aura about him and she thought she

saw in his face a gentle fondness for

women. That strange heady feeUng of

love at first sight struck. She let the

emotion tingle through her mainly be-

cause he was an older man and that

made him safe. Three other men
hovered with him at a service booth.

She ghded over, her wiUingness to

serve at a level above and beyond the

call of duty.

"What's a Moon Crawler?" he

asked.

"How do you know I'm Diana?"

"I've kissed all the other bylines."

"And they rejected your clever pass

so you're trying me as a last resort?"

"Byron," said one of the others,

"she's armed."

"And beautiful arms they are,"

said Byron undiscouraged.

"A Moon Crawler," replied Diana,

"is a sHmy worm from outer space

who telepathically poses as an ir-

resistable woman. All that's left of the

man in the morning is his toenails."

"Ouch," said Byron. "Let's hug

and make up."

"You wouldn't survive. Now what

do you want to order?"
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He was amused. **rm rich and

charming and experienced, a classic

winner. What did I do to deserve

you?"

At the first opportunity Diana

asked the "captain" in his Tri-planet

Rocketforce uniform, "Who is that

distinguished one with those account-

ant types? He's a regular here, isn't

he?"

"McDougall."

"Thanks. That tells me a lot."

"He has a few interesting stories to

tell. He's an old fighter pilot. He's an

old Rockwell shuttle pilot. He built

half of this bird we're flying on. I

think he is a close friend of Arnold."

Arnold had designed the spaceport.

"He's top dog of the moon base con-

struction crew."

"He's really been to the moon?"
Her eyes darted to the corner.

"He commutes to the moon."
She leaned conspiratorially over the

battle cruiser weapons' control array.

"Is he married?"

"Divorced."

She shivered at that news. "He likes

me, did you notice?"

"Diana sweetheart, listen to me.

You have a superlative bod. He's a

make-em and leave-em man. He's out

of your class."

"What do you know about trap-

ping men!" she flared and left with

their dinners.

One thing she liked about her job,

the girls were supposed to entertain in-

tellectually as well as serve and be

sexy. Ling never sent a woman to

Planet Stories who wasn't a good con-

versationalist. It was easy to wedge in-

to this group and dominate the chat.

She made her points by touching them
lightly with excited hands—except

McDougall. She let the men fondle

her body—except McDougall. But

while his companions caressed her

brass armor, she flirted with those

flecked blue eyes.

Duties called her away, yet she

made special trips back to his corner.

Only as they finished their after dinner

drinks did she tousle Byron's hair and

whisper in his ear, "I'm off at 2 a.m.

Why don't you pick me up then?" She

was trembling with embarrassment.

He smiled. "Too bad I'm not on

vacation. This Saudi mess has a stake

up all our asses." He scribbled

something and handed her a note.

"Drop by when you get off. You may
have to watch me work."

Diana didn't look at the note until

he was gone. It was his Hilton hotel

room, the executive suite. She had a

flash of anger. / won 7 go. He wanted

her to chase him. It was humiliating.

77/ go home and chain myself to the

hammock.

She stared at the wall. On it hung an

original Planet Stories illustration of

the Princess of lo, wearing a World

War II hairdo and burlesque costume,

racing between the moons of Jupiter

on her rocket sled and being pursued.

Some women have all the luck!

It was a long ride to the Hilton on

the maglev. If you were close to the

tubes, you could hear the lighters

coming in or being shot out, a kind of

humming swoosh that came through
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your feet, but in the maglev bus,

suspended in vacuum, you could hear

nothing. She did catch an occasional

glimpse of an unloaded lighter, its

delta wings retracted, moving along

the central transport line in elec-

tromagnetic suspension where it was

being taken to maintenance or loading

or to the ejection breech at the leading

edge of the spaceport.

Tremulously, at two-thirty, she was

at McDougall's door, knocking. He
opened. He seemed confused to see

her. Behind him papers were mag-

locked to the walls and the combina-

tion info-computer console that went

with the executive suite was alive with

readout.

"Didn't you invite me?" She
clutched his note, unsure of herself on
his territory.

He shook himself. "I wasn't ex-

pecting you."

**I thought you invited me."
He eased her inside. **And I

thought you were pulling my leg. You
pulled my leg all evening. So I pulled

yours. If I'd known you were serious I

would have been after you with roses.

I hate being stood up."

Slightly mollified she said, "Where
would you get roses in space?"

"There are ways, my little Moon
Crawler."

She watched the tension lift from

his face. A lined face could not hide

tension as easily as a young face. He*s

happy to have me. He took her in his

arms and held her warmly. She let

him. What am I doing here? He's go-

ing to try to lay me. I've got to get out

ofhere. "Did I interrupt something?"

"You most certainly did."

"I'm sorry. I won't bother you. I'll

just watch. I love to watch men work.

They're so involved."

"Give me another hour or so. I'm

making up a presentation for a con-

gressional committee. Looking at

energy alternatives with Saudi oil

knocked out."

"I thought we weren't importing as

much oil from Saudi Arabia as we
used to." Always get a man to talk

about his work.

"We're not. But try turning off 30

percent of your oil supply when you're

all geared up for it. That new crew of

camel-smelling sister-beaters are

throwing out their American oil men
and importing Soviet technicians to

put their oil fields back into produc-

tion. They killed more than 20,000 of

their own American-trained men in

the battle. And we can't do a damn
thing about it."

Her eyes were glowing. "Will they

have to build solar power satellites

now?"
* *There ' s a good chance .

"

"They'll just dig more coal," she

said disdainfully. "Where I used to

live in Ohio, everything was done with

coal."

He snorted. "Coal has been having

problems for a long time. Do you

know how many biUions of dollars the

government spends on coal related

disabilities every year? I could buy

a lunar colony for that budget." He
called up a display on the screen. "And
look at that. Hydrogen fusion is still
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3000 times as expensive as fission. That

leaves breeder reactors and solar power

satellites. And we are clean. It will take

a mix of both. It is a pain in the ass

figuring out the trade-offs. Time is the

factor now. We've got to move/as/ and

that changes the tradeoffs."

**Is there anything I can do? Sort

papers or something?"

"Diana," he said warmly, "you've

had a hard day. You've done a whole

shift for God's sake. Get to bed. I'll

join you later."
*
'rd rather watch ." With a cringing

fascination she watched the terror that

was beginning to rise in her.

"And I'd rather see some rosy

cheeks in the morning." He took her

behind the room screen and pulled out

the bed netting and casually began to

undress her.

She froze.

He backed off. "We've made dif-

ferent postulates?"

She was panicky. She didn't know

how to explain. "I have to be between

you and the door. I'm crazy."

He changed positions with her,

careful not to touch her, instantly will-

ing to put her at ease. "Is that

better?" He was puzzled, and half

amused.

She nodded.

"Have you ever made love in

space?"

"No."
"You'll enjoy it."

"I'm getting out of here." "

"Stay." It was a command. He did

not raise his hands.

She stared at those blue eyes which

held her, knowing that he would let

her go if she had the strength to leave.

"I can undress myself." She did so,

swiftly, awkwardly, and slipped into

the net. "Kiss me goodnight."

Quietly, at six in the morning, he

woke her. His body was comfortably

warm. That part was like Mr. Ling

and she enjoyed it. But Byron's

fingers were hungry. That part con-

fused her. She tried to be like the girls

in the movies. It didn't work. It was

like trying to take control of a

runaway horse.

He stopped. "How old did you say

you were?"

"Twenty-one."

"You're a virgin."

"Is that bad?"

"Holy Jesus."

"I'm sorry. It's not my fault I was

born that way."

"I'm rattled. You aren't in the

space I thought you were in, and I'm

astonished that I missed it."

"You don't want me?" She was

ready to cry.

He didn't stop making love to her,

but he was slower and carefully gentle,

less intense, more propitiative, and he

took contraceptive precautions be-

cause he didn't trust her innocence.

The pleasure of it astonished her and

she clung to him and wouldn't let go.

"My father used to beat me. I've

had a hard time hking men. You're a

good lover."

"How would you know? I'm a

lousy lover."

"You're so delicious that all that's

going to be left of you is toenails."
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"Maybe it is just space. The first

time you try it on Eartli, you'll be

shocked—especially if you are stuck

with a 200-pound man Hke me."

"I'm never going back to Earth!"

**I am. In three days."

She began to cry. "Are you going to

marry me?"
"Sweet Jesus. I could be your

father."

"It doesn't matter. I love you. I

remember everything you said. In

Planet Stories you said you'd never

met a woman who could love both you

and space. Well, I love you and I love

space and I want to settle down on the

moon just Hke you do."

"Wench, we will discuss this later

when you are sober."

Diana called up one of the other

girls and arranged an exchange of

days off. She did her best not to let

Byron out of her sight. He didn't seem

to mind. She let Byron work. She

helped him when she could. But the

minute he showed signs of relaxing,

she seduced him with every wile she

knew. Sex, for two whole days, was

her entire universe.

The door slid open. Byron's eyes

blazed with blue fire. "Get dressed!"

Terrified she slipped into her blouse

but his anger couldn't wait and he

gathered the collar of the blouse in his

fist and shoved her against the wall.

"You lied to me!"

She loved him too much to hit him

or struggle.

"There is no Diana Grove." He
shook her Hke a dog shakes a rat.

"Your name is Osborne and you are

sixteen years old. You are jailbait!"

He let her go. "Do you realize how
much trouble you could get me into?"

"Don't hit me! Don't hit me!" She

was cringing.

"You sHpped up in some of your

stories. I got to thinking. And the

company has ways of checking up on

people. We can't tolerate fools in

space. Sixteen. My God. Sixteen! You
should be home with your parents!"

"My father beats me," she said

piteously. "That's why I ran away

when I was twelve."

Byron remained angry. "Kids

always blame their fathers. A favorite

sport. Fathers happen to be nice guys.

Maybe you just never understood

what your father was saying. Maybe
you are headstrong and willful and

don't see the dangers a father sees.

You're young. Fathers know, kid.

They know.
"

Her face twisted into agony. "You
don't love me anymore."

A single tear rolled out of his eye.

"Jesus, what a damn fool I am. Yes, I

love you. And I'm responsible for

you. I'm leaving tomorrow and you're

coming with me."

Sometimes the sun breaks through

the clouds. "You're going to marry

me?"
"I'm going to take you home to

your family."

The sun can disappear again behind

a thundercloud. "I hate my father!"

He took Diana in his arms and

soothed her. "Can you remember

something nice about him?"
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**Why should I?"

'Tor me."

She paused, wanting to please

Byron. "He bought me a rug when I

wanted one."

'*Did you Hke the rug?"

"Yeah."

"Remember something else nice."

She thought a long time, her eyes

staring off in the direction of Arc-

turus. "He always made lemon and

honey for my mother when -she was

sick."

"See. He's a nice man. It's been a

long time. Our minds don't remember

some things well because we are

committed to proving that our deci-

sions were right. You'll hke him.

You'll see."

"Mr. Ling will never forgive me,"

she said petulantly.

"I'm buying your contract."

"You can't make me go!"

"Oh yes I can," he said grimly.

JO
The snow in Ohio was dirty with

coal dust. Coal smells were on the air

because the wind blew from that direc-

tion. Diana was surprised to see her

father smihng, surprised to see him

contrite, surprised at the warmth of

the welcome he gave to the distin-

guished Mr. McDougall whose power

awed him.

She arrived back in her familiar rat

warren of factories and dry cleaning

stores and chunky houses on tiny lots

with potholes in the streets, a prisoner

of the man she loved, determined to

be emotionless—instead she cried

with her mother. Both her parents

lavished her with affection.

It was weird to go back to school

with kids who hadn't changed since

they were twelve because they hadn't

done anything since they were twelve.

The boys giggled when they said

"boobs" and the girls were all virgins

who thought SPS was a new thing to

put in face cream to keep your pores

clean.

Diana introverted into thoughts of

Byron, suppressing all the evidence

that might tell her she had been aban-

doned. He had hairs on his chest like

Samson and she had some of them in

an old perfume bottle. He was a hero

angel who built stairways to the stars

for men who were as yet too savage to

understand. His fingers were pleas-

ure, his eyes an ultimate beauty.

In her loneliness she began a letter

to him. She wasn't sure she was going

to mail it but the poetry of her love

ached on her tongue. "Dearest Byron,

I had a dream that there was nothing

left of you but toenails and woke up in

my bed nude (and beautiful as you

well know) and imagined sweet

touches " She redrafted the letter

again and again, hiding it under the

leather blotter on her desk.

One day when she came home from

an errand to buy milk, her father

chased her up the stairs raging against

the depraved McDougall and against

his daughter's dirty pornographic

mind. He cornered her in her room,

crumpHng the letter in his fist.

Karate habits told her to take a

defensive posture. She found herself

cringing instead but when his arm
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lashed out to hit, her reflexes took

over. A precisely placed foot smashed

into his elbow, breaking it. She never

looked back. She grabbed her Diana

Grove papers from hiding and leaped

through the window onto the porch

roof and down onto the ground,

rebounding in a run, unprotected

against the winter cold.

A man and his wife found her on the

highway, half frozen to death, thumb-

ing a ride. They wrapped her in a car

blanket and turned up the heat. She

told them she was trying to go to her

mother in New Hampshire. Only after

she said New Hampshire did she

remember that Byron's home was

there.

The couple were active Christians

and though they gave her endless ad-

vice about God and finding Jesus they

were also practical. They insisted on

taking her home, feeding her and find-

ing winter clothes for her from their

friends. They insisted on paying her

bus fare and when she protested, they

merely smiled and told her she could

pay them back by helping someone

else someday.

On the bus she prepared the scath-

ing lecture with which she intended to

axe murder Byron.

(1) You are a monster!

(2) You seduced me and, not con-

tent with just rejecting me, you ruth-

lessly destroyed the whole wonderful

hfe that I was building up for myself.

(3) And once you smashed my life,

you weren't satisfied; you had to

deliver me to a sadist for safekeeping,

just so you could walk away without

any burden.

(4) How am I ever going to get a job

Hke that spaceport job again?

(5) It's not my fault that I had to

pretend to be five years older than I

really am. The government is stupid.

They won't let me work and they

won't take care of me.

I'll strangle him. He better give me
some money. He better give me a job

on the moon.

Halfway to New Hampshire she re-

alized she didn't have a mark on her

body and she wouldn't have a story to

tell Byron that he would believe. At

one of the hour long rest stops she

went out to a brick wall and bashed

her head against it until the side of her

face was bloody and swollen. When
some friendly passengers tried to ask

her what had happened she queered

them by talking up the joys of head

pounding.

Looking like an accident victim and

in a state of confusion, she stepped off

the bus, penniless, at a roadside ter-

minal in a little New Hampshire town.

It was madness to think that Byron

would be home. He would be in D.C.

or Seattle or anywhere but New Hamp-
shire. She was going to a shuttered

home buried in snow. His ex-wife, she

knew, was in Florida.

She had a cry in the ladies' room

before she went over to the post office

and asked about Mr. McDougall. The

woman told her he wasn't home, but

that his son was, and a no good drifter

he had for a son. Diana panhandled a

quarter for a phone call and when she

heard the son's voice, hung up
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without saying a word. She walked in

the snow, ten kilometers, until she

reached the McDougall place.

A dark haired young man with

Byron's blue eyes answered the door.

"You've been walking. Your car is

stuck? I have a truck."

"No. I'm your father's mistress."

He tried to say seven things in reply

and only a squeek came out. She

walked past him, hugging herself. He
rushed after her. "Hey, you're cold."

"Take me to your radiator."

"You've had an accident."

She touched her face. "The swell-

ing is down. The black eye is pretty

awful, isn't it? My old man beat me up

for sleeping with your old man."
"My father abandoned you?"

"Yeah."

"Didn't he give you a free year in

Paris?"

"He gave me a free year in an Ohio

coal town."

"You could have asked for more."

"You don't ask for things when

you're in love."

"You're too young for him."

"I don't think that is any of your

businessV*

"Are you pregnant?"

"No I'm not pregnant," she said

through gritted teeth.

"I'll have some hot tea ready in a

minute."

She sat down in the kitchen by the

radiator and took her boots off. Her

feet were white and numb. "Where is

he?"

"I just got a check from Houston,

but that was a week ago."

"A lot of good that does me." She

started to cry.

"Aw, hey now. It can't be that

bad."

"If you come over here with your

big blue eyes and try to comfort me,

I'll slug you!"

II
Diana sulked in the master

bedroom except for meals. Across the

veranda she had a view of snowed-in

farmlands, the kind of rolling land-

scape rich people purchase when they

are bored by the city. The room had a

handcrafted look with walnut trim

and carved walnut doors. It was whol-

ly a woman's room. Perfume bottles

were on display, but things like heavy

brass hairbrushes were neatly placed

in drawers. Two portraits hung over

the bed: a woman lit by sun reflected

from spring leaves and a man gloom-

ing beneath some autumnal overcast

in a fighter pilot uniform. The portrait

of Mrs. McDougall, Diana hid under

the bed. His portrait she launched

upon the bed, a raft for a lonely girl to

cling to in a king-sized ocean of

softness.

Sulking made Diana restless. She

had never tried it before and didn't

Hke it. After three days she took a cou-

ple of hours off to bake a chicken

casserole and that was such a relief she

began trying on Mrs. McDougall 's

clothes, modifying the ones she liked

on the sewing machine. A timid knock

interrupted her concentration some-

time during her fourth day of sewing.

"Like to come to the village? I'm

going for groceries."
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"Thank God! Did Byron finally

send you more money?"

"Naw. I did some electrical work at

the Hodge farm."

"You worked?" she exclaimed in-

credulously.

"Yeah, you're eating me out of

house and home."

"And here I thought I was
starving!"

"So today we'll have steak, I

figured that if my father can keep my
girlfriend in Paris, I can at least buy

his girlfriend a steak."

In the village she noticed that the

highway restaurant needed a waitress

and she went in and took the job. It

was a drag to live with a wastrel Hke

Charhe who ate macaroni every night,

sweet as he was. She was used to

money.

Sometimes she hitchhiked home
after work. Sometimes Charhe was

waiting for her if she paid for the gas.

Once he arrived to pick her up and

found her being hassled by three

toughs who wanted to give her a ride.

The leader blew smoke in his face.

"You being bothered by these lung

disease cases?" he asked.

"Stay out of this, Charlie. I know
karate."

"It's not a job for a lady." He
assumed the stance of a battle-tried

colonel. "Leave!"

They left.

"How did you do that?" She was

amazed.

He laughed. "Ordering men around

and saving women and children runs

in the family. Old mihtary tradition.

I'm considered the sissy of the

McDougalls."

Diana decided to become independ-

ent of Charlie and bought a fifty-

dollar car and pay-by-the-week in-

surance policy after she had wangled

some gas ration tickets. The car got

her halfway home.

"Charlie," said a plaintive voice

over the phone. "I'm stuck on the

Stonefield road at the hairpin. Would

it be too much trouble for you to come

and get me? Bring a chain."

"A chain?"

"To pull my car."

"Your car!"

"I bought a car."

"How much did you pay?"

She muttered an answer.

"Good God! You can't buy an

unrusty hubcap for that!"

"It made noises and quit. Can you

fix it?"

He sighed. "Maybe it's the spark

plugs. I'll be right down."

The engine had seized. "How much

does a new engine cost?" she whined.

"Oh, maybe a thousand dollars."

She cried all the way home. He tried

to console her by telling her he could

get something for the tires, and maybe

sell a few other parts but she was un-

consolable. He began to feel so sorry

for her that the next day he towed the

car off to a friend's garage and spent

all day doing an engine job. That

evening he picked her up.

"Where's the truck?"

"I brought the car."

"I didn't know you could fix cars."

"I can't but I used to repair ob-
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solete jet engines at MIT."

"Where did you get the money for

parts?"

Charlie grinned Hke a man who has

just won somebody else's gambHng

money. "My father is a millionaire. I

have a kind of credit around here. He
grumbles hke hell, but he pays the

bills."

"I don't understand you. Why do

you loaf around when you could get a

job as a mechanic?"

"Diana! That's work! I only did it

for you."

"You're my nice sweetie pie. How
can I sacrifice myself for you?"

"Entertain me in bed."

"I belong to your father!" she said

indignantly.

"What kind of garbage is that?" he

snarled.

"A girl belongs to the man who
took her virginity."

He groaned. "You believe that

drivel?"

"I certainly do!"

"You sound hke my grandfather."

"Are you in love with me?" she

asked warily.

"An inch, going on an inch and a

quarter."

As they were thrown around the

hairpin turn on Stonefield Road she

kissed him. "If I hadn't met your

father first, I'd love you an inch and a

quarter, too." She kissed him again.

"Watch that stuff. You'll get dirty.

I couldn't wash all the grease off."

"I don't care. I want to be nice to

you. What was the nicest thing that

ever happened to you—besides sex?"
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"When Betty let me give her a

bath."

Diana screeched. "I'll give you a

bath!"

She sudsed him carefully, in no

hurry to finish caressing away the

black grease. It made her lonely to

touch him, and happy at the same

time. He tried to convince her to join

him in the tub but she refused. When
she was toweling him afterwards, he

tried to kiss her and she hit him and

they had a fight. She ran to the master

bedroom and locked the door but

hugging Byron's angular portrait

proved to be no way to go to sleep. She

kept thinking about crazy Charlie.

At four in the morning she wrapped

a sheet around her body and shuffled

to the kitchen for a glass of milk. She

returned by way of CharHe's study,

curiosity driving her to rifle through

his papers. It was mostly school-

work—equations, printouts, draw-

ings, projects, experiments.

Charlie appeared at the door in his

pajamas. "You're not asleep." He
paused. "I'm sorry."

"I'm not mad at you. What are all

those things?"

"I used to go to MIT."
"What are you?"

"A lunar engineer. It's not that

really; I didn't specialize in lunar con-

struction problems until my last

year."

"Is that what these diagrams are?"

"Yeah."

"You never told me."

"It's not important to me."

Like a dash of hot tobasco the old
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excitement was in her body as it

sauced her blood with adrenalin and a

pinch of lust. "Did you flunk?"

"I was the top of my class."

"Why aren't you building houses'

on the moon? It would be fun."

"Fun? It would be hke New Hamp-
shire in January with the air missing.

Why take the moon when the worst

that can happen to you on Earth is to

be staked to an anthill in Nevada."

"But you could go if you wanted?"

"My father would love it. Staking

me to an anthill isn't good enough for

him."

A small adjustment of her shoul-

ders let one curious nipple peek over

the sheet at his blue eyes. "And what's

all that electronic junk?"

"My music."

"Is that the weird stuff I hear once

in awhile?"

"No, the weird stuff is when I'm

composing. That's just experiments

and subthemes. Sometimes it's a

foundation sound on which I'm going

to build." Then he added shyly, "I've

been composing a piece for you."

"Oh, you are in love with me! " she

teased. "May I hear it?"

"You sing this wild stuff in the

shower. I built it on that. You'll have to

forgive me for bugging your shower."

"But I have a slug's voice!"

"Ah, but it's all filtered through my
electronic ears and I hear the most

beautiful things when I listen to you."

"If you weren't so lazy you could

work as a queen's flatterer."

"It's called 'Diana in the Rain.'"

Nothing larval was left in the voice
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he had transformed with his silken

touch. Mostly it wasn't even human.

Perhaps a nymph bathing in a moun-
tain waterfall would sing that way.

The sound folded and unfolded wings

of joy so startling even she failed to

recognize herself as the music gripped

her with her own emotion. Back-

ground instruments fluted in tonal

patterns no wooden instrument had

ever emitted. Her mind, captured by

his net, remembered mythical worlds

she had never seen.

He stood breathless, anxious, watch-

ing her reaction. Slowly becoming

aware of what his metamorphic magic

had done to her, she worked out of her

percale cocoon with little jerking cries

of pleased embarrassment.

"Golly."
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He was drugged with happiness,

just watching her.

"Don't stare at me Hke that or I'll

turn you into a stag and your own
hounds will hunt you down!"

Gently he carried her off to bed but,

when responding to his memory of her

earlier anger, he withdrew, she would

not let him go. What is true one hour is

false the next.

"Stay with me and cuddle. As long

as I get the door side of the bed. You
can make love to me in the morning."

When she woke she found him star-

ing at her with his blue eyes. She

rubbed noses with him. "Hi," he said.

"Is it morning yet?"

Their sexing was an awkward disas-

ter. The gravity threw her off and he

was a virgin. Alternately they swore at

each other and laughed. Finally they

decided that at least they knew how to

hug.

"It reminds me of a story that my
grandfather loves to tell," he sighed.

"Once upon a time there was a new

recruit for the 43rd Cavalry Regiment

and the commanding officer asked

him, 'Have you ever ridden before,

my boy?' *No, sir,' said the boy.

'Hmm,' replied the colonel, 'I have

just the horse for you; she's never

been ridden before, either.'

"

"Let's have breakfast and try it

again," she said.

For three days Diana ran around in

a daze, baking, washing his clothes,

laughing at his jokes, buying him

presents with her tip money and hug-

ging him every time she met him. The

second time she found herself scrub-

bing the kitchen floor in one week, she

frowned. Did sex always make a

woman feel this way? Byron had given

her goosebumps, too. Were men simi-

larly affected? She peeked out the kit-

chen window and saw Charlie freezing

his fingers off changing a bearing on

her right front wheel and that was

reassuring.

By Friday she was enough in control

of her emotions to begin the Great

Plan. (1) Get Charlie a job. (2) Get

him to finish school. (3) Get him a job

on the moon. (4) Marry him. (5) Have

children. She wasn't going to do it by

nagging. She hated nagging a man.

She'd rather leave a man than nag

him. She was going to do it by wor-

shipping him when he moved in the

right direction and with patience and

humor.

A driver's mother died and he

trucked potatoes for three days;

Diana let him make love to her for

three evenings and three mornings. A
neighbor's pipes froze and he joined

the plumbing crew; she cooked him a

four course meal. Slyly she began to

encourage him to be more ambitious.

He took a weekend gig in Concord

with his music. But spring came and

he was still only doing odd jobs. Hap-

piness gave her patience. They went

walking in the woods when the buds

sprouted. They splashed nude in the

ice cold brook.

She began to read to him from the

papers about the big new push into

space. Money was flooding into the

effort. Overnight the high frontier

had become a business almost half as
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big as the American cigaret, dope, and

cosmetics trade. Charlie was never in-

terested. She hid her hurt.

The Saudi Arabian situation im-

proved. Escaped Royahsts had money

in America and Europe with which to

influence poHtics at home. Intrigues

prospered. Assassinations were fre-

quent. The new leaders found it easier

to conquer than to rule, and found

some appeasement of the western

capitalists necessary. Still the oil situa-

tion was grim and as reserves were

depleted the United States imposed

draconian gasoline rationing. Syn-

tigas plants were pushed to full capaci-

ty in spite of a coal strike, suppressed

by the Army. But sabotage continued

to decimate coal tonnage.

Red tape was cut so that breeder

reactors could be put on Une in four

years but nuisance protests continued

to mount. A new tar sands plant was

financed for Alberta. Hydrogen fu-

sion power was brought down to $100

per kilowatt hour. A new gas field was

discovered at great depth in the Gulf

of Mexico. Mainly the economy was

gearing up for solar power satellite

production.

She read to Charhe the fabulous job

offers in the New York Times. He
wasn't interested. She sulked.

One day like a bolt from Jupiter the

father called and Diana listened on the

upstairs phone, tears rolling out of her

eyes. There was a man. He could

build. He could fight. His very voice

called forth loyalty. He was on the

cover of Time magazine. He could

even be tender to virgins. His kind

forged the glory of man. She ached to

hold him. Could a woman ever forget

her first man?
That noon Diana cooked pies and a

mouth watering lasagna. She made a

fresh spring salad of new asparagus

tips. She adjusted Charlie's collar.

She teased him and in all ways was free

and easy with her love. When she went

to work she left a note in the truck's

windshield wiper. "I have a job on the

moon." Which wasn't true. "I'll

always love you." Which was true for

the moment. "Keep in touch."

She stopped at the restaurant only

long enough to collect her pay and buy

a packet of black market gas stamps

which got her as far as Montana. In

Butte she abandoned the car and took

a bus to Seattle, curled over two seats

with her head pressed against her wad-

ded jacket, dreaming that she was

asleep next to Byron's facial stubble.

J2
For three hours a nervous girl

waited in the hotel lobby where that

flighty secretary said he was staying. It

stunned her when he sailed by, his

weathered eyes scanning over her like

a reef to be avoided, his wake washing

away the hello in her throat. She but-

toned the decollete she had arranged

to remind him of her womanhood,

and followed him into the waiting

elevator, ignoring him while they

touched shoulders.

He left the elevator. She followed

silently. He stopped and took out his

key card. She waited.

"Diana! For the love of God!"

"So you finally noticed," she said
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petulantly.

**I had you pegged as one of the

convention girls," he apologized,

somewhat untactfully, switching on

the light and walking over to the

telephone. "What'll I order for

you?"
"Poison darts!"

He spoke into the phone. **A dou-

ble whisky for room 412. Also an extra

glass, a bucket of ice and three bottles

of ginger ale." Carefully he cradled

the receiver. "So you ran away

again?"

"He beat me up the minute you

left! I mistook myself for a gong. I

escaped by jumping two stories into

the snow. A couple of good Samari-

tans found me frozen to death at the

end of a trail of blood. I learned about

fathers what I already knew."

He was gazing at her with quizzical

amusement. "Any scars?"

"No sir!" She snapped her heels.

"Regrouped, resupplied, rested, and

ready for active duty, you son-of-a-

bitch, sir!" A clipped salute finished

her report.

"Now I remember you," he said

amiably. "And how have you been

spending your AWOL?"
"Living with your son."

His face crumpled like a piece of

paper being prepared for a bureau-

crat's wastebasket. "You've seen

Charlie?"

"We're lovers."

"Did he send you here for money?"

"Oh Byron! I heard your voice last

week on the phone. I became nostal-

gic. I came here to marry you. We're

going to have three children and live

on the moon."
"A minute ago you were ready to

kill me with poison darts."

"That was a minute ago. I'd be a

good wife."

"I'm tempted," he said.

"Yeah?" She unbuttoned her

decollete.

"But my good sense remains. I'll

give you a choice. I'll argue with you

or I'll send you to an orphan asylum."

"Argue with me."

"You laid Charlie, eh?"

"What's it to you! The last I heard

from you, just before you abandoned

me to that prick father of mine, you

wanted me to live in the coal dust and

be virtuous."

Byron was trying to visualize being

married to her. "I was thinking that

you are young, even for Charlie."

"Yaah! Charlie's young, even for

me.
>>

"It wouldn't work between you and

me," he said decisively.

"Why not!"

"I'm more than thirty years older

than you are. I'm dying. You are

beginning to flower."

She undid another button and rum-

maged around under the bed for his

dirty socks which she angrily threw in-

to a plastic bag, "Corpses make good

fertilizer for flowers. Your power and

my youth; it's a fair exchange. Jesus,

Byron," she turned to him with re-

gret, "I swooned when I saw you on

Time. I was horny for a day."

"You'd tire of an old man."

"But it's men who are fickle.
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Women aren't like that. They're

faithful. When they love a man, they

love him. I'd be faithful to you. I'd

forgive you anything."

He was settling into his decision.

"That's what they all say when they

are seventeen. When they are twenty-

seven it's a different story."

"Already you're complaining

about ten glorious years?" she

stormed. "I'll bet you think you

deserve fifty!"

There was a polite knock on the

door.

"Young girls tend to bore ex-

perienced men," he reminded her.

She flung open the door and took

the double whisky from the bellhop's

cart before he had fully entered the

room. She set the glass on the dresser,

imperiously tipped the man, and

poured Byron a ginger ale. "For your

liver, old man. So I bore you, do I?"

"You started me thinking about

those fifty years."

She half finished the whisky in one

slurp.

"Can't I even have a sip of my
whisky?" he complained.

"I've decided to blackmail you in-

stead of marry you," she answered

calmly.

"Blackmail me!" She had his at-

tention. "We're not even married yet

and you're being a bitch. I hope your

lawyers are cheaper than my lawyers!

You've stolen my whisky. What else

do you want?"

"A job on the moon."
His humor left him. "No. That's

final. What's your countermove?"

"You damn fool!" she flared.

"Your son is in love with me! He'll

follow me to the moon! That's where

you want him!"

"And do you love Charlie?"

"No! I can't stand drifters. Yes.

He's very kind."

Byron gripped her arms in the iron

curl of his fingers. "Diana. He yvon't

follow you to the moon."
"Yes."

"No. I know my son."

"You've seen him lately with my
legs around him?" she lilted sar-

castically, not even trying to escape his

crushing hold. "I've watched him

butter my toast. I've watched him

scatter men who were trying to molest

me. I've seen his eyes in the morning.

You know nothing about your son.

You're a dried up old man, remember,

who has forgotten what it's Hke to be

driven by his juices. CharHe would

follow me to hell. I planned it that

way." She started to cry. "At least he

will if we move fast enough before he

has time to sober up and get another

girl."

"He could follow you and refuse to

work."

"Then I'd let him die. No man of

mine is a suck." She smiled through

her tears. "But for me he'd work.

He's a sweet guy, Byron."

He began to march around the

room, shaking ice from the ginger ale

glass he had exchanged for her arm.

"And you think I gi\eadamn whether

he goes to space? I don't give a damn
anymore. I used to care. Now I'd be

happy if he did anything. Anything.
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Wash cars even. How is his damned
music going?"

"Like his engineering. He piddles at

it."

••Is he healthy?"

•*He*s fine. I took good care of him.

He's probably very unhappy right

now."

••Suffering, eh?" Byron was smil-

ing again. ••A couple of months in the

trenches will do him good. Finish your

whisky and let's go. You've earned a

dinner in Seattle's only real French

restaurant."

At dinner he refused to gossip

about his son. He ordered the best

meal on the menu, the third most ex-

pensive. "It's good to eat like this

again. For awhile I didn't even have

an expense account."

, ••I'm on your expense account?"

••You're goddamned right. This

year the Saudi Arabian Royal family

lucked out and I'm enjoying every

minute of their agony. We're tripHng

the size of the lunar colony. I wouldn't

have believed that last year. And you

should see the assembly line we're set-

ting up for the solar power satellites;

subcontracts all over the nation. It is

going to be a boom year for the

economy even though oil is short."

Her eyes were grinning. ••I heard

rumors that next year hydrogen fusion

prices will drop to one cent a kilowatt

hour."

Byron almost didn't laugh. ••How

could I let my son marry a girl with

such a macabre sense of humor?"
He took her walking along the night

beach, barefoot, sometimes on the

sand, sometimes over the great drift-

wood trees, his shoes tied by the

shoelaces over his shoulder and hers

stuffed in his jacket pockets. The

Pacific wind was cold and she

sheltered herself behind his body,

wondering at his silence that lasted for

miles, not daring to invade his

thoughts. The waves came and broke

and went. Their feet were alternately

drowned by foam and then free to

make wet tracks in the moonlit sand.

••I'm not sure you'd like it up there.

There is no moon in the sky for

lovers."

••We can make poems about the

Earth."

••You still have your Diana Grove

papers?"

••Sure."

••They need to be made more solid.

I'll spend some money."

She hugged his arm, thanking him

silently, the glory and the triumph ris-

ing in her bosom to shout down the

Pacific wind.

••I'm shipping out in two weeks. I'll

take you with me. Not because of

Charlie. Charlie can go to hell. For

you. If Charlie follows, well, there'll

be a job for him. We're building a sec-

ond electromagnetic track to separate

the take-offs from the landings."

Blackmail works! She was amazed.

•What will I be doing?"

••Who knows."

••May I stay with you tonight?"

••No!"

••My hotel by the bus station has

cockroaches!"

They were halfway back along the
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beach before he answered. "Zimmer-

man tells this story about some New
York cockroaches that followed him

to the moon. He claims to have spaced

them and that they didn't die but are

running around the crater Aristarchus

to this day."

II
Rockets were still used to carry

passengers and large freight to orbit.

The electromagnetic interaction of a

vehicle and the spaceport involved

momentum transfer and large lighters

would have required a more massive

spaceport. Since the material of the

original spaceport had to be carried to

orbit by rocket, cost demanded that,

once built, it would be supplied by a

swarm of midget freighters which

were intrinsically unsuitable for

passenger transport.

Diana felt like a veteran. A mere

year ago she had first been thrown in-

to space by a rattletrap Rockwell

Mark VI transport, a much modified

version of the original Rockwell shut-

tle but still launched essentially by the

means pioneered during the 1980s.

Today she was aboard a modern im-

pact rocket fresh from the factory at

San Diego, its very design younger

than her '*Grove" identity. Even the

upholstery smelled clean.

"How do you like this imp?" asked

Byron cramped beside her, not a

patch of their bodies unsupported.

Imp was the name by which impact

rockets had become known.

"It's super."

"You're not scared?"

"I'm going to heaven!"

««¥».
'I'm scared to death. I get nervous

out of the cockpit."

There were no stewardesses. A
robot seat monitored each passenger,

checking that regulations were com-

plied with during the countdown.
".

. .three. . .two. . .one. .

."

Blast off crushed them. The imp

was, among other things, an oxygen-

hydrogen rocket of mass ratio four,

carrying enough propellant to reach

slightly more than half orbital veloci-

ty. The roar cut off. A button tumbled

in free fall in front of Diana. Then, as

the imp found the apogee of its orbit

among the blaze of stars, they met the

spaceport, an express to hell passing

under them so fast that its linear bulk

was already perspective lines piercing

infinity at the very moment the four

gravity acceleration hit them.

The imp's magnetically suspended

arms had reached down and were

receiving oxygen from precision

valved nozzles set into a perfectly

straight feed pipe laid along the

spaceport. The oxygen was hurtling at

circular velocity as it entered the imp's

ducts. The gas suffered an almost

elastic colHsion against the vehicle,

swinging through the ducts, around

and out the rear jets with its relative

velocity reversed—thus violently

thrusting the ship forward without af-

fecting the momentum of the space-

port at all. As the imp began to catch

up with the spaceport the impacting

oxygen became less and less effective.

Then the imp began to inject hydro-

gen into the reaction chamber, adding

fire to the recoil.
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Ten percent of the oxygen used by

this impact system was already being

supplied by the moon. Eventually all

of it would be. In the meantime ox-

ygen was imported from the Earth via

the hybrid lighters.

"Poor little Byron, you can relax

now. We're here."

"Whew! The old shuttle was a piece

of cake compared with this sobering

ride. I feel like I've just been put up in

front of a firing squad and asked to

gently kiss a machine gun burst."

"You're such a stick-in-the-mud.

You're too old for me."

They ate at the Planet Stories with

leisurely gusto. Diana got drunk for

the first time in her life. She told

Shaggy Dog jokes and, when she had

the attention of five booths, tried to

dance on the tabletop. If you've ever

seen a drunk try to dance on a table-

top in null gravity you may under-

stand the extent to which laughing

tears convulsed her audience. When
she passed out, Byron towed her back

to the Hilton.

The next day they caught a ferry to

geosynchronous orbit at the construc-

tion site of the first ten begawatt solar

power satellite. For eleven hours the

five passengers played poker while the

captain distributed sandwiches and

made coffee.

There was some more ship maneu-

vering. When they went into a parking

orbit, the captain called Diana into the

cockpit. "Take a look." The match-

stick framework of the SPS angled

away into the star laden blackness.

"It's hard to comprehend how im-

mense it is. Look, see that crane over

there? It's a whopping big crane. See

the little dot? That's the cabin for two

men."
"Wow."
"I'll give you the grand picture.

That thing is going to be as big as

Manhattan Island. What you see is

only five of the eight modules. What's

out there would reach from Battery

Park to 1 10th Street at the end of Cen-

tral Park. The next module, the one

that would contain Columbia Univer-

sity off in one corner if it was a piece of

New York City is being assembled in

low orbit right now. They bring them

up here by pushing hydrogen through

porous electrically heated tungsten to

get it through the Van Allen belts

quickly, and then the rest of the way
with ion jets."

McDougall was laughing behind

them. "Tell her how to get from the

A-train to the Seventh Avenue line."

Within the hour they docked with a

lunar lander and exchanged lunar ox-

ygen for terran hydrogen. The captain

of the lunar lander stuck his head

through the hatch, mainly to get a

chance to razz McDougall. Byron

didn't introduce him to Diana until

the visit was over.

"Maltby and I used to fly in Saudi

Arabia under the same command.
He'll be taking care of you from here

in. But don't depend on hini. He's a

rascal. Take care of yourself. Write

Charlie. And don't let them send your

bags to Mexico City. Ciao."

Maltby took her back through the

tunnel.
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"You sit copilot with me."
• 'Where's your copilot?

'

'

"He's too fat. I left him home.

Where would I put you if he was here?

This ain't no taxicab. This here boat is

a freighter. You want to fly the

beast?"

"You're scaring me."

"It seems complicated to you?

Shucks, you just say 'giddiap' and the

beast goes. She has a brain of her own.

She knows where home is. The smell

of oats."

"Giddiap," said Diana. Nothing

happened.

Maltby did a few quick things with

his fingers and the ship swung around.

Then he yelled "Giddiap!" with an

ear piercing Texas drawl and the ship

roared to life.

This trip, instead of poker, she

learned how to play chess. He gave her

a two-pawn-and-a-rook handicap and

she won one out of five games in the

next three days.

The ship faced backwards for the

horizontal landing, its rockets firing

in tiny vernier adjustments. Lazily the

barren moon flowed by, slowly rising

to meet them. Only when they were

skimming the plain at crater-rim

height did their speed become evident.

A mile every second. Nearby features

ran together in a watercolor blur. Sud-

denly the track appeared beneath

them and she saw, for a split second,

the rocket-catching-cradle racing up

the track toward them. She remem-

bered the spaniel who used to gallop

from the neighbor's house to chase

her bicycle. The cradle positioned

itself underneath them, grabbing with

gentle jaws until their ship and the

maglev vehicle became one.

Maltby was yelling "Whoa!" at the

blood curdling top of his Texan voice.

Electromagnetic fields cut in to con-

vert fifteen tons of mass flow into an

electron flood. Force hit then, two

gravities that slowly built to five. The
blur beyond the windows resolved

into the majesty of the lunar desert,

and finally they were moving sedately

along a shunt line towards a shed.

Maltby was fondly patting the control

panel, smiling. "Attagirl."

I'm here, she thought and wonder

was all within her.

She was assigned to the hydroponic

gardens under a scowling beak-nosed

boss who went through his chambers

constantly tasting tomatoes and car-

rots and brocolli like a Punch making

passes at lady puppets.

"Now that's a strawberry," he

cackled. "I have the little buggers

fooled that they are living on the

slopes of a British Columbian moun-
tain. Taste is everything. To hell with

yield. Yield we can leave to the Cali-

fornians." Slowly his grin grew,

showing his upper gums above his jag-

ged teeth.

She decided that her boss was

crazy—not that what he said was

crazy, but he had papered the wall of

the small strawberry room with a fan-

tastic view of a British Columbian

valley. It didn't take her long to find

out that everyone else was crazy, too.

In the cafeteria with the construction

workers she Hstened curiously to a
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conversation beside her. Billy was

sick. He'd been anemic for months.

His leaves were drying around the

edges. His leaves?

Byron's friend, Zimmerman,
dropped around after work to play

scrabble. Diana asked him, "What
kind of fruitcake would name a lemon

tree Billy?"

Zimmerman nodded. "I hear Billy

is pretty sick about it, too. My tree, I

named Hershel Ostropolier and he's

never been sick a day in his life."

Then there was the tiny cook who
had a redwood tree called Paul Bun-

yan. Weird. But he was into Bonsai so

Diana supposed it might be all right.

When she bought her own baby

orange tree she decided it was not go-

ing to have a name, however, one

evening in a humorous mood when

the conversation came around to the

Celtic worship of trees, she toasted her

tree with a local version of Irish Mist.

**To my true Irish friend!" Hence-

forth her orange tree was invariably

referred to as "the Irishman."

It wasn't easy living on the moon.

The corridors were cramped. The

rooms were small. There was no place

to go. She missed Charlie and hiking

through the New Hampshire woods.

Worse, an enormous sense of loss

began to plague her. She had no direc-

tion, no purpose to her Hfe which had

always known a fierce purpose. It was

awful. It was like being a compass that

had smashed its way through to the

north magnetic pole and was now
spinning, aimless. One night she

dreamed about the truck driver who

had taken her to Washington when

she was twelve. In the dream he said

with an ironic smile, "Better be

careful what you want, kid—you may
get it!"

Somehow the most important thing

in her life became the study of plants.

She was going to become a genius and

bring life to the moon. She borrowed

botany books and began to memorize

all the names. She began to read

biology books and agricultural texts

and every hydroponic book in the

Hbrary of her boss. Studying became

an urgent compulsion. There wasn't

even time to socialize, and finally no

time to sleep.

One afternoon, looking for a scrab-

ble game, Zimmerman found her

wandering around the landing track

control room trying to explain a

theory of hers that no one could

understand.

i4
Every time when she woke up and

tried to get out of bed so she could go

back to work, they held her down and

shot her full of drugs again. Once she

escaped and turned up for work in her

pajamas. They brought her back and

put her to sleep. This time she was go-

ing to be more cunning. She'd pretend

to be asleep until the drugs were all

worn off and then she'd get up and go

to work.

She peeked.

"Ah, you're awake," said Charlie.

She opened her eyes in wide disbe-

lief. "Charlie! What are you doing

here?"

"The old man called me up. He told
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me to get off my ass and take care of

you. It was like listening to a wire

brush cleaning out the hole between

my ears."

"Are you on their side?"

"I don't know from nothing. I got

here an hour ago. Tomorrow I'm out

working on the new track. The old

man got me a job as a laborer, the

rat."

"Get me out of here, Charlie. I have

to go back to work."

"You're on a paid vacation and

you're complaining?"

"They'll fire me." She was ter-

rified.

"Nobody is going to fire you with

my old man backing you."

"What happened to me? They

won't tell me."

"You were wandering around pas-

sionately trying to convince people

that milkweed was going to save the

moon. The flowers are edible or some-

thing."

"I wasn't! I don't believe you!"

She hid under her covers in shame.

"Yeah, you were really around the

bend."

"L don't understand," she said

through the covers.

"Neither does the doctor. But I do.

You ought to see the loonies wander-

ing around MIT during final exam

time."

"You'll take care of me?"
"Do you think I'll let you out of my

sight again? You gave me the shock of

my life. For a week I thought I was

strong enough to dismiss you. Then a

funny thing began to happen. The

sweet flowered fields of New Hamp-
shire dissolved away into the flowered

fields of hell. And the moon up there

in the sky began to take on a heavenly

beauty."

"Can I go back to work? I could

finish the afternoon shift if I started

now."

"Maybe tomorrow. We have to set-

tle things between us. Like who is this

Irishman you're living with?"

"That's not my Irishman! That's

my orange tree!"

"I'm competing with an orange

tree? Do you think I have a chance?"

She laughed as Charlie tried to walk

her home. He needed low gravity

locomotion lessons. Once he collided

with one of the awkwardly placed pot-

ted trees. "Charlie! Excuse yourself to

Jezebel." He looked at her askance as

she patted the pear tree. "There,

there, Jezebel. Everything is going to

be all right." Then she burst into

tears.

Select friends gave Diana a home-

coming party. Her boss arrived with a

bowl of strawberries so delicious they

needed neither sugar nor cream. Zim-

merman leaned against the wall steal-

ing more than his share. Louise was

there and Maltby brought his guitar

and his regular copilot. The Irishman

moved into one corner to make room

for them all.

Later Charlie explained to her the

profounder truths of the universe as

he saw them. "Some unsolved prob-

lem starts to push you. A couple of

weeks without sleep and the border-

line between the real world and im-
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agination begins to fuzz. You fall

asleep on your feet. You begin to treat

real people as if they were the ghosts

of your dreams and that's when the

guys in the white coats come after you.

Happens all the time at MIT in May.

So if you get eight hours of sleep, I'll

let you go to work. Otherwise, no."

"Make love to me. That'll put me

to sleep."

"Thanks."

"Is that what happened to you at

MIT?"
"Naw. I was pushing to get my

father's ass. Sweet revenge. Haven't

you ever wanted to strangle your

father?"

"Oh yes!" she said brightly.

"I was going to get 100 percent in

every course my last year just to rub

that martinet's nose in the robot he'd

made out of me. But no matter how
much I strove I just couldn't make it

as a robot. I couldn't get past 98 per-

cent. It drove me crazy. It was like

continually jumping in front of my
father's Buick to prove to him what a

bad driver he was and always coming

out between the wheels without a

scratch."

"You're crazier than I am!"

"I owe it all to my father." He was

smiling.

"I like Byron!"

"That's because you're a girl." He
sighed. "Maybe one of these days I'll

make my peace with the old prick."

"You could have finished school. It
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was in your own best interest."

He shrugged. "I wasn't doing it for

me »>

"Why didn't you do more with

your music?"

"My music was something they

didn 't want, so it was a reaction, too, I

guess."

"What do you want then?"

"You."

"Oh CharHe! That's not enough

and you know it!"

"Maybe it is. Men are more roman-

tic than women. Women only pretend

to be romantic because they know

men like it."

"Are you calling me a fake?" she

bridled.

"No. You made it very clear that

what you wanted to do was sit on a

peak 380,000 kilometers high and

look down on the rest of us."

"Screw you!" She strode to the fur-

thest corner of the room, which wasn't

very far away, and sai with her arms

crossed, confronting him belligerently.

"Don't you think it's romantic that

I climbed a peak that high just to ask

you to marry me?"
She smiled mischievously, still with

her arms crossed. "You haven't passed

the other tests yet. You have to learn

how to work first. Then maybe I'll

marry you."

Within two years Charlie worked

his way to assistant chief construction

engineer. He was known with awe as

the 100 percent man; the man who got

the job perfect the first time. He lived

with Diana and refused to take an SPS
construction job because it would

take him away from her.

Diana began to write papers on

taste in high yield crops. For a lark she

sent some tomatoes to a California

fair and won first prize. She had seven

projects going at once. Some people

suspected that she never slept. Then,

when necessity moved the command
center out of the original Spartan dig-
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gings into much larger quarters,

Diana made some frantic calls to

Byron before someone else could find

a use for the space. Charlie did the

conversion design work. Zimmerman
did the politicking. Ling, her old

friend Ling, put up the money.

The place is called Diana's Grove.

There are trees everywhere, not big

trees, but what they lack in size they

make up for in lushness. Some of

them bear fruit—lemons and oranges

and figs. There are vines and bamboo
stands, even a brook that flows in too

dreamlike a manner to gurgle. The

benches are real wood. The food is the

best in the solar system—just don't

ask for beef. Nymphs with names like

Callisto serve the tables wearing

Roman hairdos and whispy gowns.

Diana, when she comes, makes her

appearance in a white tunic with

quiver over her shoulder. She knows

everyone. Often she has a dinner party

in one of the alcoves and brings people

together who should be together,

sometimes for major or minor poli-

ticking, sometimes because she

delights in the clash of disparate

views, sometimes because she is a

secret matchmaker, sometimes for

trivial reasons—an old professor of

Charhe's needs company or one of her

friends needs to discuss curtains. She

is fiercely protective of the girls who
work for her.

If you've ever heard the music at

Diana's Grove you know that Charlie

has risen into the league of the great-

est. He claims it is just a hobby. The
compositions can be as simple as birds

chattering in the morning from some-

where beyond the leaves—a heron's

cry, a sightseeing flock southbound, a

lone warbler—or it can be a conversa-

tion stopping argument between the

gods.

Infrequently Charlie still proposes

to Diana. She smiles her teasing smile,

even though they already have one

child, and writes him out a new con-

tract in a flourishing script that prom-

ises she will be faithful to him for at

least the next fortnight. He grumbles

that living with her is like being an

untenured professor.

The solar power satellites are wink-

ing on all around the equator, half of

their mass coming from the moon
now. All of the oxygen used by the

space fleet is manufactured on the

moon. America is prosperous, doing

what it has always done best, selHng

high technology to the rest of the

world. Her economy has achieved

power independence and resource in-

dependence. The investment is con-

siderable but it is, as yet, not well

defended. Both McDougalls belong to

an unofficial defense ministry which

considers problems that Pentagon

thinking is too archaic to handle. Seri-

ous decisions have to be made to

secure the high ground in the face of a

Russian resurgence into space. Such

duties take Charlie back to the home-

world once a year.

Diana never goes with him. She is a

minor Earth deity who worked hard

for her promotion to moon goddess

and she is well content with her

position.!
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SPACEFLIGHT AND ENERGY
Those who saw the Saturn booster Hft-

off for the moon were awed, and even

shaken, by the river of energy that

flowed from the nozzles of those five

Fl motors as they moved that sky-

scraper up off the Earth. That was

42,000 blazing megawatts of power,

the equivalent of half of the electrical

power being generated by the United

States at the time. The Earth trembled.

Since then people have had a gut

feeling that it takes power to get into

space, that spaceflight is an energy in-

tensive business too expensive for an

energy poor nation like the United

States to undertake on a mass scale.

That gut feeling, like most gut feelings

based on too little experience, is

wrong.

(1) Recall the story of the gnome at

the bottom of his well who tricked the

elf at the top into stepping into the

well bucket. While the elf rode the

bucket down, the gnome got an

energy free ride up out of the well.

(2) Hans Moravec delivered a paper

at the twenty-third annual American

Astronautical Society meeting in San

Francisco titled "A Non-synchronous

Orbital Skyhook," which described

an energy free way of reaching space.

A rimless wheel with spokes
*

'rolls"

around a planet, its hub in orbit. If the

cage at the end of a spoke brings down
as much mass as its counterpart lifts

out, we have a "space elevator" that

requires no energy input. For Earth

such a "wheel" demands materials of

greater strength than is practically

possible, though of less strength than

is theoretically attainable. For Mars

or the moon, present day materials

would permit us to build such a

device.

(3) In last month's Analog we
described a method of reaching space

which requires substantially less



energy than the brute force rocket ap-

proach. An orbiting spaceport, long

and massive, acts as a momentum
bank. Small and single-stage rocket-

propelled vehicles called "lighters"

are launched from the Earth at sub-

orbital velocity and captured by the

spaceport electromagnetically. The

momentum exchange between the two

slows the spaceport slightly as it drags

the lighter into orbit. Later the

spaceport regains its lost momentum
by electromagnetically shooting the

same lighter back to the Earth at high

velocity. If the spaceport ejects from

its stern as much mass as is being

received by its prow, the energy re-

quirements of the parallel mass

drivers are small. However, if the

lighters leave their payloads in orbit

and return empty, the spaceport, to

remain in orbit, must have access to a

sizeable energy source.

So that we might have a model to

generate numbers for us we conceived

the spaceport to be a reedlike struc-

ture 150 kilometers long containing

electromagnetic muscles and electrical

senses providing an artificial lateral

rigidity and a controlled longitudinal

flexibility. The spaceport moved in a

90 minute orbit, 275 kilometers above

the Earth's surface at a velocity of

7740m/sec. Our mass estimate for the

spaceport was 50,000 tons plus solar

energy generators at 16 tons per

operational megawatt.

The Earth-to-spaceport lighters

were assumed to have a gross-lift-off-

weight of five tons—four tons of ox-

ygen/kerosene propellant, half a ton

of dry mass and a half a ton pay-

load—meeting the spaceport at half

orbital velocity, 3870 m/sec, and be-

ing electromagnetically accelerated at

five g's. Maximum delivery rate was

assumed to be one lighter per second.

One can question the design

presented on various points. Others

working with mass drivers have

routinely designed for accelerations

100 times greater than the 5 g's we

assumed. We chose an exceptionally

conservative figure because we found

that total spaceport mass was largely

independent of the acceleration used.

Higher accelerations made for a

shorter spaceport, but required an

offsetting increase in its mass per unit

length to handle the greater forces and

power levels. The low acceleration

allowed us to minimize the non-

payload mass of the lighter. But

perhaps a shorter spaceport would be

desirable for reducing atmospheric

drag. (There are still some traces of at-

mosphere even at 275 km, as the re-

cent demise of Skylab illustrates.)

Of greater significance is that we

may have grossly overestimated the

ratio of spaceport mass to lighter

payload mass. Designs using

homopolar generator-motors (see

figure 1) in place of capacitors for

energy buffering can apparently

reduce by a factor of ten or better the

spaceport mass required to accom-

modate payloads of a given size—or

conversely to allow a spaceport of the

same mass to handle payloads an,

order of magnitude greater. That

means it would be feasible to operate
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with larger lighters and lower arrival

rates which allows us the economies

that come with increased size such as

relaxed mass constraints on the

lighter's guidance and control system.

However, at this stage, it is

premature to weigh the relative advan-

tages of one design over another.

What is important for us to notice is

the principle common to all the

schemes we have mentioned, whether

they be elf-powered gnome-elevators,

giant Moravec wheels, or orbiting

spaceports. The common and essen-

tial principle is the energy exchange

between falHng and rising loads. The

falling cage at the end of the spoke of

Moravec 's wheel provides the energy

to hft the rising cage at the end of an

opposing spoke. Similarly, the energy

FIGURE 1. A noiational to Linear

Momentum Transformer Using A
Homopolar Design. (1) Sketch (a)

shows a right handed helical winding with

a significant pitch. We mount two such

cylinders coaxially so that they are free

to rotate independently. One has a right

handed winding and the other a left hand-

ed winding as in (b). (The difference in

cylinder size has been exaggerated.)

Note the closed current path. The ends of

the cylinders are connected through

plasma "brushes."

(2) The current in such helical coils has

two components—circumferential and
axial, with the ratio between the two a

function of the coil pitch. The axial cur-

rent components are opposed (see b)

and cancel each other 's magnetic fields.

The circumferential components are in

the same direction (see b) and reinforce

each other's magnetic fields.

(3) Such a configuration can comprise

one of many sections of a spaceport, ad-

mitting the lighter down the axis of the

nested cylinders. The pitch of the wind-

ings varies with nominal vehicle velocity

through the section—the higher the

velocity, the steeper the pitch.

(4) During capture (deceleration), cir-

cumferential current is induced by the

moving magnetic field of the lighter, but

axial components are a byproduct of cir-

cumferential current and coil pitch. The

lighter's field interacts with the axial cur-

rent to generate torques which acceler-

ate the two cylinders in opposite rota-

tional directions. The energy liberated by

the capture of a lighter is stored as rota-

tional energy in the spaceport's coils.

(5) During ejection (acceleration), the

coils are spinning with no current flow

prior to the approach of a lighter down
the tube. As the lighter arrives, its

magnetic field is cut by the rotating coil

windings to induce axial Ef^Fs. The induc-

ed axial EMFs couple through the pitch of

the coil to generate circumferential cur-

rents which act to accelerate the lighter.

The rotational energy in the coils is con-

verted to the linear motion of the lighter.
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generated by the spaceport capture of

an arriving lighter is exactly the energy

needed to eject a returning lighter of

equal mass.

You pay, of course, for your ineffi-

ciencies. In the case of the orbiting

wheel there will be air resistance on the

spokes as they stab into the at-

mosphere to touch the surface, etc. In

the case of the spaceport there will be

electromagnetic losses during the cap-

ture and ejection of the lighters, and

the unrecoverable energy in the rocket

exhaust gases required to put the

lighters in a position to be captured.

But the efficiencies of such linked

systems are startlingly better than

those of a rocketship which cycles

none of its energy.

We may be further astounded to

note that we do not necessarily have to

pay for the payload we lift into space

—providing we are bringing back to

the Earth, in the context of our linked

system, an equal amount of ballast.

Indeed, if more mass is falling than is

rising our space transportation system

can cover its own inefficiencies. And
if the down traffic is great enough we

will be generating surplus power!

Space travel can be had for a

negative energy cost. When we obtain

a source of ballast out there, space-

flight is going to become cheap.

THE MOON
Strange how we see things. If the

moon were a ball of frozen oxygen

and oil we would have silready created

a roaring space industry powered by

that largess—but because the moon

looks like Nevada and feels like

Nevada when we shift it through our

fingers, we do not comprehend its

potential. Oil when burned releases

about 10 megajoules of energy for

each kilogram of carbon dioxide

formed. Nobody has yet noticed that

raw lunar rock is an even better energy

source than oil.

The energy potential between the

moon's surface and the Earth's sur-

face is 59 megajoules per kilogram of

lunar material. That is 25,000 times

the energy you get from a kilogram of

water passing through the turbines of

Hoover Dam. To make another com-

parison, our best rocket propellant,

oxygen and hydrogen, delivers only

13.4 megajoules per kilogram of

water created. Raw moon rock con-

tains more than enough energy to

break itself down into its constituent

elements—when delivered to the

Earth. The potential energy in moon
rock is so concentrated that if we used

it to supply 100 percent of the world's

current power needs of about 3.5

trillion watts, it would take 40 billion

years to use it up. The sun won't last

that long and the universe wasn't even

here that long ago.

We don't propose dropping moon
rock through turbines to meet the

Earth's surface power needs. If

nothing else, the Earth's atmosphere

makes that impractical. But the

resource is there and it can logically be

used to power low Earth orbit space

industry. It can make orbital trans-

portation so cheap that space indus-

trialization becomes commonplace.
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The moon can supply the ballast for

our returning spacecraft.

There are various schemes for get-

ting mass up off the moon into a posi-

tion where we can "roll" it down to

the Earth. Rocket power we can

dismiss. Perhaps the best known
method of cheaply lifting mass off the

moon is the mass driver of G. K.

O'Neiirs group. In that scheme a con-

veyor belt of electromagnetically

accelerated buckets dump their loads

into space and return for more. A
modification of this method is

needed, however, when we try to im-

port supplies.

Normally people think of landing

on the moon as a vertical maneuver,

but a horizontal approach, Hke an

airplane, has distinct advantages. We
can build a long "moonport," much

the same as our spaceport, directly on

the surface of the moon. An incoming

ship, moving at the lunar circular

velocity of 1680m/sec, can be stopped

by applying three gravities of

deceleration along a 48 kilometer

length of electromagnetic track. If the

ship touches down at lunar escape

velocity under the same conditions,

we would need a track section twice as

long.

As the ship approaches the surface,

it is met by a light carrier riding

magnetically over the track and

equipped with superconducting coils.

The carrier moves under the ship, cap-

tures it, and then applies the

decelerating forces. The considerable

power generated by this maneuver is

fed into the lunar power grid. During

take-off the track ceases to be a

generator and acts like a linear syn-

chronous motor, absorbing power.

Structurally the moonport is

simpler than the spaceport. Being

connected to the enormous mass of

the moon, it can handle much heavier

loads than can its more ethereal

relative. The moonport is mainly

limited by its electrical components. A
one hundred ton spaceship, moving at

lunar circular velocity and decelerat-

ing at three g's, is generating enough

power to supply greater New York City.

We cannot ignore the moon.
Resources and power are there at the

headwaters of the mountains of space

;

the cities are down here at the river *s

mouth. To reap that wealth we must

develop a technology which can ex-

tract the energy from a waterfall of

lunar material.

INITIAL POWER FOR THE
SPACEPORT
When the first orbiting spaceport is

built, there will probably be no lunar

base to provide a source of energy

laden ballast. Even if lunar ballast

were available, we would not choose

to use it initially. The reason is simple.

To keep the capital investment

down, we want a design that mini-

mizes the amount of mass that has to

be delivered by expensive rocket. The

subsystem to receive lunar ballast and

return the ballast carriers to high orbit

represents mass that is not essential to

the start up operation of the spaceport

however much it contributes to the

ultimate economy. These lunar mass
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receivers can be added later at much This translates to roughly a 1.85

lower cost as we "bootstrap" to the megawatt capacity ifwe intend to han-

fmal configuration. die one lighter per orbit. If we elect to

Once our construction has reached use solar rather than nuclear power we

the stage where the spaceport can cap- need enough cells to generate 3.7

ture and eject one lighter per orbit—

a

megawatts since the spaceport spends

stage far below the capacity it needs half its time in the shadow of the

for economic viability—we can begin Earth. Thirty tons of solar cells at 8

to use the spaceport, instead of rocket tons per megawatt gives us our re-

shuttles, to supply the material that quired capacity. Thus, for a total in-

adds to its capacity. Specifically that vestment of 800 tons of power equip-

means the spaceport can begin opera- ment to handle one lighter per orbit,

tion before almost any of its heavy we buy ourselves a payload delivery

power equipment has been installed, capability of 8 tons a day.

How much mass do we invest in In one hundred days one lighter can

power plant to operate our minimal bring up enough flywheels and solar

spaceport? And what kind of power cells so that the spaceport can begin to

will it be? receive two lighters per orbit. With

In last month 's article we noted that this doubling time it would take only a

7.5 billion joules would be released by year and a half to build up to a capaci-

a 1000 kg lighter while it was being ty of fifty lighter captures per orbit,

captured at half orbital velocity, and and three months later to 100 lighter

15billion joules would be required by captures per orbit. Since this is a

an empty 500 kg lighter while it was geometric progression, we could reach

being ejected to restore the space- an absurd capacity in very little more

port's momentum balance. If we time. But long before we run into

allow for a 90 percent conversion effi- logistic problems, the clutter of solar

ciency we must have 6.7 biUion joules cells begins to take its toll,

storage capacity to receive the energy Solar energy crosses the Earth's or-

from an incoming lighter and have in bit at a flux of 1340 watts/m\ so that

storage 16.7 billion joules when we 3.7 megawatts corresponds to about

want to accelerate the returning 1 8,000 square meters of 15 percent ef-

lighter. ficient solar cells, or 75 modular

Suppose we choose flywheels to panels 8 meters wide and 30 meters

hold our energy. Assuming a conserv- long. 7500 such modules, enough to

ative flywheel rotational speed of 208 power 100 lighter capture-ejections

meters per second , we need 770 tons of per orbit , could be attached along the

flywheels for energy storage to side of the spaceport at intervals of 40

operate one lighter. We also need an meters Hke the legs of a centipede,

energy source to supply the difference Since the separation between panels is

between 16.7 and 6.7 billion joules, five times the width of the panels, they
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can rotate to face the sun without

shading each other for most of half an

orbit.

For greater capacities solar power

stjuls to become impractical and we

must look to alternate energy sources

like the moon—but note that the

spaceport already has a yearly capac-

ity of 300,000 tons and that is well into

fhe region of economic viability.

THE FIRST SPACEPORT
If we wish to begin building the

spaceport within the next few decades

its starting mass will be transported

into orbit by some version of the

Space Shuttle. The Space Shuttle itself

has a payload of 21 tons for a due east

launch. When the two soHd rocket

boosters £ire replaced by liquid pro-

pellant boosters we can expect a

50-ton payload. The Interim Heavy

Lift Launch Vehicle (IHLLV)

FIGURE 2. A simplified picture of the

orbiting spaceport equipped witti 7500

8 meter by 30 meter solar power panels,

which give it enough electrical capacity

to handle 300,000 tons of freight a year,

supplied by two bases, each of which

launches 50 lighters 16 times a day with a

payload of 500 kilograms. The panels can

turn to face the sun. They are not opera-

tional at night for 45 minutes of each

orbit.

modification of the Space Shuttle

would give us an 85-ton payload and

the IHLLV modification mihfour liq-

uid propellant boosters would give

us a payload of 160 tons. All for

roughly 20 million dollars a launch.

With only modified versions of the

Space Shuttle we could expect to put a

minimal 50,000-ton spaceport in orbit

for a transportation cost of some

seven bilHon dollars-. That seems to be

a large capital outlay until we see what

it will do for us.

Assume that one ground base can

launch a group of lighters spread over

200 km of the spaceport orbit. If they

arrive at one-second intervals there

will be about 4 km between lighters.

That is 50 lighters per base per orbit

for a yearly capacity of 1 50,000 tons to
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low orbit. With only two such ground

bases supplying the spaceport we can

build 30,000 megawatts worth of solar

power stations per year. That power
would replace 4 billion dollars per

year of imported oil at $20 a barrel.

The effect is cumulative. The second

year we save 8 billion dollars, the third

year we save 12 bilHon dollars.

Of course, one has to spend further

money constructing the solar power
stations, but money has to be spent

anyway on power stations whether

they be oil, coal, nuclear, or solar. The
advantage of solar power stations is

that you don't have to pay a billion

dollars a year for black lung disease,

you don't have to beat your brains out

selling to Iran and Saudi Arabia and
then flap around like fools trying to

restabilize the governments your
money has destabilized, and you
don't have to finance Libyan terror-

ists, nor do you have any nuclear

wastes to bury. The main side effect of

an aggressive solar power satellite

project is millions of good paying jobs

for Americans.

As we have seen, at Space Shuttle

delivery costs we must begin by

assembling a minimum spaceport and

from there use the spaceport to

develop additional capacity. The in-

itial structure will consist of three

parallel "tubes"—a generator for

receiving the loaded lighters at half or-

bital velocity situated in close prox-

imity to an accelerator for returning

the empty lighters at full orbital

velocity, and a Hghtweight transport

tube for delivering captured lighters to

various points along the length of the

spaceport and to the mouth of the

return tube.

The generator and accelerator will

lie side by side so that the power pro-

duced by an incoming vehicle does not

have to be transported over long

distances to get to the accelerator and

the outgoing vehicles. The mass of the

transport tube will be negligible since

the power levels it handles are so small

compared with the main tubes.

The first spaceport would be con-

structed in a 90-minute orbit whose

point of northernmost transit passes

over Kennedy Space Center. It would

be desirable, of course, to assemble it

in the equatorial orbit where it will

eventually be used; however. Space

Shuttle operations have been designed

for Kennedy, and it is here assumed

unlikely that we will undertake to

build a new space center on the

equator in the next few decades.

The ground bases which service and

launch the small lighters can be built

as floating platforms. They will have

submerged flotation tanks and deep

ballast for stability even in heavy seas.

The first one will be set up in the

Atlantic Ocean southeast of Cape

Canaveral, where the southgoing leg

of one spaceport orbit crosses the

northgoing leg of the previous orbit.

From that position you get two launch

windows per day instead of just one.

This base will be used to check out the

spaceport while it is still in its con-

struction orbit.

Once the spaceport has been de-

bugged, it will be moved slowly to an
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equatorial orbit. The transfer might

take as long as a year, using low thrust

rockets distributed along the length of

the spaceport. The base would be

towed at sea and would continue to

launch its lighters to supply reaction

mass for the transfer rockets. Mean-

while the second base would be built at

the equator. Once the spaceport

reached equatorial orbit, operations

would gradually be built up. Each

base would now have 16 launch win-

dows daily.

There would probably be some

space manufacturing facilities in-

cluded in the initial construction, and

those would begin operating and

returning some products. Most of the

traffic, however, would be devoted to

beefmg up the spaceport's capacity.

When the capacity was up to perhaps

100 thousand tons per year, construc-

tion would begin on three additional

tubes. The first tube would be for

boosting payloads to geosynchronous

orbit and to lunar altitudes, the sec-

ond for catching the returning high or-

bit lighters, and the third for trans-

porting the high orbit lighters between

the first and second tubes.

The high orbit lighters would begin

to support the construction of solar

power satellites and the initial lunar

base. The power satelHtes would be

brought on line as rapidly as possible

to alleviate American dependence

upon oil and nuclear fuels, while the

lunar base would be a longer term

project aimed at supplying "energy

ballast" for the spaceport, liquid

oxygen for rocket motors, and cheap

raw materials for the mushrooming

space industries.

MOON POWER
Imagine a time when a mass driver

at a small lunar base is progressively

stepping up the tonnage it is tossing

into space. How can we extract power

from this material? Recall that the

potential energy difference between

the moon's surface and the Earth's

surface is 59 megajoules/kg.

The moon revolves around the

Earth with a velocity of 1020m/sec. If

mass in the lunar orbit is slowed by 830

m/sec until it is moving at only 190

m/sec it will drop in toward the Earth,

accelerating, until it touches the orbit

of the spaceport with a velocity of

10,850 m/sec, overtaking the space-

port with a relative velocity of 3110

m/sec. If the spaceport is equipped to

capture this mass, much as it captures

a lighter from the Earth, two things

will happen: the momentum exchange

will propel the spaceport outward,

and 4.8 megajoules of energy will

become available for every kilogram

of lunar mass.

Now we have an alternate way of

balancing the momentum of our

spaceport. The capture of an Earth

lighter depresses the spaceport while

the capture of a moon Hghter raises

the spaceport. Momentum balance is

achieved when one kg of lunar mass is

captured for every 0.8 kg of Earth

mass that is picked up at half orbital

velocity.

It is important to reiterate that a

mass driver acting to capture mass is a
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generator of electricity. Thus if our

spaceport is balancing its niomentum

by capturing both lunar and Earth

. mass it will be a power plant rather

than a consumer of power. The space-

port can now increase its capacity to

handle freight from the Earth without

further expansion of its solar power

facilities.

How much of the lunar energy are

we using? One kg of captured lunar

mass supplies 4.8 megajoules, 0.8 kg

of captured Earth mass supplies 6

megajoules for a total of 10.8 mega-

joules per lunar kg. Used in this way

18 percent of the energy held by the

lunar mass can be extracted and as

such has about the energy density of

stoichiometric oxygen/oil. (This

energy represents one-fourth of that

needed by the rockets to propel our

sub-orbital Earth lighters.)

Can we do better than 18 percent?

Yes. If we study the case where an

empty lighter is launched to the

spaceport to pick up raw material that

has arrived from the moon—under

the constraint of preserving the

spaceport's momentum—we find that

we can extract energy from the moon
rock according to the formula

(r/r + 1) (V - u)2/2, in joules/kg, (1)

where r is the ratio of lighter mass to

the moon mass it picks up, v = 10,850

m/sec, and u is the velocity of the

lighter relative to the Earth at the time

of contact with the spaceport.

Putting u as close to zero as possible

increases the energy output. This

represents the case when the spaceport

is tuned to capture a lighter that has

reached orbital altitude with no

horizontal velocity. Henceforth

assume u to be zero.

Our efficiency also increases when

the ratio r is large but that is not as

much help as it might seem. We are ex-

tracting energy from the moon rock

most efficiently when we are bringing

in none at all!

Let's take a more practical ap-

proach and balance the energy

liberated at the spaceport with the

energy expended to launch the

lighters. We get, for the energy

Hberated,

f(r/r + l)v2/2 - rx, in joules/kg, (2)

where r and v are as in (1), f is the effi-

ciency with which our spaceport can

extract electricity from kinetic motion

(here assumed to be 0.9), and x is the

energy per unit mass expended by the

rocket motors to put the lighter in a

position to be captured.

An elementary calculus maximum-
minimum procedure shows that we

can extract the most energy when

t = \/U2k- 1. (3)

All values are known except x.

To obtain x we make the following

considerations. A standard rocket

propellant, one part hydrogen to six

parts oxygen, contains 13 mega-

joules/kg, and gives an exhaust

velocity of c = 4400 m/sec in a

reasonable engine. The mission

velocity to reach 275 km with no

horizontal velocity is about w = 3000

m/sec. Thus the lighter's mass ratio is
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gw/c_2^ which means that x=13
megajoules/kg since we are burning

one kg of oxygen/hydrogen to place

one kg of Earth mass at orbital

altitude, Plugging this value into

equation (3) gives r = 1.

Thus we obtain the most energy

when an empty lighter rises to the

spaceport and brings back its own

mass in moon rock. Equation (2)

shows that this procedure liberates a

surplus of 13 megajoules for every kg

of moon rock we import by rocket!

That is like receiving two barrels of oil

every time we burn one ! Such * 'magic
'

'

is not perpetual motion, it is simply a

way of tapping into the moon *s poten-

tial energy.

The details of the packaging of the

lunar material so that it can be cap-

tured, of the mother ships delivering

the packages, and of the appropriate

orbits are beyond the scope of this ar-

ticle. There is energy in moon rock

and it can be utilized . There is so much

energy that moon power alone could

support a space transportation system

vast enough to stagger a twentieth cen-

tury mind.

THE IMPACT REACTION ENGINE
There is one problem still open. Our

spaceport with its swarms of tiny

lighters is great for delivering raw

materials and small dense payloads to

orbit, but it won't handle anything

large and bulky. And it won't handle

passengers. One solution to this prob-

lem is straightforward.

Our design was driven by the need

to keep the initial spaceport mass as

low as possible. After the spaceport

begins operating, however, transpor-

tation will be cheap and mass won't be

as important. We could then build a

much larger spaceport that would ac-

commodate large vehicles at low ac-

celerations. This is an entirely

reasonable approach, but it requires

that we continue to rely on the Space

Shuttle for passengers and large

payloads longer than we would like.

An alternative and more interesting

solution to the large payload problem

involves what we call an impact reac-

tion engine. Let us perform a thought

experiment.

Suppose we have a stream of

perfectly elastic balls moving with cir-

cular velocity c in orbit around the

Earth. Suppose we place a massive

ship in this stream with velocity u

relative to the Earth. Further, suppose

that this ship carries a perfectly elastic

shield upon which the balls impact

perpendicularly. The balls approach

the shield with velocity (c-u) and

after impact bounce off the shield

with reversed velocity, minus (c-u).

This bounce results in momentum
changes and since rate of change of

momentum is force we can calculate

the force acting on our ship. The force

in newtons is the mass in kg of the

balls which bounce off the shield every

second times 2(c-u) m/sec, and will

accelerate the ship in the direction of

the stream.

This is the principle of the impact

reaction engine. The mass flow

against the shield is analogous to the

flow of propellant into a rocket
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motor—with the exception that an im-

pact reaction engine does not have to

carry its propellant with it as does a

rocketship. The velocity 2(c-u) is

analogous to the rocket's exhaust

velocity. The best rocket exhaust

velocity we have today is the 4400

m/sec of the oxygen/hydrogen
motor. If an impact engine, at rest

relative to the Earth, entered a mass

flow stream at an altitude of 275 km,

its "exhaust velocity" would ap-

proach (depending upon the elasticity

of the collision) 15,500 m/sec, 3.5

times as great as that from the Space

Shuttle's motors! Of course, since

(c-u) tends to zero as the impact

engine approaches circular velocity,

the efficiency of this engine declines

drastically at high speeds, a flaw

which we shall see can be overcome by

marrying the impact engine with the

rocket motor.

The impact reaction engine makes

an amusing thought experiment, but

FIGURE 3. In this schematic diagram of

the impact reaction engine (imp), the ship

approaches backwards, with velocity (u),

the forward end of the orbiting pipeline

and magnetic guide track (p) which over-

takes it at circular velocity (c). Oxygen at

(O) cannot escape because the valves

are closed. Oxygen at (1), just prior to the

ship's arrival, escapes through rapidly

opened valves, where it is captured by

the ship's scoops at (2) and swiveled

through pipes (3) where it is ejected at

(4). After the ship passes, the valves at (5)

close. The impact reaction engine exerts

a force equal to the mass flow through

the engine times twice the difference be-

tween velocities c and u. Injected hydro-

gen, carried by the ship, can be used to

cool the engine, simultaneously burning

with the oxygen to increase the thrust.

The oxygen is imported from the moon.

The pipeline itself need not be very

rfiassive because the ship and pipeline

do not exchange momentum while the

ship is being accelerated.

can it be built? There are no basic

physical reasons why it cannot, and

there are economic reasons indicating

that it could wisely be utilized in

passenger and heavy freight trans-

port. Once a moon colony is viable it

will be supplying mass to the space-

port both to generate electricity and to

balance the spaceport's momentum.
If we choose to import plentiful lunar

oxygen for this purpose we can not

only remove part of its potential

energy in the form of electricity by

capture, but can also extract a large

portion of the remaining energy by

disposing of the oxygen to power an

impact system.

A basic scheme consists of an oxy-

gen feed pipe and a magnetic suspen-

sion track laid parallel to the
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spaceport and perhaps far longer than

150 km. This need not be a massive

structure since it would not have to

take any great stresses. The ac-

celerating impact ship exchanges

momentum with the oxygen, not with

the pipeline. Because of this fact, the

impact ship, unlike our small lighters,

can be quite massive. It can be as

massive as a present day commercial

jet aircraft like the Boeing 727.

The oxygen intake of the ship rides

along the suspension track only cen-

timeters from the oxygen supply jets

on the pipeline, which are pulsed for a

few milliseconds prior to the passage

of the ship. The track and pipe must

be extremely straight because, at the

speed of the ship, there is no possibil-

ity for it to follow bumps and ir-

regularities. But that is why laser

beams and active control systems \yere

invented.

As the oxygen is scooped into the

vehicle it is guided through tubes in

such a way that its direction of flow is

reversed through 180 degrees. As we

have seen, the force applied by this im-

pact is the product of the mass flow

times twice the relative velocity be-

tween ship and pipeline. At any

relative velocity above 2200 m/sec

oxygen alone in such a reaction engine

will do better than an oxygen/
hydrogen rocket —and not be re-

quired to carry its own reaction mass.

Some heating through compression

and turbulence will occur and there

will be boundary layer friction. But

the object of the game is to keep as

much of the oxygen's energy as possi-

ble in kinetic form. That requires that

its speed be maintained while its direc-

tion is changing. We can get a worst

case estimate of the heating problem

by assuming that the oxygen is com-

pletely stopped by the impact and then

expanded through a rocket nozzle.

Cold oxygen impacting at half cir-

cular velocity and brought to a dead

stop will only rise in temperature to

4500 °K, about five or six hundred

degrees hotter than the normal

operating range of an oxygen/
hydrogen rocket chamber. At these

temperatures the dissociation of ox-

ygen into monatomic oxygen is soak-

ing up a great deal of energy. Since we

will not be stopping the oxygen, we

will not have to deal with such ex-

tremes except at very local boundary

regions where we can use dynamic in-

sulation with hydrogen to keep the

flow surfaces cool.

As the relative speed of ship and

pipeline falls, so does the perform-

ance of the impact engine. The declin-

ing thrust can be compensated by add-

ing ship supplied hydrogen to the

reaction, the hydrogen doing double

duty as a coolant. By the time the ship

has stopped we will be using the stan-

dard 6 to 1 oxygen/hydrogen mix

ratio and will have dropped down to

an exhaust velocity of 4400 m/sec.

The performance of such a ship

makes it worth investigating seriously.

If we could build a hybrid rocket-

impact vehicle that reaches orbital

altitude and half circular velocity by

means of oxygen/hydrogen rockets,

and then achieves the second half of its
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velcKity through impact acceleration, it

will go into orbit starting with a gross-

lift-off-mass only 3.5 times its final

mass—an easy design criterion for an

oxygen/hydrogen vehicle to meet.

For those who want to do some
quick back-of-the-envelope calcula-

tions themselves, the formula to com-

pute the mass m needed to change the

velocity of a ship of mass M from Uq

touf is:

m = (l/2)MIln(c - Uq) - ln(c - uf)] (4)

where c is the velocity of the oxygen

supply pipeline and In is the natural

logarithm. If we carry hydrogen and

burn it with the impacting oxygen, the

equation is slightly more complicated

and does not give an infinite m when

Uf= c!

THE OPEN END
At about the time the construction

begins on the three tubes to launch

and receive high orbit lighters, the gas

supply pipe and track for the large im-

pact vehicles can be installed. The ad-

vanced versions of the current Space

Shuttle should be ready for commer-

cial retirement at this point and it is

not necessary to wait until lunar oxy-

gen is available to phase in the impact

powered ships. They can be operated

with oxygen imported from Earth by

the lighters. This is not as economical

a procedure as using lunar oxygen, but

quite a feasible interim approach. The

impact ships will deliver cargo not

easily packaged in the half-ton size and

will transport people.

As the lunar mining operations get

started, the arresting tube for the in-

FIGURE 4. An empty lighter which meets
the spaceport at the given velocity

(x-axis) can return with a ballast of lunar

rock and show a net energy profit (y-axis)

without changing the spaceport's mo-
mentum. The curves are for lighters

powered by oxygen/hydrogen and
oxygen/kerosene. The numbers along

the curves indicate the optimal mass of

lighter needed to bring in a unit mass of

lunar ballast. The curves terminate

where momentum considerations no
longer allow the return of the lighters.

Slightly different assumptions were
made in the body of the article for the

sake of round numbers. The above
curves were based on the assumptions:

(1) The mission velocity needed to attain

capture velocity 7740k m/sec is u =
^5.17 + 59.9k^'W + 500 m/sec.

(2) A kilogram of rocket propellant con-

tains E joules, where E = 13x10^ joules

for oxygen/hydrogen and E = 10^ joules

for oxygen/kerosene.

(3) The effective exhaust velocity is c,

where c = 4400 m/sec for oxygen/hydro-

gen and c = 3000 m/sec for oxygen/

kerosene.

(4) The energy cost to put a unit mass of

lighter in a position to be captured by the
' spaceport is X = E{e^'^ - 1).

(5) The spaceport is 90% efficient at

converting between kinetic energy and
electrical energy.

(6) The energy released is determined by

formula 1 from the body of the article.

(7) The transactions are constrained to

leave the momentum of the spaceport

unaltered, thus the lighter plus ballast

are returned to the Earth at velocity

(10,850 + 7740kr)/(r + 1) m/sec, where

r is the ratio of lighter mass to lunar

ba 1 1 a s t

.
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coming high orbit lighters will be

beefed up to handle loaded rather

than empty vehicles. With more mass

coming down to balance mass going

up, engineers can tune the Earthside

receiver to handle arrival velocities

closer to full orbital, giving better

launch economies.

We have reached a take-off point.

In "Space For Industry," one of

John W. Campbell's more famous

editorials written at the beginning of

the space age when rockets were just

becoming popular, he said, "We're

never going to get any engineering use

of space until we get something enor-

mously better than rockets. . .some-

thing that can lift and haul tons with

the practical economic efficiency of a

heavy truck." He made the obvious

point, "Heavy industry has always

developed where three things were

available; cheap raw materials, easy

access to markets, and cheap energy

supplies. " The spaceport is something

enormously better than rocket trans-

port . It has nearby lunar raw materials

which can be shoved downhill and

tapped for energy, and it has available

solar power satellites and large, light

mirrors to concentrate solar energy.

Even the metals and water and car-

bons of the asteroid belt are not that

far away, all downhill to the markets.

The markets? The spaceport sits with-

in a 90 minute glide of any point on

Earth.

More and more manufacturing fa-

cilities will inevitably mushroom
along the spaceport as material and

power become cheaper. Freight ca-

pacity will soar. The spaceport itself

will be generating thousands of

megawatts and asking for customers.

At the beginning of the next century

we may begin to see heavy industries

like steelmaking moving into space

with the energy and ore. Steel will

begin to face heavy competition from

lunar aluminum and titanium as well

as exotic alloys. Today the saying is:

"If it can be done on Earth, it will be

done on Earth." Tomorrow the say-

ing will be, "If we can do it in space,

let's do it there." Try to find land

these days to build a new steel mill or a

new power plant or a new telescope.

Try to buy into somebody else's

water, or take over somebody else's

recreation area. It is going to get

worse. In the future, space may be the

place to get things done. Why not?

The resources are there and the energy

is there, and with space comes access

to all markets. As a bonus, politicians

like Proxmire loath it.

The single most important concept

we need to make real in our minds is

that spaceflight is not going to remain

expensive off into some vague in-

definite future. Today's technology

applied on the proper scale is good

enough to make it cheaper than jet

flight. All we need is to take that in-

tangible decision to use what we

already know.

Let the Earth be healed. We can

plant trees again, and stock the rivers

for fishing while the chemical plants

brew in space and the forges of the

smelters consume the solar heat they

lust after, closed away in their self
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contained environments that do not

touch what they were not meant to

touch. Let the Earth heal while we

mine the moon and build the catapults

that will fling us beyond Mars.

CONCLUSION
Of course, it doesn't look easy now.

We are city dandies and space is a

fierce steep river that winds up

through the tallest mountain range

that mankind has ever faced. It is a

bootstrap operation. We need that

energy glutton, the Rockwell Space

Shuttle, and we need far more of them

than we have scheduled for produc-

tion. We need more rockets and big-

ger ones just till we get a foothold, till

we can get the flow started from moon
to Earth.

Then we can be a rich commercial

nation again, with full employment,

doing what we love to do, those con-

juring tricks that no one else seems

fast enough to keep up with, while we

sell to the rest of the world the high

technology that will make them pros-

perous, too, and save them from the

kind of primitive industrial machine

that has half-killed us.

Why turn back to smoggy coal?

Why complain when others make
shoes and television sets better than

we do? We have already passed

through that phase and are ready for

the next adventure. We are uniquely

capable of creating the kinds of jobs

that no one else can create. We can

make space travel cheap just like we
made ground transportation cheap,

just like we made air travel cheap. We

can be the generation that makes

America great again. Remember the

Americem Way?
All it takes is looking at a problem

as if it has never been looked at

before.
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SYNOPSIS
An alien, in the form of a black box

the size ofa large building, lands at the

small town of Lone Pine, Minn. In

landing, it crushes a car owned by

Jerry Conklin, who has parked it at

the end ofa bridge while hefishes the

pool below the bridge. A resident of

Lone Pinefires a rifle at the black box,

which returns the fire, killing him.

Conklin is seized by a tentacle extrud-

ed by the alien and jerked inside it.

Realizing it may be an alien, he tries

unsuccessfully to talk with it. He is a

graduate forestry student at the Uni-

versity ofMinnesota and gains the im-

pression that the alien issomehow like

a tree; also he gets a strong impression

of home and wonders if the alien is

trying to communicate with him.

When the visitor finally throws him

out it has crossed the river into a heavy

forest and night has fallen. Unable to

find his way out, Conklin spends the

night in the forest.

Alerted by Frank Norton, owner

and editor of the Lone Pine weekly

newspaper, Johnny Garrison, city

editor of the Minneapolis Tribune,

sends Kathy Foster, a reporter, and

Chet White, a photographer, to Lone
Pine to cover the story. Norton and

Garrison are long-timefriends; Kathy

and Conklin are romantically at-

tached.

In Washington, D.C., President

Herbert Taine is informed by Gen.

Henry Whiteside, Army ChiefofStaff,
that tracking stations have discovered

a new satellite, too massive to have

been launchedfrom Earth. At about

the same time the President is told

about the Lone Pine landing by David

Porter, his press secretary. In the

hours that follow the President's

cabinet and advisors attempt to for-

mulate a policy to handle the situa-

tion, but are unable to; this is a situa-

tion without precedent and there are

no guidelines. Porter talks with Alice

Davenport, his girl friend, and her

father, a senator who is notfriendly to

the administration. The senator urges

that the United States learn all it can

from the visitor and use what it learns

to national advantage.

In Lone Pine, the visitor begins

eating trees, ingesting them and ex-

tracting the cellulose, which it ejects in

bales. Conklin finds Kathy and tells

her what has happened, but says he

does not want it known that he was

"taken up" by the visitor; he does not

want to become regarded as another

flying saucer kook. With his crushed

car hauled away by federal authori-

ties, Kathy arranges for him to get

back to Minneapolis.

A shuttle sent outfrom a space sta-

tion learns that the new-foundsatellite

is a cluster ofother visitors, apparent-

ly waiting word from the Lone Pine

visitor before coming down to Earth.

The country so far has remained

relatively calm, but this development

results in near-panic in the White

House.

At Lone Pine, the visitor begins

budding tiny replicas of itself that im-

mediately begin eating the bales vf
cellulose. When one of the baby

visitors tips over and can 't right itself.
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Kathy helps it. She puts her hand

against the adult visitor's side and

says, "Mother, I helped your baby,"

The hide of the visitor folds over her

hand, gently enclosing it, as if in a

handshake. Kathy is shaken and en-

thralled. A short time later the adult

visitor takes offandflies away. Before

it leaves, one of the federal in-

vestigators haspainted the number 101

on it in green paint.

The cluster of visitors in space now
begins to break up and the visitors

start coming to Earth, most of them

landing in the United States, afew in

Canada. They cause much furor, but

little damage. A few lumberyards are

gobbled upfor the cellulose they con-

tain, afew houses also are ingested but

this soon stops when the visitors ap-

parently realize it is something they

should not do. Afew cars aresnatched

up from a used-car lot. By and large,

however, the visitors seem to be re-

fraining from causing trouble, but

they are nuisances—theyfly alongside

planes, patrol roads, look over, cities

and industrialplants, land on airstrips

at airports. A fair-sizedgroup ofthem

land at Lone Pine and begin eating

trees; in many other places they also

eat trees and spew out bales of cellu-

lose. The public reacts fairly well.

There are a few riots and some dis-

turbances. Suddenly godstricken peo-

ple flock to church; evangelists and

cult leaders have afield day.

Shaken by the budding ofbaby visi-

tors, the White House faces chaos

with the arrival of thousands of
visitors. Whiteside insists that tests be

made of the visitors ' defense ability;

he proposes firing a .30 caliber bullet

at the visitorfrom a rifle similar to the

one used by the Lone Pine resident,

observing by high-speed cameras and

other instruments what happens.

Whiteside insists this is necessary in

order that a defense against the

visitors can be planned. There is argu-

ment over whether other nations

should be invited to participate in the

study of the visitors, whether the

results of such a study should be

shared with the world.

When Whiteside carries out the

test, it isfound that the visitor is able

to convert the kinetic energy of the

bullet into potential energy and throw

it back to its origin. The consensus is

that the visitors can do this with any

weapon short ofa nuclear missile. It is

apparently, a purely defensive device.

At Lone Pine one of the visitors is

found dead and a task force of in-

vestigators is sent there, the national

guard sealing off the area while the

visitor is dissected in an attempt to

learn its physical characteristics.

Kathy, covering the story, is unable to

learn anything. Neither is the Wash-

ington press corps. Security is tight.

Norton, talking with Kathy at Lone
Pine, invites her and Conklin to ac-

company him on an annual autumn

trip he makes into the wilderness. He
is going in a short time, he says. Kathy

declines; she has used all her vacation

time and Conklin is hard at work on

his dissertation.

The first visitor to land, the one on

which the number 101 has been
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painted, turns up on an Iowa farm.

Conklin, haunted by the experience of

being "taken up" by the visitor,

determines to see the visitor again in

hope that it may give him an answer.

He borrows a car and goes to Iowa.

The visitor atfirstpays no attention to

him and he leaves. Halfway home, he

turns the car around and goes back.

This time the visitor takes him up and

communicates with him.

37. WASHINGTON, D.C.

*'Daddy," said Alice, ''I don't like

some of the things that I have been

hearing."

Senator Davenport, slouched in his

chair, looked at her over the rim of his

glass of Scotch.

"And what might you have been

hearing, my dear?" he rumbled.

"All this talk up on the Hill—not

out-loud talk, just cloakroom
talk—about developing some sneaky

way to get rid of the visitors. Like

spraying psychedelic drugs on the

trees that they are eating, like spend-

ing billions to develop a bacterium or

a fungus that might be fatal to them.

Saying it is better to spend a few

million to get rid of them and let

things get back to normal than to

spend the same few million to find out

about them."

*'I do believe," said the senator, in

an unusually mellow mood, "that I

have heard snitches of such talk. Pest

control, it's called. Not waging war

against them—just pest control."

The senator shifted in his chair to

look at Porter.

"Maybe our White House friend

might have some comment on this."

"I would think," said Porter, "this

is one I had better stand aside on."

"Some of the boys, you know,"

said the senator, "seem to be getting a

bit wrought up about the situation.

They're just talking among them-

selves so far, but, before too long,

they may go beyond that."

"To even think, this early, about

wiping out the visitors," said Porter,

"seems somewhat premature. I've

heard some loose talk about develop-

ing a selective disease that would zero

in on them. To my mind, it's only talk.

No one has the least idea of how to go

about it. First, you'd have to know
what the visitors are and how their life

system functions. Only until you knew

that would you have any clue as to

how they might react to various

agents. There's a trap in the matter of

selectiveness as well. How can we be

sure that what would be developed

would be selective? We might wind up

with something that would wipe out

not only the visitors, but the human
race as well."

"It's a monstrous idea in any case,"

said Alice. "We have no real

grievance against the visitors."

"Oh, I don't know about that,"

said the senator. "Talk to a true blue

environmentalist who has persuaded

himself that unless some action is

taken, these things will destroy the last

remaining wildernesses and you might

detect a grievance. Or the president of

a lumber company who has just had a

couple of lumberyards consumed as a
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quick lunch by one of our big, black

friends. Or an airline official who is

turning grey over the possibility that

one of his jets will collide with a

friendly visitor-escort. Or a man in an

airport control tower who has one less

strip on which to bring down planes.**

**It*s a matter of minority interests

again," said Alice. "Small cliques try-

ing to push around the rest of us.*'

**rm surprised to hear you say that,

daughter,*' said the senator. "It has

seemed to me that you have always

been fairly well minority-oriented.

The poor downtrodden blacks, the

poor downtrodden Indians. .

.

"

**But this is different,** said Alice.

**My minorities are cultural minori-

ties; yours are economic—poor down-

trodden businessmen who suddenly

feel a pinch.*'

"The environmentalists,** said the

senator, "aren't economic. They're

emotion-oriented troublemakers .

'
*

"Fm beginning to have a feeling,"

said Porter, "that the public attitude

toward the visitors may be in the proc-

ess of change. At first, they were

novelties and an occasion for a great

excitement. Now they seem to be be-

coming irritants. They now are just

black lumps, perched around the

landscape, or flying over it, and in a

number of rather minor ways, they are

interfering with the daily lives of some
people. Given a few months, probably

only a few weeks, the minor irritations

may grow into dislikes, maybe even

hatreds—not originating in the special

interests that are most affected, but in

that phenomenal area we call public

opinion. It would be a pity if this

should happen, for we simply have to

have the kind of patience that will give

us an opportunity to find out what

they are and how we can get along

with them.'*

"Allen is working on that one out in

Minnesota," said the senator. "Is he

finding anything at all?"

"Nothing that I know of, Senator.

Nothing definite. He's not made even

a preliminary report, if that is what

you mean. But there is some scut-

tlebutt floating about that they are

plants—at least, that they belong to

the plant kingdom."

"Plants? Christ, that doesn't make
any sort of sense.**

"No, of course, it doesn't. I've

been trying to track down where the

rumor came from, but have had no

success.**

"There*s this business, too,*' said

the senator, "that the visitors may
know how to control gravity. That's

the one I'm interested in. That's

something we could put to use."

"Mostly it comes from the fact that

they float a few inches above the

ground and that when they move, they

don't seem to make use of propulsive

units," said Porter. "Or at least pro-

pulsive units as we think of them. No
one really knows, of course. The idea

is no more than someone grabbing for

an explanation—any kind of explana-

tion for a mode of operation that

defies all the physical laws we know."
"You two talk only about what we

can gain from the visitors," said

Alice. "Doesn't it enter your thinking
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that they may be thinking along the

same Hnes—what they can get from

us?"

"Well, sure," her father said.

"They are getting cellulose. And
cellulose is cheap enough if we can get

gravity control from them.*'

'They also got a few cars."

"Well, yes, a few of them. Just that

one time. Not any more. They're not

taking cars any more."

"I've wondered," said Alice,

"what they wanted the cars for. And I

can't understand you, Daddy. To
start with, you were up in arms about

them—destroying trees and lumber-

yards, upsetting the country's

business."

"I rethought my position," said

the senator. "I began to see some

rather attractive possibilities, if we

can play our cards right." He said to

Porter, "I keep hearing about a

weapons test conducted against the

visitors. It's a story that keeps floating

around, but I can't get a handle on it.

What do you know about it?"

"The same as you," said Porter. "I

keep hearing the story."

"Nothing positive? No details?"

"None at all
,

" said Porter

.

"These things must have some sort

of defense worked out," said the

senator. "Out in^pace, they must

have been open to some sort of at-

tacks, although I can't imagine what

kind of attacks. It would be nice if we
could find what they have."

38. MINNEAPOLIS
The editors sat at the news huddle in

the conference room. The sound of

clacking typewriters and the hum of

conversation came through the half-

way open door.

"We have the Black Hills-Indian

story that Jones wrote," said Gar-

rison. "We should be getting that in

the paper soon."

"I thought you were saving that for

the Sunday edition," said Lathrop,

with raised eyebrows.

"So I was, but it kept getting

crowded out. Keep it too long and it

could get dated. There is, as well, a

piece that Jamison has been working

on for weeks, an analysis of what a

real energy crunch could do to this

area. It's a good job. He talked with a

lot of people. He really dug into it. It's

long, but it looks as if we have the

space today. There isn't much other

news. I'd say we could strip it across

the top of the front page."

"Haven't we a good story on the

visitors?"

Garrison looked at Gold. The assist-

ant city editor shrugged. "Nothing to

get excited about. It's beginning to

level off."

"As a matter of fact," said Gar-

rison, "I'm beginning to have the feel-

ing that the visitors haven't as much
impact as they had a week ago. The

edge is beginning to wear off the story.

The readers may be getting a little

weary of it. We've played the story

hard. That was fine so long as the

readers were avid for it. But if we keep

on cramming it down their

throats. .

."

"How about Kathy? She's still up
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at Lone Pine, isn't she?"

"She is," said Gold, "for all the

good it does. There's nothing coming

out of there. No one's getting

anything, either from there or

Washington. I've never seen the Ud

clamped down so hard."

"It sounds," said Garrison, "as if

something fairly big is going on.

Otherwise, why all the secrecy? But,

apparently, we aren't going to get

anything until someone is willing to

talk."

"What about the Washington

bureau?"

Hal Russell, the wire editor, said,

"They're not getting anything, either.

I talked with Matthews just a couple

of hours ago. Nothing, he said. Ab-

solutely nothing. Either no one knows

anything or they are clamming up.

Some rumors, but nothing that can be

pinned down. Chances are, if anyone

knows anything, it's only a few. In

Washington, if more than a dozen

people know something, one of them

is sure to be talking about it. The news

leaks out."

"So why are we keeping Kathy up at

Lone Pine?" asked Lathrop. "If

Washington is tight-lipped, what

chance does she have?"

"Kathy is one damn fine reporter,"

Sjaid Garrison. "She has as much
chance to dig out something as the

Washington bureau."

"I think we ought to get her back

here," said Lathrop. "With vacations

and one thing and another, we are

running shorthanded. We could use

her here."

"If you wish," said Garrison, grim

with a sudden anger.

"If you're still looking for a

backgrounder on the visitors," said

Gold, "Jay has an idea. He was talk-

ing the other day with someone at the

university, a man in the Native

American affairs department. This

man was drawing a parallel between

us and the visitors and the Indians and

the white men when the whites first

showed up in America. He said the

reason the Indians finally lost out was

that their technology was upset by the

white man and that, as a result of this,

they lost their culture. Their defeat

dated from the day when an Indian

wanted an iron hatchet, to replace his

stone tomahawk, so badly that he was

wiUing to sell his natural resources, to

enter into trade arrangements that

were unfair to him, to get it."

"A story Hke that would be oblique

propaganda," said Lathrop, "and

both Jay and you should know it."

"Jay wasn't about to write it from

the Indian view alone," said Gold.

"He was going to talk to economists

and historians and a lot of other

people. .

."

Lathrop shook his head. "With the

Black Hills-Indian situation, I think

we should keep away from it. No mat-

ter how well the story was written, no

matter how objectively, we would be

accused of bias."

"Oh, well, " said Gold, "it was only

an idea."

39. IOWA
The river gurgled and lapped
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against the shore. Dick's Landing,

located on a shelf several feet above

the river, was made up of several

dilapidated buildings. Above the

buildings reared the steep heights of

the Iowa bluffs. Beyond the river's

edge was an island that hemmed in the

channel or, rather, one of many chan-

nels, for here the Mississippi, spread-

ing out on a wide flood-plain, became

a watery jungle. To the east loomed

the blueness of the distant bluffs on

the Wisconsin side.

Jerry stood still on the riverbank,

watching the progress of the small

rowboat powered by a small and sput-

tering motor. The boat made its

doubtful, hesitating way up the chan-

nel, bouncing in the roughness of the

current. In the back of it crouched a

hunched-over man, nursing the balky

motor.

Opposite the landing, the man an-

gled the boat in toward shore, finally

bringing it in against the shaky dock.

When he clambered from the boat and

tied it, Jerry saw that he was older

than he first had thought. His hair was

an unruly iron-grey and his shoulders

sHghtly stooped, but when he moved it

was with the sprightly spring of a man
much younger.

He came along the walkway of the

dock and up the bank. When he came

close, Jerry asked, "Are you Jimmy

Quinn?"

The man halted in his tracks and

looked at him with clear blue eyes, the

skin at the corners of them wrinkled

and squeezed into intricate crows-

feet.

•That I am," he said. "Who's
doing the asking?"

"The name is Jerry Conkhn. I was

told you'd be coming in soon. I under-

stand you know these bottoms."

"Man and boy I've known the Win-

nishiek," said Quinn. "A river rat I'm

called and I guess that's what I am.

These bottoms I have known since the

day that I could toddle and a tangled

mess they are. Islands and sloughs and

lakes and channels, and I know them

all for miles up and down the river. I've

hunted them and fished and trapped

them and I've poked into every corner

of them. And what can I do for you?"

"I understand that some of the

visitors have landed somewhere in the

area, somewhere in the river

bottoms."

"Visitors? Visitors? Oh, yes, now I

know. I've heard the name. You mean
those big black boxes folks say came

out of the sky."

"That's what I mean," said Jerry.

"You sound as if you saw one."

"Over on Goose Island," said

Quinn. "That's the big island, plumb

in the center of the river valley, four or

five miles downstream from here.

Near as I could make out, there are

three of them. I don't know if they are

still there. Just saw the tops of them,

sticking out above the trees. It was get-

ting on toward evening and I didn't

linger none. Maybe I wouldn't have

even if it hadn't been getting on

toward evening. Spooky things they

were. Nothing that belonged there.

Gives a man shivers up his spine.

Didn't rightly know what they were
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first off. Figured it out later on that

they must be these visitors. How come
you know? I never told no one. People

would have laughed at me. They think

I'm crazy anyhow. To tell the truth,

perhaps I am. I've been too long on

the river."

"Would you be willing to take me
to them?"

**Not now," said Quinn. "Not to-

day. It's getting on close to night. This

river's not a place to be at night. With

the kind of motor that I have, it's a

long way down to Goose. Dark would

catch us on the way."

"Tomorrow, then. Or the day after

tomorrow, more than Hkely. There is

someone else who will want to go

along. It may take me a while to locate

this other person and she'll have to

drive down from Minneapolis."

"A woman?"
"Yes, a woman."
"What would a woman want with

them visitors?"

"She just possibly may know more

about them than anyone in the world

today."

**I be damned," said Quinn.
"These days you never know what to

expect of a woman. Should I take you

down there, would there be something

in it for me?"
"We'd pay you."

'Cash money?"
'Cash money," Jerry told him.

"You expect to get up close to these

things? If they still are there. They

might have left, you know."

"We would want to get close to

them," said Jerry.
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"I tell you, mister, I'm not getting

up close to them. I'll take you there

and I'll wait to take you back. But I'm

not getting close to them."

"You won't have to come along

with us. You just point them out.

That's all you'll have to do. And wait

to take us back." ^

"You let me know when you need

me. Generally, I'm on the river the

most of the day. Come in along

toward evening."

"I'll let you know," said Jerry.

40. WASHINGTON, D.C.

Allen, the presidentisd science ad-

visor, said, "This is only a preliminary

report. Later on, there'll be more."

"You've found something, then,"

said the President.

"Something," said Allen. "Yes,

something. It's hard to believe. I have

a hard time making myself believe it.

But the analysis is there. The facts are

undeniable. There is no ground to

quarrel with them."

"Doctor," said Whiteside, "you
look a little pale around the gills."

"I suspect I do," admitted Allen.

"This goes against the grain, against

all the knowledge that we have. Those

damn things are made up of

cellulose."

"Cellulose?" asked the President.

"That white, fluffy stuff?"

"When the visitors get through

with it, it's no longer white or fluffy."

Allen looked around the room.
"There are only four of us. Will there

be others arriving?"

"Not this time," said the President.
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"Later on, when we know more, there

may be another briefing with other

personnel. This time around, just the

four of us. General Whiteside has a

special interest and should know what

you've found. Dave is here because,

by and large, he knows everything I

know. At the moment, everything you

say here is confidential. I assume your

staff is not doing any talking."

Allen stiffened. "Only four men are

involved," he said. "They understand

the need of confidentiality."

"But there are a lot more involved

than four," said Whiteside.

"The others are field workers,"

said Allen. "Collecting samples and

doing other basic work on the Min-

nesota visitor. Only four are involved

in the lab work. They are the only ones

who know what I'm about to tell

you."

"O.K., Doctor," said the Presi-

dent. "So go ahead and tell us."

"The creature basically is made up

of cellulose," said Allen. "But not

cellulose in the form that we know it.

To precisely describe the situation, we

have had to make use of highly techni-

cal terminology."

"Which we wouldn't understand,"

said the President. "You'll have to

simpHfy it for us, Doctor."

"I'll do what I can. What I tell you

will have to be oversimplified. And

because of the oversimplification,

perhaps a little short of the exact truth,

but it will give you an idea of what we

have come up with.

"The inner part of the creature is

closely-packed cellulose, compressed

to an unbelievable extent. So closely

packed that it can withstand structural

stresses of several tons per square inch.

Ordinarily this would seem impossible,

but the figures are there. How it can be

managed we have no idea, no inkling as

to the process involved."

"You talk about the inner part of

the creature," said Whiteside. "Does

that mean the outer part is different?
'

'

Allen shuddered. "Yes, General, it

is different. An entirely different

story. It is what you might call a cellu-

lose-silicon polymer involving in some

manner that we're not sure we under-

stand the use of sihcon-oxide bonds

and hydroxyl bonds—that is,

hydrogen-oxide bonds. There is a lot

of oxygen in cellulose. In the silicon-

oxygen bonding, there are a couple of

different forms and, to make matters

even more complicated, a mix of the

two forms are employed. In some

cases, it amounts to a tetrahedral

structure, a silicate akin to rock—

a

structure similar to feldspar and

quartz. It's hard to say exactly what

we have. There are a number of

various linkages to make up what we

tentatively describe as a polymer."

"It seems to me you are talking

about the thing having a rocklike

skin," said Porter.

"In layman language, that is what I

am talking about," said Allen. "Hard

as rock, probably much harder, and

yet the silicon provides it with some

elasticity, some give. Rocks can't nor-

mally be dented. This stuff can. It can

be dented and then bounces back. It

has at once hardness and ductility and
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an incredible thermal stability.

**We have theorized the use to

which these capabilities can be put. It

is only a theory, of course, but it does

make sense. If these things operate

across vast extents of interstellar

space, they would have to get energy

from somewhere. Their high thermal

stability means they could soak up all

sorts of energy, a lot of it, perhaps,

from the impact of interstellar dust.

The dust particles, no matter how
small, would carry some energy. But

in the form of kinetic energy. We
think the skins of these things can con-

vert the kinetic energy to potential

energy, possibly can change that

energy to whatever form it needs. Oc-

casionally, they might collide with

larger pieces of matter. Such a strike

would indent the skin, with the skin

picking up as much energy as it could

handle, deflecting what it can't use

when the indentation in the skin

bounces back, in effect rejecting that

part of the energy it can't handle. The

dent in the skin would produce a

reflected wave of energy, getting rid of

it as the surface of a mirror would

reflect sunlight.".

Porter sneaked a quick look at

Whiteside, who had stiffened in his

chair and now wore a slightly slack-

jawed appearance.

Allen sighed. "We also have some

reason to believe," he said, "and I

can't go into this as closely as I would

like, for it can't be explained in

layman terms—but we have reason to

believe that the skin's composition is

such that it can change gravitational

flux and thus points to the possibihty

that the creatures can manipulate

gravitational forces, that they can

either be attracted or repulsed by

gravitation. Which would explain, if

true, how they are able to float an inch

or two off the ground. It might also

mean that gravitational control may
be, at least partially, an explanation of

how they travel through space.

Locked in on a gravitational source in

the direction in which they want to

travel, they would move toward the

source. Locked into another behind

them, they could utilize it as a repulsor

to push them away from that source."

* Allen ceased talking and looked at

each of the three in turn.

"Well, that's it," he said. "It

sounds insane and I keep telling

myself it has to be insane. Aliens, we
said. And these things are alien. What
bothers me, what keeps me awake at

night is this—if they are so alien in the

physical sense, how alien are they

mentally? What chance will we ever

have of understanding them, what

hope they will ever be able to under-

stand us?"

"Perhaps the intellectual span is

not as great as the physical span , '

' s£iid

Porter. "They seem to have done a

fairly good job so far in understand-

ing us. Somehow they seem to have

sensed a lot of things they should not

do. They have fairly well kept within

the basic rules of human conduct."

"I hope you're right," said Allen.

"I sincerely hope you are."

He spoke to the President, "In a

couple of weeks, we may know more.
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We may find that some of our present

thinking is wrong. We may have to

modify our theories. Or we may come
across some new and significant data.

For the present, I have told you basi-

cally all I know. Of course, it could be

elaborated upon endlessly, but there's

no point in doing that now."

He rose from his chair, hesitated for

a moment.

"There is one other thing," he said.

** Interesting, but probably not too

significant. But it does throw some

further light on the visitors. You have

heard of 101, of course."

The President nodded. "The first

of the visitors to land at Lone Pine. I

understand it's down in Iowa now."

"That is right," said Allen. "It is

guarding a field the farmer had just

finished plowing. The farmer claims

that it passed back and forth over the

field as if it were planting something.

When anyone approaches, it drives

them off. One of our observers,

however, managed to sneak up to the

edge of the field without being driven

off. He found that the visitor had

planted pine seeds. Earlier we had

been somewhat puzzled by the fact

that the debris which was rejected by

the visitors after they cut the trees con-

tained virtually no pine seeds. Now we

know why. The visitors winnow out

the seeds and intend to plant them."

"It will take a long time to grow a

new crop of pines from scratch," said

the President. "101 may have its work

cut out for it guarding its planting."

"Perhaps not," said Allen. "Our
observer found that a number of the

seeds had sprouted. Forestry experts

tell us that such sprouting could not be

expected this quickly. Our guess is

that 101 treated the seeds in some way

to speed up the sprouting process,

probably to speed up the growth once

they have started."

"Which poses another problem for

us," said Whiteside. "Hundreds, if

not thousands, of visitors taking over

fields, planting them and then driving

off the rightful owners. The farmers

will be up in arms about that."

"To start with," said the President,

"I had a queasy feeling about the

visitors, a sort of gone-in-the-gut reac-

tion. I think part of this, maybe all of

it, was due to the fact that essentially I

am a pure and simple political animal.

I have political nerve endings. I twitch

at every threat. I still realize that this

business of the visitors, if I make one

wrong move, could kill me politically.

But, gradually, I have come to the

belief that the two of us, we and the

visitors, can get zilong together. They

seem to think very much like us. If we

could only communicate with them,

I'm sure a solid understanding could

be reached. The fact that 101 planted

pine seeds re-enforces my thinking.

The planting of a crop attests to a feel-

ing for agriculture and the conserva-

tion of resources. In this way, too,

their thinking parallels ours."

Allen started to speak, then

hesitated.

**You were about to say

something," said the President.

"That's right," said Allen. "I

wondered if I should, but I guess
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there's no reason that I shouldn't.

Perhaps of little significance, but to

me intriguing. You remember when

that first visitor came down at Lone

Pine it landed on a car, crushing it."

**Yes, I do remember. There was no

one in it, luckily. We wondered what

became of the owner, why he, or she,

never came forward,"

'Exactly," said Allen. "We hauled

in the car, if you recall."

"Yes, I do," said the President.

"Well, now we know. From the li-

cense plate. The owner is a young

forestry student at the University of

Minnesota. His name is Jerry Conk-

lin. A few days after the incident, he

came back to Minneapohs. So far as

we can learn, he never told anyone

about his cai being totsdled. He has

not filed an insurance claim for the

loss of the car. For a time, apparently,

he acted fairly normally, but now that

we have learned who he is, he has

disappeared. The FBI is now looking

for him."
"What do you expect to learn when

you find him?" Whiteside asked.

"I don't really know. You have to

admit, however, that his reaction has

been strange. There must \be some

reason he told no one what happened.

And it's strange that he has not filed

an insurance claim. He has not even

made an inquiry as to who hauled

away his car. I can't get rid of the feel-

ing that he may know something that

could be helpful to us."

"When you find him," said the

President, "and I suppose you will, go

easy on him. From where I sit, he's

committed no crime except to keep his

mouth shut."

41. MINNEAPOLIS
The phone was ringing when Kathy

came into her apartment.

She answered it, and then, "Jerry,

where are you? You sound excited

—

or upset. I can't tell which. What is go-

ing on?"
"I've been trying to reach you," he

said. "I called your apartment and

your office. The office told me you

were at Lone Pine and I tried Lone

Pine. You had already left."

"I just got back," she said. "Just

this minute. From the airport. Are

you in town? You don't sound as if

you're in town. Your voice is faint and

there is noise on the line."

"I'm in Iowa. At a place called

Dick's Landing. It's on the Mississip-

pi, opposite what is called the Win-

nishiek Bottoms. You ever heard of

that?"

"Not Dick's Landing. The Win-

nishiek, vaguely. I have heard it men-

tioned. What in the world. .

.

"

"Kathy, I went to that farm in

Iowa. I talked with 101. It took me in

again..."

"It remembered you?"

"I think so. We didn't really talk. It

told me, it showed me. I got the im-

pression that what it told me is impor-

tant. But whether it is important to us

or to 101 and the other visitors, I can't

be sure."

"But Dick's Landing? And the

Winnishiek?"

"It told me a location. Showed me
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where to go. I don't know what's

here. Well, actually, I do—I know at

least part of it. There's a place called

Goose Island. Three of the visitors are

there. But I don't know why it's im-

portant. I only know it is. That is what

101 impressed upon me. That I must

go there. I want you with me, Kathy.

If there is something important, you

should be in on it from the first.

You've been with this visitor story

from the first."

"O.K.," said Kathy, *'as fast as I

can. I'll start out right now. Give me
directions. Tell me how to get to this

Dick's Landing. I'll be there in a few

hours."

42. MINNEAPOLIS
For days, they had kept their vigil,

but now the vigil ended. The group of

Lovers who, on the day the visitor had

landed on the airstrip, had fought

their way onto the field, stood in

stricken silence and watched the

visitor slowly lift off the runway and

sail away into the sky.

**We failed," said one of them, a

gaunt young man with stringy hair

and an aesthetic face.

**We did not fail," said the willowy

girl who stood beside him. "It felt our

love. I know it felt our love."

"But it made no sign. It did not take

us up. It took others up. .

.

"

An airport guard, one of the many
who manned the barricades that had

been thrown around the visitor, said,

to no one in particular, "Let's break it

up. It's ended now. Why don't you all

go home."

"Because we are already home,"

said the youth with the aesthetic face.

"The Earth is home. The universe is

home."

"I can't understand these kids,"

said the guard to a fellow guard. "Can
you understand them? Christ, they

been here for days, just hunkering

down with the sappy expression on

their faces."

"No," said the other guard. "I

don't understand them. I never even

tried to."

"Now let's clear out," said the first

guard to the band of Lovers. "The

show is over, folks. There's nothing

left for you."

The crowd began breaking up,

slowly drifting off the field.

"They should never have let them

in," said the second guard. "It was

against all rules. Someone could have

gotten killed."

"There wasn't any danger," said

the first guard. "The strip was closed.

If they hadn't been let in, we'd had a

running fight that might have gone on

for days to keep them out of here. The

commission thought this was the bet-

ter way. I'll say this much for the kids;

once they were let out here, they

behaved themselves. They never

caused trouble."

The second guard said, "They were

loving it. They were showing it their

love. Did you ever hear such goddamn
foolishness?"

The other guard grunted in disgust.

By this time, the visitor was a small

speck in the western sky.

In the Tribune newsroom, Gold put
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the phone back in the cradle. He said

to Garrison, "The one on Highway 12

is gone, too. Lifted off and left about

the same time as the one at the

airport."

''Almost as if there were some sort

of signal, telling them to go," said

Garrison. "I wonder what it is they're

up to."

"This is the second phase," said

Gold.

"What do you mean—the second

phase?"

"Well, the first phase was when

they came and looked us over.

They've finished with that. Now
they're doing something else."

"How do you reach that conclu-

sion?"

"I don't know, Johnny. I'm just

guessing."

"Maybe they are finished with what

they came to do. They may be going

into space, forming up again, getting

set to go off someplace else. This may
be the last we will see of them."

Hal Russell, the wire editor, came

shuffling up the room. He stopped at

the city desk. "A story just came in on

the wires," he said. "They're leaving

everywhere. It's not only here."

Garrison said to Gold, "Why don't

you phone Lone Pine. Find out what's

happening there."

Gold picked up the phone and

began dialing.

Garrison asked Russell, "Anything

else? Any hints? Any speculation?"

"Nothing," said Russell. "Just

that they are leaving. Those that have

been around for days are leaving."

"Damn!" said Garrison. "How do

you handle such a story? There's a

story here. Someone has to dig it out

and I'd like it to be us. I know there is

a story, but how can it be gotten at?"

"Jay and Kathy," said Russell.

"They're the ones who know the most

about the visitors. They may have

some suggestions."

"kathy 's not here," said Garrison.

"She's off on some wild goose chase.

Phoned me last night. Said she was

onto something that might be big.

Wouldn't tell me what it was. Said I'd

have to trust her. Al will be pissed off.

He practically ordered me to get her

back from Lone Pine. And here she's
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gone again." Garrison sighed heavily.

He looked around the city room.

''Where the hell is Jay?" he asked.

"He's not at his desk. Is there anyone

who might know where he is? How
about you, Annie?"

The city desk secretary shook her

head. "He's not signed out. I don't

know where he is."

"Maybe he's in the can," said

Russell.

Gold hung up the phone and s^id,

"The visitors at Lone Pine have disap-

peared too. Some of the youngsters

are still there, chomping at the bales."

"What does Norton think of it?"

asked Garrison.

"I didn't talk with Norton. I talked

with Stiffy. He's holding down the of-

fice. Norton is out of town. Took off

this morning for a canoe trip into the

primitive area."

43. WASHINGTON, D.C.

Porter waited for the members of

the press to get comfortably settled,

then he said, "I have no statement to

make. I imagine that the most of you

know that the visitors have disap-

peared. I would suspect that most of

your questions will be aimed in that

direction. I'll answer as I can, but I

doubt I can be helpful."

"Mr. Porter," said the New York

times, "one possible answer that

must have occurred to almost every-

one is that our visitors have gone back

into space, probably preparatory to

proceeding somewhere else. Can you

give us any indication if this might be

true?"

"Mr. Smith, I can't," said Porter.

"The same thought occurred to us.

NASA is watching for any indication.

Our space station is on the alert and

so, I suppose, is the Soviet station. So

far there is no word. But we must real-

ize there is a large area up there to

cover. The only possibility of seeing

anything would be if the visitors

formed into another mass, as was the

case when they came to Earth."

"If the Soviet station saw
something, would they communicate

the information to us?" .

"I can't be sure, of course. I rather

think they would."

"Dave," said the Washington
Post, "this may sound hke a loaded

question and I hope that you ..."

"The Post,'' said Porter, "never

asks a loaded question."

An outburst of laughter drowned

out the Post. Porter lifted a hand for

silence.

"Go ahead," he said. "I'll stip-

ulate, in advance, that it is not a

loaded question."

"What I wanted to ask," said the

Post, "is this: I think it is no secret

that the appearance of the visitors

posed some rather bothersome prob-

lems, poHtical and otherwise, for the

administration. Can you tell me if

their disappearance might be of some

relief to you?"

"I was wrong," said Porter. "This

is a loaded question. However, I'll try

to answer it with whatever honesty I

can muster. It seems to me that we

may be premature in assuming that

the disappearance means we've seen
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the last of the visitors. There is a

possibility they have only shifted their

bases of operation to more remote

areas. As to whether the administra-

tion would heave a sigh of relief at

their going, the answer must be iffy. I

can't deny the visitors gave us some

occasion for worry. We had a problem

dumped in our lap that no one had

ever faced before. There was no prece-

dent to serve as a guide for us in our

deahng with them. We had some dif-

ficulty in assessing their impact on the

various segments of the population.

At times, I don't mind telling you, we

were completely baffled. But I think

that, over all, the situation was han-

dled not too badly.

"This is one side of my two-part

response. The second part is that after

some days of dealing with the prob-

lem, we had fairly well come to the

conclusion that our people could get

along with the visitors and that there

might be some benefit derived from

them. I, personally, will feel rather

strongly, if indeed the visitors are

gone, that we are the poorer for their

going. Perhaps there was much we

might have learned from them."

*'You say there was much we might

have learned from them," said the

Kansas City Star. "Would you care to

ampHfy on that?"

"Only to point out," said Porter,

"that in them we were in contact with

an alien race from which we might

have learned a new technology, might

have gained some fresh perspective,

might have learned of principles and

ways of thought of which we, to this

point, have been ignorant."

"Can you be more specific? Dr.

Allen, for some days now, has been

working on the dead visitor. Might

not he have come up with some

specific information that could be

useful to us?"

"Nothing about which we can be

certain," said Porter. "I told you a

few days ago that the creature's struc-

ture is based on cellulose, but in a

form with which we are unfamiliar,

and with which, more than likely,

we'll remain unfamiliar for some

time. One possibihty is that if we can

learn the secret of this alien cellulose,

the procedure by which the cellulose is

changed into the bodies of the visitors,

we may be able to utilize cellulose as a

substitute for many of our decreasing

nonrenewable resources."

"Back there a ways," said the

Chicago Tribune, "you suggested the

visitors might be changing their bases

to more remote areas. By that, do you

mean they are hiding out?"

"I didn't say that, Harry, and you

know I didn't."

"But the implication appeared to

be there. Why would you think they

might be hiding out?"

"First of all, I didn't say they were

hiding out. If they should be, my
answer is that I have no idea."

"Mr. Porter," said the New York

Times, "it would seem, on the surface

at least, that it would be reasonable to

assume the visitors may be putting a

second phase of their operation into

effect. First they came and spent some

time observing us. Now they have
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made another move, disappearing,

perhaps as a prelude to launching

another. .

."

"Mr. Smith, you are asking me to

speculate upon a speculation," said

Porter, "and the only answer I can

have to that is that I have no reaction.

It is true that your speculation does

seem to have some validity—as you

say, on the surface at least. But I have

no kind of information that would

justify an answer.*'

"Thank you, sir," said the Times.

"I thought it was a question that

should be asked."

"I am glad you asked it," Porter

told him.

"Dave, I think we should proceed

with this further," said the Milwaukee

Journal. "I think the point raised by

the Times is a good one. I was about to

ask a similar question. These things

have looked us over. They may have a

much better idea of what makes us

tick than we can know, perhaps

enough information to determine

what their next step should be."

"I did not question the validity of

the query, as Mr. Smith well knows,"

said Porter. "I agree that it is a con-

sideration we should hold in mind.

But with no information that would

justify a response to it, I don't think I

should try to answer it. There is only

one objection to the viewpoint that I

can think of. It makes it seem that the

visitors are plotting against us, that

they may have some hostile motive

and are developing strategy to carry it

out. So far, they have not been

hostile."

"But we can't know what their

motives maybe."
"That is right. We cannot know

their motives."

"Your phrase 'more remote re-

gions' intrigues me," said the Los

Angeles Times. "Mr. Secretary, are

there all that many remote regions left

in the United States?"

"I'm sorry now that I employed

that phraseology," said Porter. "I

think all of you are making too much
of it. What I had in mind was that the

visitors have disappeared from the

more densely populated areas. They

may begin to appear elsewhere, but, if

so, we have no word of it. As to your

question about remote areas, I should

say there are still a lot of them. Vast

forest regions still exist in New Eng-

land, in northern Minnesota, Wiscon-

sin and Michigan. There are similar

areas in other states as well. In moun-
tainous regions, particularly in the

Rockies, there are a number of remote

areas, which also is true of the

southwestern deserts."

"It seems to me that you are con-

vinced they've not actually disap-

peared, that they've not gone back to

space," said the Washington Post.

"Why do you seem so convinced of

this?"

"I wasn't aware that my personal

reaction was showing through so

clearly," said Porter. "This is not an

official position and if you use it, I

hope you will make it clear it is not.

My own thinking is that the visitors

would be unlikely this soon to leave a

planet where they've found the natu-
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ral "resource they apparently were

seeking. It is probable that not too

many planets would be found where

they could discover plant life that

would produce as much cellulose as

our forests do.'*

**So, having found it, you think

they would stick around for a while."

"That is my thinking, not necessari-

ly the administration's thinking."
* 'Throughout this entire visitor

situation," said the INS, "the ad-

ministration has maintained what I

think can be described as a hopeful,

perhaps even an optimistic, mood.

There must have been many trying

times for you, but still you always

seem to have struck that note of op-

timism. Can you tell me if the thinking

is as optimistic as it seems?"

"What you are trying to ask," said

Porter, "is whether the optimism you

say you detected was merely a political

optimism or was it real?"

"Thank you, Dave, for completing

my question for me."

"I think," said Porter, "that under

any circumstance, the tendency might

have been to remain optimistic for

purely political reasons. But I can tell

you, without quibble, that a true feel-

ing of optimism has existed. The
visitors did not act in a hostile man-

ner. It appeared to us that they were

trying to determine how they should

act toward us. Almost never did they

violate any of our basic rules of con-

duct. It seemed that they were trying

to be decent. I think the feeling existed

in the White House that they would

not willingly do anything to harm us.

It is possible, of course, that they

might harm us unwittingly."

"You seem to be saying you think

that would be unHkely."

"Yes," said Porter, "I do think it

would be unlikely."

44. IOWA
For more than half an hour, they

had fought their way through a water-

logged jungle—trees, vines and brush.

The ground was uneven and treacher-

ous underfoot, mounds and ridges of

semisolid ground separating narrow

runnels of open water and small

stretches of swamp. There was, as yet,

no sign of the grassy prairie, sHghtly

elevated above the outer rim of the

island, that Jimmy Quinn had told

them they would find once they had

beat their way through the encircling

timber area.

Occasionally, when the towering

trees thinned out slightly, they caught

a glimpse of one or two of the visitors

that apparently were resting in the

grassy interior. They had first seen

them coming down the river, once

Goose Island had come into view.

"They are still there," Quinn had

said. "I thought they might have left.

There was something on the radio this

morning about the visitors all

leaving."

Finally, they seemed to be traveling

up a slight incline. The going became

easier. There were no longer any of the

swampy areas and the underbrush was

thinning out, although the trees grew

as heavily as ever.

"I think we're almost there," said
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Jerry, more to himself than to Quinn.

And, finally, they were there. They

came out of the trees and before them

lay the vast extent of grassland. As

they came out into the open, both of

them stopped abruptly, staring in

wonderment.

The three visitors sat in the clearing,

at some distance from one another,

but it was not the visitors that riveted

their attention.

Interspersed between the visitors,

standing in neat, straight rows, were

cars, or what appeared to be cars.

They were shaped like cars. They had

doors and seats and steering wheels

and in the front of each of them a

single, flaring headlight. But they had

no running gear.

"Cars," said Kathy. "Jerry, those

are cars but they haven't any wheels."

"Whatever they are," said Jerry,

"they are still making them, or

building them, or budding them, or

whatever you may call it."

The sight of the long straight rows

of cars had so fastened Kathy's atten-

tion that she paid but slight attention

to the visitors. But now, when she

looked, she saw that all three were in

the process of budding, although the

buds were not the shapes that they had

been when the visitors had been pro-

ducing young. Rather the buds were

elongated and lumpy.

A bud burst open on the visitor that

was nearest them and from it began to

emerge one of the things that looked

like cars. It gleamed wetly, but as she

watched, the wetness dried, revealing

a glossy yellow sheen.

"It's a yellow one," said Jerry.

"Did you notice that the cars are of

different colors. Reds and greens and

greys—all the colors you could ask."

Slowly the yellow car emerged from

the bud and finally dropped off. It

came to rest, floating a few inches

above the ground. Quickly, it swung

about and scooted swiftly toward the

nearest line of cars. It swung precisely

into Hne and halted, stationing itself

next to a green car. On the other side

of the green car was a red one.

**How cute," said Kathy,

delighted. "They come in every

color."

"I was just telling you that," said

Jerry, "but you didn't listen."

"Those can't be cars," said Kathy.

"I know they look like cars, but they

just can't be. What would the visitors

want with cars?"

"I wouldn't know," said Jerry,

"but they do look Hke cars. Futuristic

cars. Like the pipe dream of a car

designer who is intent on catching the

public eye. They haven't any wheels,

of course, but they don't need wheels;

they float.. These cars, if that is what

they are, must operate on the same

principle as the visitors themselves.

They should because they are children

of the visitors, but in a somewhat dif-

ferent shape."

"Why should they be budding

children in the shape of cars? Why
would they want youngsters in the

shape of cars?"

"Maybe," said Jerry, "because

they are really cars and are meant for

us.
»»
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«*1
'For us?'* Her tone was skeptical.

"Think, Kathy. Think about it.

The visitors came here and found

what they were looking for. They

found trees from which they could

process cellulose. It may be that these

cars are payment for the trees."

"That's ridiculous," said Kathy.

*'Why pay us anything? They came

and found the trees and took them.

They could just keep on taking them.

And for us, you said. We don't need

this many cars. We couldn't use them

in a lifetime. There must be a hundred

of them, maybe more than that."

"Not just for us. Not just for you

and I. For the people of the country."

"They couldn't make enough of

them."

"I think they could. There are just

three visitors here. They have been

here for less than a week. In that time,

they've budded more than a hundred

cars. Take a thousand visitors, or ten

thousand visitors, give them six

months..."

"I suppose you're right," said

Kathy. "They could make a lot of

cars. Come to think of it, 101 told you

to come here. She knew what you'd

find. She wanted you to find them."

"Probably not 101 alone," said

Jerry. "The visitors wanted us to find

them. 101 was just the spokesman.

Each one of these things, more than

likely, knows what the rest ofthem are

doing. A sort of hive communication.

When 101 first landed, she sent out

signals to the others. They can talk

among themselves."

"You think the visitors want us to

spread the word about the cars."

"We are being used," said Jerry.

"That must be it, we are being used.

We are the PR people for the visitors.

We may be a test team as well. I don't

know. Maybe they want us to see if the

cars can be operated in a satisfactory

way. They can't be sure, perhaps.

They know a lot about us, but maybe
they aren't sure that they know
enough. When a car manufacturer

designs a new model, the model must

be tested..
."

"And they picked you because you

are a special person to them," Kathy

said. "You were the first to be inside

one of them, to communicate with

them. Maybe the only person. These

stories of other people taken up may
be only. .

."

"101 shook hands with you. You're

forgetting that."

"Yes, but how could 101 be sure I'd

be here with you? How could she

know you'd phone me?"
"Maybe she didn't. Maybe. .

."

"Maybe what?"

"Kathy, these things could be

smarter than we possibly could guess.

They could read us like a book."

"Suddenly," said Kathy, "I feel all

shivery inside. I've never been afraid

of them before, but now I am afraid. I

have the feeling it could be a trap.

Some sort of trap that we are falling

into, not even knowing we are falling

into it."

"A trap, perhaps," said Jerry,

"and, yet, they are making cars for us.

Cars that can float, that possibly can

fly. No need of roads; they can go
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anywhere. They'll need no gasoline.

They may last forever, never need

repair. Giving them to us as payment

for the trees. As payment for the

cellulose that will allow them to have

young again, averting racial death. If

you were facing racial extinction,

wouldn't you make cars—or anything

they wanted—for the race that saved

you?"

"You're way ahead of me," said

Kathy. **I can't accept the thought

that these are actually cars and that

they are being made for us. You talk

as if you're sure. How can you be so

sure?"

"Maybe from something that was

told me by 101. Something I didn't

know at the time, but am realizing

now. It makes sense, I tell you. It is

reasonable. They have had a look at

us. They have seen what it is we want.

They read us, Kathy. They know the

kind of things we are. They know how
to buy us. They know what we'll sell

our souls for and ...

"

"You sound bitter, Jerry."

"Not bitter. Just reahzing what is

happening. And that we can't stop it.

Even if we turned around and walked

away. We couldn't stop it. Someone
else would find the cars. And maybe

it's right that the cars should be

found. Maybe in the end it will work

out right. But they're too smart for us.

The human race is a Yankee trader

arid we have met our match."

"We have stood here, talking,"

Kathy said. "We've tried to talk

ourselves into believing a sort of fairy

tale. All we've done is talk. I still can't

think that they are cars. I can't be sure

they're cars."

"Let's go," said Jerry, "and see if

they really are."

45. MINNEAPOLIS
It was Gold's day off and Jay, com-

ing back to the newsroom from a late

lunch, stopped by the city desk and sat

down in Gold's chair. Garrison was

hunched over his desk, idly making

doodles on a sheet of copy paper. An-

nie sat in her corner. She had finished

a sandwich she had brought as her

lunch and now was peeling an orange,

making an artistic job of it.

"Anything happening?" Jay asked

the city editor.
"*

Garrison shook his head. "Nothing

here. Nothing anywhere else, I guess.

Hal tells me the wires are coming up

empty, so far as the visitors are con-

cerned. There have been reported

sightings in Texas and Montana, but

they've not been confirmed."

"We wait," said Jay. "That is all

we can do. We did all we could. We
phoned dozens of people in the state.

Please let us know if you hear any-

thing. Editors of weekly papers,

sheriffs, mayors, businessmen,

friends of ours. If they hear anything,

they will let us know."

"I'm trying to think," said Gar-

rison. "There must have been more

that we could have done."

"It's not your problem, Johnny.

Not yours alone."

"I know, but dammit, I would Hke

to be the one who found the answer.

Some little clue as to where the visitors
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may have gone."

**And why they went."

"Yes, I know. But that can come

later. First, we have to find them.

Something to put out on page one. My
guess would be northern.Minnesota,

up in the wilderness area. They may be

hiding out there. .

."

"Or Canada. Or the Pacific North-

west,' ' said Jay. ' 'There is a lot of wild

country they could be holing up in."

The city desk phone rang. Annie

put down the orange and picked up

the receiver.

"It's for you, Johnny," she said.

"It's Kathy. She's on three."

Garrison clawed for the phone,

signaling Jay to pick up Gold's phone.

"Kathy, where the hell are you?

What you got?"

"I'm in Iowa," Kathy said. "Place

called Dick's Landing. On the

Mississippi. I'm with Jerry."

"Jerry?"

"Yes, you remember. The big oaf I

was going to go to the concert with.

That time you bought the tickets."

"Yes, I remember. What's all this

got to do with you being down in

Iowa?"

"We found three of the visitors,

Johnny. On Goose Island. .

.

"

"To hell with the rest of it. The

visitors. What about the visitors?

What are they doing?"

"They are making cars."

"Kathy! Don't kid me. Don't make

any jokes. I've had a hell of a day so

far. I can't stand any more."

"They are making cars. We have

two of them. We flew them from the

island. I have a yellow one and Jerry

has a red one. They're easy to

handle..."

"You said flew. You flew a car?"

"You can fly them. They haven't

any wheels. They float, like the

visitors float. They're not hard to

operate, once you get the hang of it. It

took the two of us no more than an

hour or so to find out how to" run

them. There are things you push. Like

having a plane. And there is no

danger. If you're about to run into

something, they veer off. Without

you doing anything, they veer off ...
"

"Kathy," said Garrison, icily, "tell

me the truth, for Christ's sake. You

really have these cars?"

Jay spoke into the phone, "Kathy,

this is Jay. I'm on the line with

Johnny. This is no joke, is it? You

really have the cars?"

"You're damned right we have

them."

Garrison said. "Kathy, get hold of

yourself. You're not making sense.

What are they making cars for?"

•*We don't really know," said

Kathy. "We can't be sure, that is. We
think they may be making them as

payment for the trees they took. But

we don't really know; it's only what

we think. It seemed to be all right with

them when we flew off with the two we

have."

"And now that you have them . .

.

"

"We'll be coming back. Be there in

three or four hours. Maybe faster. We
don't know how fast these things can

go. We'll fly them. Not bother with

the roads. We'll follow the river
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north, and cut down on travel time.*'

"Oh, Jesus, Kathy, this can't be

right. Making cars, you say . .

.

"

"Well, I don't know if you can real-

ly call them cars. .

."

"Just a minute, Kathy," said Jay.

"Hang on for a minute."

He took down the receiver and then

cupped the mouthpiece, looking

across the desk at Garrison.

"Johnny," he said, "she's a good

reporter. A damn fine reporter."

Garrison cupped his phone. "I

know, but Christ, I can't go along

with this. What if it turned out

wrong?"

"It's five hours to press time. She'll

be here by then. She can write her

story. We can get pictures of the cars.

We can get it all nailed down."

Garrison nodded. He uncupped the

phone and spoke into it. "All right,

Kathy, we'll be waiting for you. We
won't do a thing until you get here.

We'll have photographers. Can you

land those things on top of the

building, on the roof?"

"I don't know. I would think we

could. They handle easy."

Jay spoke into the phone. "Kathy,

how are these cars powered? Do you

need gasoline? What do you need?"

"Nothing," Kathy told him. "The

visitors bud them. They are powered

in the same way the visitors are

powered, however that may be. Jerry

thinks they are actually visitors, but in

the shape of cars. There are a hundred

of the cars, maybe more. We took on-

ly two. They bud them fast. The three

visitors have been on the island only a

week. Three of them made more than

a hundred cars in only a week, prob-

ably less than a week."

"All right," said Garrison. "We'll

sit on it. We'll keep it quiet. So far the

story is ours exclusively. We'll see it

stays that way. Be careful. Don't take

any chances. We want you here in one

piece."

"I'll be seeing you," said Kathy.

Garrison cradled the phone and

looked at Jay.

"What do you think?" he asked.

"I think we've just bought the first

iron hatchet to replace our stone

tomahawk."

Garrison mumbled something un-

der his breath, then said, "Yes, I

remember you talking about that. We
should have run the story when you

brought it up."

"I can still write it."

"No," said Garrison. "Hell, no,

everyone will be writing that story

now. Now there is another story to

write. What happens to the auto in-

dustry if the visitors keep on making

their cars and giving them away in

payment for the trees—enough of

them for everyone in the country?

What happens to all the people who
lose their jobs in the Detroit factories

and in other plants? What happens to

the oil industry when no one needs to

buy gasoline for their cars? What hap-

pens to the auto service and
maintenance people, all the service

stations and the people pumping gas?

What happens when we don't need to

build roads any more? What happens

to the finance companies that live on
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car payment plans? And what hap-

pens when the visitors, once they have

made enough cars to give everyone a

car, turn to making refrigerators and

stoves and furnaces and air condi-

tioners? How will the states register

the new cars, the free cars? How will

they regulate them? How do they go

about taxing them? And the hell of it

is that the visitors are not doing this

out of animosity. They have no ani-

mosity toward us. All they have is

gratitude. If they had only worked

with the government, gone through

government channels ..."

"More than likely," said Jay,

"they don't even realize there are

governments. They may not know

what a government is. They probably

have no political concept. They have

looked us over and found out how

best they can pay us for the trees. And
they looked at people and not at

governments. They probably are

unaware of what they are doing to us,

not knowing anything about the com-

plex economic structure we have built.

The only economic system they may

know is simple barter. You give me
something; I'll give you something in

return. And the hell of it is that the

people will buy it. Once the people

know about the free cars, once they

start getting their hands on them, no

one, in government or out, will dare to

lift a finger, say a word, against the

visitors."

"And that's why they're hiding

out," said Garrison. "So they can

make cars without interference.

Hiding themselves so hordes of people

can't come charging in to pick out a

car. Thousands of them out there

making cars. How long do you think it

will take them to make enough of

them?"

"I wouldn't know," said Jay. "I'm

not even sure you're right, but the

guess is good. I hope to God it's only

cars. We probably can weather the

situation if cars is all they make."

46. WASHINGTON, D.C.

"Dave," asked the President, "can

we be absolutely certain the news

reports are right? It all sounds so fan-

ciful. Almost beyond belief. What I

mean ... a few facts blown out of con-

text."

"I had the same reservation," said

Porter, "when the first report came

on the wires. So I went to the source.

Called the Tribune in Minneapolis

and talked to the city editor. Man by

the name of Garrison. I felt a Httle

foolish doing that, almost as if I were

questioning the integrity of the paper.

But I felt I had to do it. Garrison was

quite decent. .

."

"And the reports are correct?"

"Basically, yes. Garrison told me

he couldn't believe it himself to start

with. Not until the two cars landed.

Said that after his reporter's phone

call, he sat there in a daze, saying over

and over to himself there was some-

thing wrong, that he had misunder-

stood what the reporter had said, that

there had to be some foul-up."

"But now he knows. Now he's

sure?"

"Now he knows. He has the cars.
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*tHe has pictures of them.'

"Have you seen the pictures?"

•*It was less than half an hour ago

the Tribune went to press. The story

caught everyone, the news services in-

cluded, by surprise. It would take a

while to get the photos from the

Tribune y a while longer to transmit

them. They should be coming in

soon."

"But cars," said the President.

"Why, for Christ's sake, cars? Why
not something really fanciful? Why
not diamond necklaces? Cases of

champagne? Fur coats?"

"The visitors are good observers,

sir. They have been watching us for

days. .

."

"And they saw a lot of cars . Almost

everyone has one. Those who don't

have one want one. Those who have

an old car want a new one. Old cars.

Beaten-up cars. Worn-out cars. Acci-

dents on the road. People killed and

cars demolished. The visitors saw all

this. So they gave us cars that never

would wear out, that need no gaso-

line, that need no roads, that can

never crash because they veer off

when there is the danger of a crash, no

maintenance, no repairs, no paint

job..."

"We can't be sure of that, sir.

That's a speculation."

"A car for everyone?"

"We can't be sure of that, either.

That's what Garrison thinks. That's

what his reporter thinks. As I under-

stand, however, the Tribune story is

very careful not to say that, although

the implication's there."

"It can wreck us, Dave. Whether

there is a car for everyone or not^ it

can blow the economy to hell. Because

the implication, as you say, is there.

I'm thinking of calling a moratorium,

a fmancial holiday. Shutting down the

stock market, the banks, all fmancial

institutions, no fmancial transactions

of any kind at all. What do you

think?"

"It would give us time. That might

be all it would give us. And a few days

only. You couldn't make it stick for

more than just a few days."

"If the market opens tomorrow

morning..."

"You're right. Something has to be

done. You'd better talk to the at-

torney general, the federal reserve.

Probably some other people."

"Time might be all that it would

give us," said the President. "I agree

with that. But we need some time. We
need some elbow room. Give people a

chance to think things over. A chance

for us to talk with people. I told you

the other day I felt there was no reason

for panic. Goddammit, Dave, I'm

close to panic now."

"You don't look it."

"Panic is something we can't af-

ford. Not visible panic. Politics gives

you a long training in the control of

personal panic. Right now my gut is

jumping, but I can't let it show.

They'll be coming out of the wood-

work to crucify us. Congress, the

press, business interests, labor

leaders, everyone. All of them claim-

ing we should have foreseen this situa-

tion, should have been doing
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something to head it off."

*The country will live through it,

sir.
»

"The country, but not me. It does

beat hell how things turn out. Up until

now, I figured I had it made for

another term."

**You still may have."

"It would call for a miracle."

"All right. We'll carpenter up a

miracle."

"I don't think so, Dave. Not that

we won't try. We'll have to see what

happens. Allen and Whiteside will be

joining us. Grace is trying to locate

Hammond. I want his input. A sound

man, Hammond. He can handle the

mechanics of the financial hoHday.

We'll have to have Marcus over later.

There'll be others coming in. God
knows, I need all the advice that I can

get. I want you to hang in close."

"After a while, I'll have to have a

briefing. The boys a^^e already pound-

ing on the door."

"Hold up for a while," said the

President. "Maybe in a couple of

hours, we'll have something to give

them. Go out now, empty, and they'll

maul you to death."

"They'll maul me, anyhow. But it's

a good idea to wait a while. I'm not

looking forward to it."

The box on the President's desk

beeped. When he answered, Grace

said, "General Whiteside and Dr.

Allen are here."

"Show them in."

The two came into the room and

were waved to chairs. "You've
heard?" asked the President. "It was

too involved to try to tell you when I

spoke to you."

They nodded.

"Car radio," said Allen.

"TV," said the general. "Iturned it

on after you phoned."

"Steve, what do you think of it?"

asked the President. "There seems to

be no question the visitors are making

cars. What kind of cars would they

be?"

"As I understand it," said the

science advisor, "they are budding

them. They bud their young, forming

them in the images of themselves. I

suppose there's nothing to stop them

from budding in the image of cars."

"Some ofthem ate some cars," said

Whiteside. "In St. Louis, I believe."

"I'm not too sure that has anything

to do with it," said Allen. "Certainly,

they probably could analyze the cars

once they ingested them, but the cars

they are budding apparently are simi-

lar only in external features to our

manufactured cars."

"Then why did they snap up the

cars in St. Louis?" asked the general.

"I wouldn't know," ssiid Allen.

"All I know is that the cars the visitors

are budding are visitors. Not actually

cars at all, but visitors in the shape of

cars, apparently capable of being used

as cars. They are biological, not

mechanical vehicles."

**The reporter who found the

cars," said the President, "seems to

think, at least she suggests, the cars

are being budded out of gratitude. A
free will offering to the people of the

planet that suppHes their cellulose.'
»»
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"About that I wouldn't know,'*

said Allen. "You are talking about

how these damn things think. On that

I couldn't even hazard a guess. We've

been studying the one that died for

days and we have not even the slightest

idea of its anatomy, ofhow it manages

to hve and function on the physical

level, let along the mental. The situa-

tion is analogous to a medieval man
trying to understand how and why a

sophisticated computer works. Not

one single organ that can be compared

to a human organ. We are completely

baffled. I had hoped we might be able

to determine what caused the crea-/^

ture's death. In this we have failed.

Until we find how the organism func-

tions, there's no chance of pinning

down the cause of death, or of

anything else, for that matter."

"You'd say, then," said the Presi-

dent, "there is no chance to com-

municate with them. If we could

somehow talk with them, even in sign

language or something, or ...
"

"Not a chance," said Allen. "No
chance at all."

"What you are saying," said

Whiteside, "is that we have to sit and

take it. This car business. Detroit

down the drain. Detroit and a lot of

other places. The military has con-

tracts. .

."

"If the visitors had only come to

us," said the President. "If they only

would have come and tried to let us

know what they intended ..."

"By us, you mean the govern-

ment," said Allen.

The President nodded.

"What everyone fails to realize,"

said Allen, "is the true, utter alienness

of these creatures. They are more ahen

than can possibly be conceived. I

figure them for a hive organism, what

one knows or sees or feels all the rest

of them know as well. Such a society

would have no need of a government.

They would never have thought of it.

They wouldn't know what a govern-

ment was, because there never was a

need of them to develop the govern-

mental concept."

"We have to do something," said

the general. "We have to protect

ourselves. We need to take some ac-

tion."

"Forget what you are thinking,"

said the President. "You told me, in

this office, a few days ago, the visitors
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could withstand anything short of a

nuclear blast. That was your calcula-

tion, you said. We can't use nukes . . .

'*

Allen straightened in his chair.

**Then there was a weapons test," he

said. "I kept hearing about it, rumors

about it. But, surely, I thought, if

there had been one, I would have been

informed. Tell me, why wasn't I in-

formed? Your findings might have

thrown some light ..."

"Because it was none of your

damned business," said the general.

"Because it's classified."

"Even so," said Allen, "it might

have been important and you should

have. .

."

"Gentlemen, please," said the

President. "I apologize for the slip of

the tongue. It's all my fault." He
looked at Allen. "You never heard it,

of course," he said.

"No, Mr. President," said Allen,

"I never heard a word that was said."

"The fact remains," said the Presi-

dent, "that we can't use nukes ..."

"If we could get all the visitors

herded together," said the general,

"then, maybe. .

."

"But we can't do that," said the

President. "We don't even know
where they are—or, at least, not the

most of them. Probably scattered all

over the country. Hiding, making

cars..."

"Sir, you can't be sure of that."

"Well, it's a logical assumption,"

said the President. "It's understand-

able. They couldn't sit out in plain

sight, making cars. The people avid to

get cars, would rush in smd swamp

them." No one spoke for a moment.

"Maybe," said Whiteside, grasping

for hope, "they may run out of trees.

They must have to eat a lot of trees to

make cars."

"That would be unlikely," said

Allen. "There are a lot of trees in

North America. And should they be-

gin running short of them, there still

would be the rest of the world, in-

cluding the equatorial jungles. And
don 't forget they'll be growing trees to

replace those they eat. Number 101

planted the field in Iowa."

"That's another thing that worries

me," said the President. "If they start

using too much farmland to grow

trees we might run into a food short-

age. I know we have large amounts of

wheat in storage » but that would be

soon used up."

"The danger there would be," said

Allen, "that if there were a food

shortage, the visitors might start mak-

ing food. Our people, in effect, would

be placed on a dole system."

"While all this is interesting," said

the President, "and perhaps even per-

tinent, it is getting us nowhere. What
we should be talking about is what we

should be doing now."

"I just now thought of something,"

said Porter. "When I talked with Gar-

rison, he mentioned a name. Jerry

Conklin, I beheve. Said Conklin was

the one who really was the first to

learn about the cars, but that he ob-

jected to being identified, so his name
was not mentioned in the story. It

seems to me I've heard that name
before. It seems to ring a bell.'

»>
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Allen came to rigid attention. "Of
course, it does," he said. 'That's the

man whose car was crushed when the

first visitor landed at Lone Pine. The

one that disappeared when we tried to

find him. And here he pops up again.

This strikes me as rather strange.'*

"Perhaps we should bring him in

and have a talk with him," said

Whiteside. "It's just possible this

young fellow knows some things he

should be telling. .

."

"Wait a minute," said Allen. "We
found out something else. ConkHn is a

friend, apparently a close friend, of a

reporter for the Tribune. Kathy, I

think was the first name."

"Kathy Foster," said Porter. "She

was the one who found the cars, who
wrote the story."

"Maybe we ought to have them

both in," said Whiteside. "Ask the

FBI to pick them up."

The President shook his head.

"Not the FBI," he said. "We'll act

civilized about it. We'll invite them as

White House guests. We'll send a

plane to pick them up."

"But, sir," the general protested,

"this man has disappeared before, he

could disappear again."

"We'll take our chances on that,"

said the President. "Dave, will you

make the call?"

Gladly," Porter said.
<«i

47. MINNEAPOLIS
A copy aide, bent sidewise under a

heavy load of papers clutched beneath

one arm, tossed a copy on Garrison's

desk, then hurried on.
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Garrison picked up the paper, un-

folded it7 glanced swiftly across the

front page. It was not greatly changed

over the first edition, except for the

new article that had not been written

when the first edition had gone to

press. He laid the paper down on his

desk and admired the new story. It

had a two-column head and an artist's

sketch of the control panel of the

visitor-car. He read the first

paragraph:

If you should become one of the

lucky ones to get your hands on a

visitor-car early, there need be no con-

cern about its operation. Handling it

is a simple matter, easily understood.

To start it, you depress thefirst button

on the panel to your right. (The but-

ton marked A on the artist 's sketch.)

To cause it to move forward, depress

button B. Speed is controlled by

rotating the dial above the control

panel, to the right for higher speeds,

to the left for slower. All the way to

the left to stop. Elevation is controlled

by the lever to right of the panel. To

rise, push it up; to descend, push it

down. The buttons, the dial and the

elevator lever are unmarked, nor are

they graduated. You must get clear in

mind what each control will do. Since

there arefew ofthem, the operation is

not difficult . .

.

Garrison let his eyes go down to the

final paragraph:

It might be a good idea to clip this

story and the diagram, putting the

clipping in your billfold or purse. So

that if, some morning, youfind one of
the cars parked in your driveway . .

.
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Garrison said to Gold, "This was a

good idea. It relates the reader directly

to the cars. It's something everyone

will read . I 'm glad you thought of it
.

"

*'Well, hell," said Gold, ''it's time I

began to earn my salary."

Hal Russell came loping down the

aisle. He stopped before the city desk

and said to Garrison, "More of the

visitors have been spotted. One bunch

in Idaho. Another of them in Maine."

'All making cars," said Gold.

'All making cars," ssiid Russell.

"They're beginning to surface,"

said Garrison. "By this time tomor-

row, we'll have spotted a fair number

of them."

"Thing is," said Russell, "people

are out there looking for them."

"They have reason now to look,"

said Gold. "A new car in everyone's

garage."

"The next big story," said Gar-

rison, "will be the delivery of the cars.

People waking up and finding them

parked in their driveways."

Gold shook his head. "It might not

happen that way. Maybe drawings

will be held to see who gets the cars. A
sort of nationwide lottery. Or maybe
they'll just be dumped out in a field or

in vacant city lots and let the people

fight for them. A car to the fastest and

the meanest."

"You have some damn strange

ideas," Garrison told him.

"For myself," said Gold, "I want a

robin's egg blue car. My wife never let

me have one. We've always had red

cars. She likes red."

"Maybe there'll be enough of
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them," said Russell, "that you both

can get one—you a blue one and your

wife a red."

"In that case," said Gold, "we'll

have two reds. She'd never let me have

a blue. She thinks blue is sissy."

"Have either of you figured out the

mathematics on this?" Garrison

asked .
* 'Could the visitors really make

that many cars? Have we ever had a

solid figure on how many of them

there are?"

"I don't think a solid figure,"

Russell said. "Several thousand, I

would guess. According to Kathy,

three of them made more than a hun-

dred cars in less than a week. Say it

was a week. That's more than thirty

cars a visitor. Put five thousand of

them at it and that 's a hundred and fif-

ty thousand cars a week. The figure

could be higher, but, even so, that's

more than a quarter million cars a

month."

"Our population is two hundred

fifty million," said Gold.

"You wouldn't be making cars for

everyone. A lot of those two hundred

fifty million are babies and kids

underage. You wouldn't give them

cars. And remember all those baby

visitors who are growing up. In

another year, maybe in another six

months, they could be making cars.

As I remember it, the babies were

pupped in fairly large litters. Say an

average of ten babies to every visitor.

In a year's time, say, several million

cars a month."
"All right," said Garrison. "All

right. I guess it could be done."
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<('And then,*' said Gold, •'they'll

start making beer. They could make
beer a lot faster than cars. Say a case a

week for every male adult. A case a

week would be about right, I'd

judge."

•*Hot dogs," said Russell. ''And

pretzels. They'd have to make hot

dogs and pretzels to go along with

beer."

The phone rang. Annie answered it.

•'It's for you," she said to Garrison.

"On two."

Garrison stabbed a button and

picked up his phone.

"Garrison. City desk."

••This is Porter at the White
House," said the voice on the other

end. ••I called you earlier."

••Yes, I remember. What can I do

for you?"

••Does Miss Foster happen to be

around?"

••I'll look and see."

He rose, with the phone in hand,

located Kathy at her desk. He waved

the phone above his head. '•Kathy,"

he bawled. •'A call for you on two."

48. WILDERNESS AREA
Norton steadied the canoe with

choppy paddle strokes, staring at

what the bend in the river had re-

vealed. There, straight ahead of him,

five masses of square blackness

loomed above the deep green of the

pines.

Visitors, he told himself. What
would visitors be doing here, deep in

the wilderness? Although, once he

thought of it, he realized it might not

be strange at all. More than likely

many of the big black boxes had land-

ed in areas where they would not

readily be found.

He chuckled to himself and dipped

the paddle deep, driving the canoe

toward shore. The sun was dipping

toward the western horizon and he'd

been looking for a place to camp. This

place, he told himself, would do as

well as any. He'd beach the canoe and

look over the visitors. After that, he'd

build a fire and settle for the night. He
was surprised to find that he was

pleased at finding the visitors. There

was, he thought, something compan-

ionable about them—as if unex-

pectedly he had come upon some

neighbors whose existence he had not

suspected.

He hauled the canoe up the shelv-

ing, pebbly beach and strode into the

forest, heading for the visitors. There

was, he thought, one strange thing

about it—not the strangeness of find-

ing the visitors here, but the fact that

there was no racket. They were not

sawing down or ingesting trees. More

than Hkely they had processed all the

cellulose they needed, had budded

young and now were simply taking it

easy, a time for resting once their

chores were done.

He burst into the clearing they had

made and skidded to a surprised halt.

In front of him stood a house. It was a

somewhat lopsided house, leaning

drunkenly to one side, as if the builder

had done a poor job of it and it had

come unstuck. Just beyond it stood a

second house. This one stood four-
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square, but there was still a certain

wrongness to it. It was a moment
before he could make out what the

wrongness was, and then he knew—it

hadn't any windows.

Beyond the houses stood the visi-

tors, so closely ranged together that

they gave the impression of a group of

great buildings clustered in a city's

downtown district.

Norton stood undecided and con-

fused. No one in their right mind, he

told himself, would have come into

this wilderness, build two houses, then

go away and leave them. Nor would

any buildei; construct a lopsided house

and another without windows. And
even if the hypothetical builder had

wanted, for some unfathomable rea-

son to do so, he would have had no

reasonable way in which to transport

his materials to the building site.

The pines moaned softly as the wind

blew through them. On the other side

of the clearing in which the houses and

the visitors stood, a small bright bird

flickered for a moment against the

green wall of the encircling conifers.

Other than the sound of the wind in

the pines and the bright flash of the

bird, the place stood unmoving and

silent. The stillness and the brooding

somberness of the primeval forest

overshadowed all, serving to blot out

and soak up even the wonder of the

houses and the visitors.

With an effort, Norton uprooted

himself and moved toward the first of

the houses, the lopsided one. The front

door was open, but it took him a mo-
ment to decide to enter. It was entirely

possible, he thought, that the struc-

ture might collapse once he stepped

inside of it. But he finally took the

chance and went into the hall, which

opened into a kitchen and what ap-

peared to be a living room. He went

into the kitchen, walking softly

because he was afraid of jarring the

house and hastening its collapse.

Despite the house's structural oddity,

the kitchen seemed quite normal. An
electric stove and refrigerator stood

against one wall. Starting at the stove

and running around another wall were

cabinets, with counter top, drawers,

dish cupboards and a sink.

Norton turned a dial on the stove

and held a palm above the burner . The

burner heated quickly and he turned it

off. At the sink, he turned a faucet

and a small trickle of water ran out of

the tap, then stopped. He turned the

faucet further and the tap sputtered.

Water finally gushed out, but again it

stopped. He turned off the faucet.

He went into the living room and

everything seemed all right except that

the windows were set into the wall at

an unusual angle. Down the hall he

found three bedrooms and they

seemed to be all right, although there

were certain small peculiarities in the

dimensions of the rooms that puzzled

him. Thinking about it, he found him-

self unable to say exactly what was

wrong.

It was with a sense of relief that he

stepped out the front door and headed

for the second house—the one that

had no windows. There was some-

thing—something rather star-
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tling—that puzzled him about the lop-

sided house and he wondered what it

was. Not the canted windows in the

living room nor the odd dimensional

qualities of the bedrooms, nor even

the faulty faucet in the kitchen. It had

been something else and it was impor-

tant. Walking toward the other house

and thinking about it, he suddenly

knew what it was that had bothered

him so deeply—the lopsided house

didn't have a bathroom. He stopped

short and pondered it. Could he be

wrong? It was incomprehensible that

someone should build a house and not

put in a bathroom. Carefully he ran

through an inventory of the rooms

and was sure that he was right. He
could not have overlooked a bath-

room ; if one had been there, he 'd have

seen it.

The front door of the second house

was closed, but it opened easily and

smoothly when he turned the knob.

Because of the lack of windows, the

interior of the house was dark, but not

so dark as to interfere with vision.

Swiftly he checked the rooms. There

were four bedrooms and a den, a kit-

chen, a Hving room and dining room
—and two bathrooms, one off the

master bedroom. The floor in the first

house had been of wood; here all the

floors were carpeted. Drapes hung on

the walls where windows should have

been. He tri^d the kitchen appliances.

They worked. The stove top heated

when he turned on the burners, at the

sink the water ran; when he opened

the door of the refrigerator a gush of

cold hit him in the face. In the bath-

rooms, the taps ran normally and the

toilets flushed.

Everything seemed perfect. But

^ why should someone build a perfect

house and then forget the windows?

Or had someone built it?

Could the visitors . .

.

He gulped at the idea and suddenly

went cold.

If it were the visitors, then it did

make sense. No human would have

built two houses in the middle of a

wilderness. To start with, it would

have been all but impossible to do it.

But the visitors? Why would the

visitors be building houses? Or prac-

ticing the art of building houses? For

it was quite apparent that these were

practice houses, constructed by some-

one who was not entirely clear on the

matter of how houses should be built.

The lopsided house probably had

been the first one to be tried. The

house in which he stood most likely

was the second, considerably im-

proved over the first one, but still

lacking windows.

He stood, shaken, in the middle of

the kitchen, still not certain, question-

ing himself. The only answer, reluc-

tant as he might be to accept it, was

that the two houses had been fabri-

cated by the visitors. But that left a

second, even more puzzling, less easily

answered question: Why should the

visitors be building houses?

He groped his way out of the kit-

chen and across the living room, went

into the hall and let himself out the

door.

Long shadows had crept across the
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clearing. The tops of the picket fence

of pines to the west cut a saw-toothed

pattern into the reddening sun. A chill

was beginning to move in and Norton

shivered at the touch of it.

He ran his hand over the siding ex-

terior of the house and it had a strange

feel to it. Peering closely at it in the

deepening dusk, he saw that it was not

siding, not separate lengths of lumber,

but that the exterior seemed to be

moulded in a single piece, like a

preformed plastic.

Slowly he backed away from the

house. Superficially, except for the

lack of windows, there was nothing

wrong with it. It was an almost exact

copy of the kind of house that could

be found in any suburb.

He ran his gaze from the rooftop

down to the basement wall—and there

was no basement wall. It was a detail

that had escaped him—this lack of a

basement wall. The house hovered

half a foot or so above the ground,

suspended in the air.

Suspended, Norton told himself, as

the visitors were suspended. There

was no question now—no question of

how the houses had come into being.

He walked around the corner of the

house and there they stood, the

visitors, clumped together, like a

massed group of darkened buildings

standing in the center plaza of some

futuristic city, the lower half of them

blotted out in the forest dusk, the up-

per half highlighted by the dying rays

of a setting sun.

From their direction came another

house, floating along a foot or so

above the ground, the whiteness of it

ghostly in the twilight. As it ap-

proached, Norton backed away, ap-

prehensively, ready to break and run.

The house came up, then stopped, as

if to determine its position. Then

slowly, majestically, it wheeled into

Une with the other houses and came to

a halt, the three of them standing in a

row, somewhat closer together, it was

true, than would be the ordinary case,

but very much Hke three houses sitting

on a street

.

Norton took a slow step toward the

third house and as he did, lights came

on inside of it, with the windows

gleaming. Inside it he saw a table in

the dining room, set with glass and

china and two candlesticks, with tall

tapers in them waiting to be Hghted. In

the Hving room, the screen of a TV set

glimmered and across from it stood a

davenport and all about the room

were chairs, with a curio cabinet,

filled with dainty figurines, ranged

against one wall.

Startled, he moved to turn away

and as he did, he caught the hint of

shadows, as if someone were moving

in the kitchen, as if there was someone

there taking up the dinner to be

brought to the wjiiting table.

He cried out in terror and spun

about, racing toward the river and the

canoe that waited there.

49. WASHINGTON, D.C.

When Porter rang the bell, Alice

came to the door. She seized him by

the arm, hurried him inside and closed

the door behind him.
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**I know," he said. "It's an ungod-

ly hour and I haven't got much time.

But I wanted to see you and I must see

the Senator."

"Daddy has the drinks all poured,"

said Alice, "and is waiting for you.

He's all a-twitter as to why you should

come running out to see us in the mid-

dle of the night. You must be knee-

deep in matters of importance."

"A lot of motion," Porter told her.

"A lot of talk. I don't know if we're

getting anywhere. You've heard

about the business holiday?"

"A late bulletin on TV. Daddy is all

upset about it."

But the senator, when they came in-

to the room where he was waiting for

them, was not visibly upset. He was

quite the genial host. He handed

Porter a drink and said, "See, young

man, I didn't even have to ask. I have

learned your drinking preference."

"Thank you, Senator," said Port-

er, accepting the glass. "I stand in

need of that."

• *Did you take time to eat tonight?
'

'

asked Alice.

He stared at her, as if astonished by

the question.

"Well, did you?"

"I'm afraid that I forgot," said

Porter. "It did not occur to me. The

kitchen did bring up something, but,

at the time, I was with the press corps.

It was all gone when I got back."

"I suspected it," said Alice. "Soon

as you called, I made some sandwiches

and started up the coffee. I'll bring in

something for you."

**Sit down, Dave," said the

senator, "and say what you have in

mind. Is there some way I can help the

White House?"

"I think there might be," said

Porter, "but it's up to you. No one

will twist your arm. What you might

want to do about it is a matter for your

conscience to decide."

"You must have had some rough

hours down there," said the senator.

"I suppose it is still rough. I'm not

sure I agree with the President on his

financial moratorium, but I do realize

there was a need of some sort of ac-

tion."

"We were afraid of what the snap

reaction might be," said Porter. "The

holiday will give some level headed

men the time they'll need to head off

total panic."

"The dollar is, going to take a

beating on the foreign exchanges,"

the senator told him. "No matter

what we do, it will hit near bottom. By

tomorrow afternoon, it might be

damn near worthless."

"We can't do anything about

that," Porter said. "Give us the

chance to win a round or two back

home and the dollar will climb back.

The real danger that we face is right

here—the Congress, the press, public

opinion."

"You mean to fight it out," said the

senator. "I think that's the only thing

you can do. Not back down. Not give

ground."

"We're hanging in there," said

Porter, grimly. "We are not about to

say that we were wrong in the handling

of the visitor situation. WeMl make no
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apologies." His voice was firm.

•*I like that," said the senator.

"Much as I may disapprove of some

of the things that have been going on,

I do Hke this show of strength. The

way things are tonight, we need

strength at the core of government."

AHce brought in a plate of sand-

wiches and a cup of coffee, set them

on a table beside Porter's chair.

"You go ahead and eat," she said.

"Don't even try to talk. Daddy and I

will do the talking. We are full of

talk."

"Especially my daughter," said the

senator. "She is fairly bursting with it.

To her this business is not, as it may be

to the rest of us, a great calamity. She

sees it as a chance at a new beginning. I

don't think I need to say I am not in

agreement with her
.

"

"You are wrong," she told her

father. "And you," she said to

Porter, "probably think the same as

he. The both of you are wrong. This

may be the best thing that ever hap-

pened to us. It may shake some sense

into our national consciousness.

Shake us loose of the technological

syndrome that has ruled our lives for

the past hundred years or so. Show us

that our economic system is too sen-

sitive and shaky, built on a foundation

that basically is treacherous. It may
demonstrate to us that there are other

values than the smooth operation of

machines. .

."

"And if it did turn us around," the

senator interrupted, "if we are freed

from what you like to call the tyranny

of technology, if you had a chance for

a new beginning, what would you do

with it?"

"We'd end the rat race," she said.

"The social and economic rat race.

We'd work together for mutual goals.

We'd bring an end to the intensely

personal competition that is kiUing us.

Without the opportunities for the per-

sonal advancement that our technol-

ogy and the economic system on

which it is based encourages, there'd

be sHght incentive to cut the throat of

another person to advance ourselves.

That is what the President is doing,

although he may not know he's doing

it, by calling for the holiday for

business. He'll give the business world

and the public a breathing spell to

grope their way back to sanity. Just a

little way back to sanity. If they could

have a longer time. .

.

"

"Let's not you and I argue about it

now," said the senator. "At some

later time, I will discuss it with you.'*

"With all your pompous
smugness," said Alice. "With your

ingrained conviction. .

."

"Dave must get back," said the

senator. "He's needed at the White

House. He has something weighing on
his mind."

"I'm sorry, dear," she said to

Porter. "1 should not have intruded.

Can I listen to what you have to say to

the Senator?"

"You never intrude," said Porter,

finishing his second sandwich. "And,

yes, I wish you would listen to what I

have to say. Don't hate me too much

for it. I might as well be frank. The

White House wants to use the
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Senator."

**I don't like the sound of it," said

the senator. **I dislike being used,

although I suppose it is a part of

politics—to use and to be used. What

is it, specifically?"

"We can survive," said Porter, **or

we think we can, if we can keep the

Hill off our backs for a little time.

Time is all we ask. No great ac-

compHshment. Just a few days time."

**You have your own people up

there," said the senator. "Why
should you come to me? You know

that it has been seldom I've played ball

with you."

"Our people," said Porter, "will

do what they can. But this particular

piece of business would smell of dirty

politics. With you handling it, it

won't."

"And why should I help you? I've

fought you down the line on almost

every piece of legislation that you have

sent up. There have been times the

White House has been moved to speak

most harshly of me. I can't see how
there can be any common interest."

"There is the interest of the nation

to consider," Porter told him. "One
of the outcomes of what has happened

will be an increasing pressure on us to

call for outside help. On the grounds

that the situation is not solely na-

tional, but international, and that the

rest of the world should be in there

working with us. The U.N. has been

screaming about this from the very

start."

"Yes, I know," said the senator. "I

disagree with the U.N. It's none of

their damn business."

"We have too much at stake," said

Porter, "to let that come about. I'd

like to make an allusion to something

that is confidential, top secret. Do you

want to hear it?"

"I'm not sure I do. Why should you

want to tell me?"
"We need a rumor sta?:ted."

"I think that's despicable," said

Alice.

"I wouldn't go quite as far in my
reaction as does my daughter," said

the senator, "but I feel somewhat the

same. Although I do not in the slight-

est blame you personally. I take it

you're not talking for yourself."

"You must know I'm not," said

Porter. "Not exclusively for myself.

Although I would take it kindly. .

.

"

"You want to feed me something so

that I can leak it—a very careful leak

in exactly the right places, knowing

full well that I'm the one who'd know
where such a leak would have max-

imum impact."

"That's a rather crude way of say-

ing it," said Porter.

"Dave," said the senator. "This

discussion essentisilly is crude."

"I have no objection to the words

you use," said Porter. "I would not

have you soften them. You can say no

and I'll get up and leave. I'll not argue

with you. On my part, there'll be no

ill will involved. I'm instructed

specifically not to argue with you, not

to urge you to any action. We have no

pressure we can put on you. Even ifwe

had it, it would not be used."

"Daddy," said Alice, "despicable
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as it all may be, he*s being honest with

you. He's playing dirty politics in a

very forthright manner."

"We were talking a few nights

ago," the senator said, "about the ad-

vantages we might glean from the

visitors. I admitted to some en-

thusiasm over the possibilities of

gravity control. I said if we could get

that..."

Porter shook his head. "It's not

that, Senator. I don't want to mislead

you. Nor to trap you. I've tried to be

aboveboard with you. I've confessed

that we want to use you for a leak. A
word from you to certain people on

the Hill, just a casual word is all ...

"

"A casual word, you call it."

"That is all. To a couple of well-

selected people. We won't name them.

You choose them for yourself."

"I think I know," said the senator.

"You don't even need to tell me.

Now, answer me one thing."

"Yes, of course," said Porter.

"Has there been a weapons test?"

"Yes, there has been. The results

are classified."

"And in such a case we must hold

tight control of the visitors."

"I would say so, sir."

"Well, now," said the senator,

"on close examination it seems to me
my conscience is quite clear. And my
duty plain to see. You have told me
nothing, naturally. Just a slight slip of

the tongue, of which I took no

notice."

"In that case," said Porter, "I shall

be getting back." He said to Alice, "I

thank you for the food."

"The both of you," said Alice,

"are despicable."

50. THE UNITED STATES
There was talk at breakfast tables.

"Herb, I always told you. Some
good, I said, would come of the

visitors. I always told you that, but

you didn't think so. And now they'll

be giving us free cars."

"There ain't nothing free. Not in

this world, there ain't nothing free.

You pay, one way or another, for

everything you get."

"But the paper says so."

"The paper doesn't know. That's

just what the paper thinks. The piece

in the paper says it might be so. I

won't count on no free car until I see it

standing in the driveway."

"And it doesn't need any gasoline.

It doesn't even need a road. You can

fly it if you want to."

"There'll be bugs in it. Just you

wait and see. There's bugs in all new

models. And this flying business. Just

try to fly it and you'll break your

neck."

•*You never believe nothing.

Nothing good, that is. You're just a

cynic. All you believe is bad. The

paper says the visitors are doing it out

of gratitude."

"Just tell me, Liza, what I've ever

done for a visitor. Why should they

feel gratitude to me? I ain't turned a

hand to help one."

"Not gratitude to you. Herb. Not

to you personally. Anyone you ever

helped would die of shock. No one ex-

pects you to be any help at all. They'd
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fall down dead if you were any help.

The visitors feel grateful to all of us

just because we're here, just because

we live on this planet. They want to do

something for us. Not just for you,

but for everyone."

There was talk in the ghetto streets.

**Hey, man, you hear about them

cars?"

'What cars?"

"Them cars the visitors are about to

give us."

"Nobody gonna give us cars."

"It says so in the paper."

"Not us, man. Maybe some hon-

keys will get some cars. We won't get

no cars. All we'll get is screwed."

"Maybe it'll be different this time.

Them visitors are different kinds of

folk. Maybe they won't screw us."

"Listen, man, get rid of that idea.

Everybody screws us."

And in an assembly worker's home
in a Detroit suburb:

"Joe, you think it's true about the

cars?"

"I don't know. How should I

know? It's just what the paper says.

The paper could be wrong."

"But if it isn't wrong? What if it

isn't wrong? What if there really will

be cars?"

'Christ, Jane, how should I

know?"
"You would lose your job. A lot of

people would lose their jobs. Ford and'

Chrysler and all the other companies

can't go on making cars if there are

free cars being handed out."

"The visitor-cars might not be any

good. Run for a while and stop and

once they stop, what do you do for

repairs? They're just some new-

fangled idea. Maybe some new adver-

tising gimmick. I don't think the

visitors are making them. Someone
else is making them and some PR jerk

has cooked up this story to attract at-

tention. Some day them PR people

will carry things too far and maybe

this is it."

"You can't lose your job, Joe. We
can't afford to have you lose your job.

There's the house payments and the

car payments and the kids need winter

clothes."

"Don't worry so much, Jane.

There have been all these flashy

foreign cars and the assembly line

keeps running."

"But these aren't foreign cars, Joe.

And they are free."

"There ain't nothing free," said

Joe.

There was subdued panic in the

banks, in the board rooms, in the un-

manned brokerage offices. In a surge

of selling on foreign exchanges, the

dollar dropped spectacularly. The

British and French governments

scheduled a hurried joint consulta-

tion. The West German government

officially called for support of the

United States by other nations of the

world. Strange stirrings took place

behind the Kremlin walls, but foreign

correspondents, even the old Moscow
hands, had only a confused idea of

what might be going on.

On Capitol Hill, in Washington,

out of a flurry of meaningless motion,

some sentiment developed for the
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drafting of a bill that would make it il-

legal for citizens to accept any sort of

gifts from aliens. And a rumor grew . .

.

"What do you know about this

report that there has been a weapons

test?" Senator Knox asked Senator

Davenport when the two met just out-

side the chamber.

"Very little," said Davenport. "I

just now got wind of it."

"How it got out, I don't know,"

said Knox. "It's supposed to be top

secret."

"There may be nothing to it," said

Davenport.

"I can't believe that to be true,"

said Knox. "It seems to be authentic.

I'm beginning to think we should back

the administration on this visitor

issue. No matter how we stand on

other matters. If we've got something

from the visitors. .

."

"I'm inclined to go along with

you," said Davenport. "Seems to me
we should stay hanging in there.

Although, I still am not too sure how
much credence to give the rumor."

"Just on the chance that it is true,"

said Knox, "I would favor doing what

we can. In the area of national securi-

ty, we can't let the country down."

On a small river in the wilds of Min-

nesota, Frank Norton bent to the pad-

dle, heading for the bridge where he

had parked his car.

51. WASHINGTON, D.C.

The science advisor said to Jerry

Conklin, "You, Mr. Conklin, tell a

fascinating story."

"I came here to tell it," said Jerry,

"under protest. Had it not been for

Kathy and Garrison at the Tribune, I

would have refused to come. They

persuaded me that by coming here I

would be performing a public duty. So

I came and now I've told what I have

to tell and it's up to you. I don't give a

damn if you believe it or not."

"Mr. Conklin," said the President,

"no one here has indicated disbelief.

For myself, at this point, I'm ready to

believe almost anything."

"I'd like to point out," said Porter,

"that the story is much more than

fascinating. I think. Dr. Allen, that

you made an extremely bad choice of

words. What Mr. ConkUn tells us does

explain one thing—how he was able to

go straight to the location where the

cars were being made. No one else

knew or could have told him. The old

river rat knew the visitors had landed

on Goose Island, but he didn't know
what they were doing there. You
couldn't have paid him enough to go

and find out. He was scared spitless of

them."

Allen said, "I did not mean to seem

to doubt what he said."

"It sounded to me as if you did,"

said Jerry.

Whiteside rumbled at Jerry, "I

would say, young man, that it took a

fair amount of guts to sit down and

tell us what you have. You had de-

cided to keep quiet about it and I can

understand why you did. I think I

would have done the same."

"What he has told us, essentially, is

that a sort of communication with the

visitors is possible," said the Presi-
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dent, "but a one-sided conversation

and on the terms of the visitor. A
visitor, when the necessity arises, can

have some limited conversation with

us, but we can't with them."

"I told 101 to tone down its com-

munication," said Jerry, "and, ap-

parently, it understood."

"Did you try to talk further with

it?" asked the President.

"Certainly, sir. I asked it why it

showed me where to go, what I would

find there, why it wanted me to go."

"And it didn't answer you?"

"Not only didn't it answer; it also

threw me out. But this time not as

violently as was the case the first time

when it heaved me out into a tree. This

time it set me down, rather gently, on

the ground."

"This time it apparently wanted to

be sure you would be able to go where

it wanted you to go."

"I would suppose so, Mr. Presi-

dent, but I don-'t think that's all of it.

The first time, I was only an alien

organism, along with other alien

organisms, that it wanted to have a

look at. The second time I was— I was

about to say an old friend, and that's

not it, of course. More like an ac-

quaintance. Someone it knew. Some-

one it could use."

"Possibly one that it could use

again."

"I'm not sure about that. I can tell

you this; I'm not going to hunt down
101 again."

"If we asked you to?"

"What the hell would be the use of

it?" asked Whiteside. "He has told us

what the score is. We don't ask it; it

tells us. As it stands, there'd be no

possibility of establishing conversa-

tion. It talks to us, if you can call it

talking, but we don't talk to it."

"There have been stories," said the

President, "of other people being

taken up."

"I think you can discount those

stories," said Allen. "For years, peo-

ple have been telling about being

taken up by the UFOs. So far as can be

determined, it has largely been cult

stuff, all of it self-serving. What these

people claim the UFOs have told them

is so unimaginative, such fuzzy think-

ing and patently such human thinking

that, instinctively, you know it's a

fabricated human story. If you really

communicated with an alien, the

result would not come out uniquely

human. The concepts of such a con-

versation probably would be mind-

boggling, which perhaps is an under-

statement. A large part of what one

heard would not be understood."

"So you think all the taken-up tales

now are either cult imagining or

downright lies?" asked Porter.

"Certainly," Allen told him. "I'm

convinced that Mr. Conklin is the only

one who has been taken up. What he

tells us fits the pattern of aHen com-

munication." He said to Jerry,

"There were no words. I think you

said there were no words."

"That's right," said Jerry. "Only

pictures in my mind. At times,

thoughts in my mind, but I couldn't

tell if they were my thoughts or were

something else."
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"Well, let's say you went back to

101 again. You say you won't and I

don't suppose you will. But let us say

you did. Do you think it would take

you up again?"

"Only if it had something that it

wanted to tell me," Jerry said. "Only

if there were a chore it wanted me to

do."

"You're convinced of that?"

"Utterly convinced. I feel very

keenly that it used me."

"And, yet, Miss Foster tells us of

the handshake she got from 101."

"It was more than a handshake,"

said Kathy. "More personal than a

handshake. A kiss, perhaps. I didn't

realize what it was at the time. I

thought, first a handshake, for that

was the easiest way to characterize it.

A handshake of gratitude, of thanks,

of recognition maybe. To let me know
that it knew I existed and was there.

But now I know it was more than that.

It was, I am sure, a sign of real affec-

tion. I think that impression is re-

enforced by their making of the cars.

They're not just showing off. Not try-

ing to awe us or impress us. Not

threatening us with a demonstration

of what they can do. Not even paying

us for letting them eat our trees. It's a

show of deep affection for us. Maybe
like Santa Claus. Maybe like giving a

special friend a birthday gift. Like a

young man buying roses for his girl."

"You make a good case for them,"

said the President. "And yet, if this

keeps on, it will ruin us."

"Let's say, Mr. President, that a

fond parent buys candy for her

child," said Kathy, "not knowing,

never having been told, what candy

may do to a child's teeth. It's the same

with the visitors. It's not knowing,

that is all. They're only trying to be

nice, not aware of what their niceness

does to us."

"Miss, that may all be true," said

Whiteside, "but they got me scared. I

still think that a few well-placed. .

.

"

"Henry," the President said,

sharply, "not now. Later, if you insist

on talking about it, but not now."

"Let's get back to this business of

taking up," said Allen. "To talk with

someone, it appears, they have to take

a person up. Mr. Conklin, can you

think of any way they might be per-

suaded to take up—say, myself, or the

President?"

"They wouldn't take you up," said

Jerry. "They simply would ignore

you. No matter what you did, they'd

pay no attention to you."

"I would think that you are right,"

said Allen. "They're good at doing

that. They've ignored us ever since

they came. I have found myself won-

dering just how they perceive us. I've

rather thought at times that they

might see us as charming pets or as

pitiful forms of life they must be

careful not to step on. But, actually, I

sense it's neither one of these. Miss

Foster seems to think they have affec-

tion for us. After all, we allowed them

to land on the planet where there was

cellulose to save them from racial ex-

tinction. The cellulose allowed them

to have young and if there had been no

young, I would suppose the race final-
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ly would have died. If we give them

human emotions, which I doubt they

have, they then would feel gratitude.

With all due respect to Miss Foster's

viewpoint, I can't feel they're all that

thankful. The point is that there is no

way we can stop them from chopping

down our trees. I am inclined to

believe they have, rather than grati-

tude, an irrepressible business ethic,

although they would not think of it as

that. I know I phrase this clumsily. I

think they are obsessed with making

full and honest payment for anything

they take. I think that's what they are

doing."

"To sum up," said the President,

"there does seem to be an outside

chance that given time, we might be

able to talk with our visitors. But it

will take time, apparently, an awful

lot of time, and more patience than we

have. The one thing we haven't got is

time. Would the others of you say that

is a fair assessment?"

"I subscribe to it," said Whiteside.

"That's the whole thing, all wrapped

up, and we haven't got the time. Our

time is all run out."

"We can weather it," said the

President, as if he might be talking to

himself. "We've got to weather it. If

nothing else happens, if it's no more

than the cars, we can muddle through.

I have had some encouraging phone

calls from leaders in the business

world and the Congress seems more

inclined to go along with us than I had

thought they would." He said to

Porter, "I take it, from what I hear,

that you talked with Davenport.'

"Yes, I did," said Porter. "A
friendly interchange."

"Well, then," said the President,

"I think this does it. Unless," he said,

looking at Kathy and Jerry, "you

have something else to add."

They shook their heads.

"Nothing, Mr. President," said

Jerry.

"We thank you for coming to see

us," the President told them. "You
have done us a very useful service.

Now we can see more clearly the prob-

lems that we face. You may rest

assured that nothing you have told us

will go beyond this room."

"I'm grateful to you for that," said

Jerry.

/The plane is waiting for you,"

said the President. "We'll drive you to

the field any time you wish. Should

you wish to remain in Washington,

however, for a day or two. .

.

"

"Mr. President," said Kathy, "we

must be getting back. I have my job

and Jerry has his thesis.
»>

>>

52. MINNEAPOLIS
"This place feels like a wake," said

Gold. "We're hip deep in news of

great significance. The whole damn
world going down the drain. The

dollar almost worthless. Foreign

governments howling doom. All the

diplomats tight-lipped. The business

community white-faced. The kind of

stuff we thrive on. Yet where is all the

joy of a newsroom bristling with

news, where all the jubilation?"

"Oh, shut up," said Garrison.

"The White House expresses con-
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fidence," said Gold. "Says we will see

it through. There's a prime example of

whistling down a dark and lonely

street."

Garrison said to Annie, "You have

any idea when Kathy and Jerry will be

getting in?"

"In another couple of hours," she

told him. "They're probably taking

off right now. But Kathy will have

nothing for us. She told me when she

called there'd not be any story."

"I expected that," said Garrison.

"I had hoped, of course. .

.

"

"You're a blood sucker," Gold

told him. "You suck your people dry.

Not a drop left in them."

"It's not working out the way it

should," said Annie.

"What's not working out?" asked

Garrison.

"This business with the visitors. It's

not the way it is in pictures."

"By pictures, I suppose you mean

the movies."

"Yes. In them it works out right,

but just in the nick of time. When
everyone's given up every hope and

there seems no chance at all. Do you

suppose that now, just in the nick of

time..."

"Don't count on it," said Gold.

"Look," said Garrison, "this is the

real thing. This is really happening.

This is no fantasy dreamed up by some

jerk producer who knows, in his

secret, stupid heart that happiness is

holy."

"But if they'd just talk to us," said

Annie.

"If they'd just go away," said

Gold, and he shook his head slowly.

The phone rang.

Annie picked it up, listened for a

moment and then took it down and

looked at Garrison.

"It's Lone Pine," she said. "Mr.
Norton. On line three. He sounds

funny. There's something wrong up

there."

Garrison grabbed his phone off the

cradle. "Frank," he said, "is there

something wrong? What is going on?"
Norton's words came tumbling

along the line. "Johnny, I just got

back from my trip. I looked at the

papers on my desk. Can it be true?

About the cars. .

."

"I'm afraid it is," said Garrison.

"Take it easy, Frank. What has you so

upset?"

"Johnny, it's not only cars."

"Not only cars? What do you
mean, not only cars?"

"They're making houses, too. Try-

ing to make houses. Practicing at

making houses."

"You mean houses people could

live in?"

"That's right. Like the kind of

house you live in. The kind of houses a

lot of people live in."

"Where are they doing this?"

"Up in the wilderness. Hid out in

the wilderness. Practicing where they

thought no one would see them."

"Take a deep breath, Frank, and

tell me. Start at the beginning and tell

me what you saw."

"Well," said Norton, "I was
canoeing up the river. .

."

Garrison listened intently. Gold sat
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motionless, watching him closely.

Annie picked a file out of a desk

drawer and began buffing her nails.

•*Just a minute, Frank," Garrison

said, finally. 'This is too good a

story, too personal a story for some-

one else to write. What I'd Hke you to

do is write it for us. From the personal

angle, just as you told it to me. First

person all the way. I saw this, I did

that, I thought something else. Can
you do it? Would you do it? How
about your own paper?*'

**My own paper won't be out for

another three days," said Norton.

"Hell, I may even skip a week. Gone
Hke I've been, I have Httle advertising.

I have a couple cans of beans stashed

on the shelf. Even if I skip a week I still

can eat. .

."

. **Sit down, then," said Garrison,

"and start writing it. Three or four

columns. More if you think you need

it. When you're done, pick up the

phone and ask for the city desk. Dic-

tate the story. We have people who
can take it down almost as fast as you

can read it. And, Frank. .
."

.

"Yes?"

"Frank, don't spare the horses.

Spread your wings."

"But, Johnny, I didn't tell you

everything. I was just getting to it. In

that last house, the one that was

lighted up and had furniture. .

.

"

"Yes, what about it?"

"The house had just floated in. The
visitors had just finished making it.

But when I looked at it, I saw shadows

in the kitchen. Moving shadows. The
kind of shadows someone would

make as they moved about the kit-

chen, taking up the dinner. I swear—

I

tell you, Johnny, there were people in

that kitchen! For the love of Christ,

are they making people, too?"

53. DE SOTO, WISCONSIN
The South Dakotan who had

nursed his dilapidated car for more

than five hundred miles, the machine

rattling and banging, coughing and

gasping, every wheeze threatening to

be its last, pulled into the small town

of De Soto, a wide place in the road

hemmed in between bluff and river.

He tried to find a place to park, but

there was no place left in the town to

park. The one long street was jammed
with cars and people, and there

seemed to be much angry shouting

and running about, and the frighten-

ing, sobering thought crossed his

mind that possibly all the people here

had also come for cars.

Finally, he was able to pull his car

over to the side of an indifferent

gravel road that ran eastward up a

coulee out of town. Many other cars

had been pulled off the same road. He
did not find a place to park until he

was a good half-mile beyond the last

house in the village. He got out of the

car and stretched in an attempt to ease

his aching muscles. Not only did his

muscles ache; he was tired to the very

bone, almost to exhaustion. He was

tired and hungry and he needed sleep

and food, but not until he got his car.

Once he got his car, he could take the

time to sleep and eat.

Just how to go about getting a car
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he had no idea. All he knew was that

there was an island across the river

from this town and that the cars were

on the island. Perhaps, he thought

again, he should have driven to Dick's

Landing in Iowa, but the map had

shown what looked to be small second-

ary roads leading to the landing. He
had decided that he could make better

time if he drove to this Wisconsin

town that lay opposite Dick's Land-

ing. Somehow, he knew, he had to get

across the river to reach the island.

Perhaps he could rent a boat. He
wondered how much the renting of a

boat might cost and hoped it would

not be too exorbitant. He was carrying

little cash. Maybe, he thought, he

could swim the river, although he was

not too certain that he could. He was a

fairly decent swimmer, but from what

he had seen of the river on his long

drive down the valley, the Mississippi

was wide and the current was strong.

He plodded down the road, skirting

potholes, the loose gravel sliding

underneath his feet. Ahead of him,

several men were walking down the

road, but he made no attempt to catch

up with them, for now that he was

here, he found himself surprisingly

abashed. Maybe he shouldn't have

come, but, at the time, the idea had

seemed simple and flawless. God
knows, he needed a car and here was a

way to get one. Not for a moment had

it occurred to him that others would

come up with the same idea. He could

not know, of course, but he suspected

that the others in the town had come
on the self-same errand. There was

one consolation, however: there

should be plenty of cars to go around.

The story he had heard on TV said

that at the time the visitors on the

island had been found, they had made
more than a hundred cars. It was

reasonable to suppose that since the

report, they had kept on making

them, so there would be more than the

hundred now. Maybe a couple of hun-

dred. Maybe more than that. There

were a lot of people in town, but surely

with more than two hundred cars sit-

ting there and waiting, there'd be

plenty to go around. The big problem

would be to find how to cross the

river, but he'd deal with that when the

time came.

He came to the outskirts of the

village and continued trudging toward

the business district, which fronted on

the river. Perhaps there, he could find

someone who would tell him what to

do. By this time, some sort of pro-

cedure might have been worked out

for picking up a car.

A knot of people stood on the side-

walk in front of a bar and he drifted

over to them. Three highway patrol

cars were standing across the street,

but there was no sign of the troopers

who had been in them. A line of men
were standing on the far side of the

railroad track that arrowed between

the town and river. Their backs were

turned toward the town, as if they

were watching something on the river.

The South Dakota man plucked

apologetically at the sleeve of a man
standing on the sidewalk. "Has there

been an accident?" he asked, motion-
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ing at the patrol cars.

"There ain't been no accident,"

said the man. "One earlier in the day,

but not within the last few hours."

"Well, what are the troopers doing

here?"

"You must have just pulled in,"

said the man.

"That's right. Drove all the way

from South Dakota. Rapid City—well,

not really Rapid City, but a little town

just east of Rapid City. Made it all in

one run; only stopped for gas."

"Sounds Hke you were in a hurry."

"Well, you see, I wanted to get here

before all the cars were gone."

"There ain't none of them gone,"

said the man. "They're all over on the

island."

"So I'm still in time."

"Still in time for what?"

"Still in time to pick up a car."

"You ain't going to pick up no car.

There ain't no one going to pick up a

car. State troopers, they got the river

sealed off. Some word has it they may
be sending in the Guard. They're out

in boats patrolling on the river so no

traffic can come up or down the

stream."

"But why? The TV said..."

"We all know what the TV said.

And the papers, too. Free cars for

everyone. But you can't get across the

river to the island."

"That the island over there?"

"Somewhere over there. I don't

know just where. There are a lot of

islands over there."

"But what happened? Why did the

troopers..."

"Bunch of damn fools piled into a

boat. More of them than the boat

would carry, but they kept on piHng

in. The boat swamped out in mid-

stream. Most of the damn fools

drowned."

"But someone could set up some

kind of system, some safe way to get

across and. .

."

"Sure, they could," said the other

man, "but no matter what you did, it

wouldn't work. No one here has got a

lick of sense. Everyone has got his

heart set on one of the cars. The police

are right. They can't let no one near

the river. If they did, more people

would get killed."

"But don't you want a car?"

"Sure, I want a car. But there's no

chance to get one now. Maybe, later

on. .

."

"But I have to have a car right

now," said the man from South

Dakota. "I just got to have one. I

don't think that heap of mine will last

to get me home."

He ran across the street and up the

embankment to the railroad track. He
reached the line of men who stood on

the far edge of the track, pushing his

way through them, shoving them

aside. One foot hit the downslope of

the embankment. Skidding on sliding

gravel, he lost his balance. He fell and

rolled down the slope, stopping just

short of the water's edge. Lying there,

he saw a huge man in uniform tower-

ing over him.

The trooper asked, almost gently,

"Where do you think you're going,

son?"
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"I got to have a car," said the man
from South Dakota.

The officer shook his head.

"I can swim," said the South

Dakotan. "I can swim it easy. Let me
have a chance . Let me take a chance

. '

'

The officer reached down a hand,

jerked him to his feet.

**Now, you hsten to me,*' he said.

"I'm giving you a break. Get your tail

up over that track. If I so much as

catch sight of you again, I'll toss you

in the cage."

The South Dakotan hastily clam-

bered up the embankment. The crowd

jeered kindly at him.

54. MINNEAPOLIS
"How sure can we be of Norton?"

Lathrop asked. "He's not one of our

staff."

"I'd stake my reputation on him,"

said Garrison. "Frank and I go a long

ways back. We went to school togeth-

er, have been in touch ever since. He's

a dedicated newspaperman. Just be-

cause he chose to hide away up at

Lone Pine doesn't make him any less a

newspaperman. We act as if we were

specialists here—some of us write the

news, others edit it, still others make
up the pages, and there are a few who
write editorials. Each one to his own
task. Frank does the whole damn
thing. He starts each week with

nothing and he pulls the news and

advertising together, he edits what he

writes, he makes up the paper. If there

is need for an editorial any particular

week, he writes the editorial and not

only that..."

"No need to go on, Johnny,"

Lathrop told him. "I just wanted to

know how you felt about it."

"If Frank tells me he saw evidence

the visitors are making houses," said

Garrison, "then I'll believe they're

making houses. His story hangs to-

gether, he has a lot of detail."

"It seems incredible to me," said

Lathrop, "that we have this one ex-

clusive. That makes two in a row. We
had the cars and now we have the

houses."

"There's something I want to talk

with you about," said Garrison. "I

think we should let the White House in

on it before we go to press. I've talked

to the press secretary there. He seems

a decent man. I can get through to

him."

"You mean you want to tip them

off," said Lathrop, somewhat hor-

rified. "Tell them about the houses.

Why, Johnny? Just why in hell. .

."

"My thinking may be wrong," said

Garrison, "but it seems to me the ad-

ministration is absorbing a lot of

punishment and. .

."

"It's good for them," said

Lathrop. "The bastards have it com-

ing. Not on this visitor matter

—

they've done fairly well on it. But

they've been willfully wrong and pig-

headed on most other things. A good

dose of humility won't do them any

harm. I can't seem to summon up

much sympathy."

Garrison was silent for a moment,

considering, trying to put his thoughts

together.

"It's not the administration so
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much," he finally said, "as it is the na-

tion. The White House is being stiff-

necked about it; they're determined to

ride the crisis out. Maybe they can do

it. Maybe they had a chance of doing it

before the houses came up. But the

houses will wreck them. The cars are

bad enough, the houses. .

."

**Yes, I can see that," said Lathrop.

"The implication is there. Houses as

well as cars. First the automotive

business, now the housing industry.

The dollar will be worthless. Our
credit will be gone. But still we have to

run the story. Even if we wanted to,

and we don't, it's something that

can't be covered up."

"There's no question about pub-

lishing," said Garrison. "We have to

do that. The question is: Do we give

our own government a chance to react

to it before we let them have it straight

between the eyes? Maybe, if they

knew, they would have the time to

shift their stance, stand on more solid

ground to deal with it when it broke."

"The whole idea," said Lathrop,

"is that we should go international on

it. I'm not sure that's the right thing to

do. After all, we have taken the brunt

of this alien invasion. If there are to be

any benefits or advantages because of

it, they should go to us. The visitors

chose us; we didn't invite them in, we
didn't lure them in. Why they chose

us, I don't know. I don't know why
they didn't land in Europe or in

Africa. But the U.N. has been yelling

ever since it happened. .

."

"I don't know about that, either,"

said Garrison." It would gall me to see

it go international, but international

or not, however we may go, I think the

administration should be given a few

hours to reconsider on the basis of

new developments. They'll handle it

better if they have some advance

warning. They may elect to stand pat,

tough it out. I don't know. You and I

don't have to decide that. Our prob-

lem is a different one. We talk about

our responsibility in dealing with the

news. We think of ourselves as a

public service institution. We do

nothing willingly to harm or debase

our cultural system. We talk a lot

about digging out the truth and re-

porting the truth and that's an easy

one in those cases where we can deter-

mine truth. But there is something else

that goes beyond mere truth. And
that's the power we hold. We have to

use that power as wisfely as we can. If

we keep this bottled up for the sake of

another scoop. .

."

"Dammit, Johnny, I want another

scoop," said Lathrop. "I love them.

You can't get too many for me. I roll

in them with great delight. How can

we be sure the White House wouldn't

leak it? There are no secrets in

Washington unless someone has

slapped a confidential stamp on it."

"They would be unHkely to leak

it," said Garrison. "They'd want to

keep it quiet until they could figure

out what to do, what action they

should take. As soon as it is known,

there'll be hell let loose. They'll need

all the time we can give them. They'll

be no more anxious to leak it than we
are."
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"Well, I don't know," said

Lathrop. "About letting Washington

in on it, I don't really know. Let me
think about it, talk with the

pubHsher."

55. ABOARD PLANE
APPROACHING MINNEAPOLIS
"Everyone is determined to make

them ogres," Kathy said to Jerry.

"Nasty little ogres that came down

out of the sky to do mischief to us . But

I know they aren't. I touched 101—

I

don't mean touched just her hide, but

the inside of her, the living spirit of

her. It wasn't just a touch; it was a

contact. And when I told the Presi-

dent about this, he was interested

—

most interesting, he said. But he

wasn't interested, nor were any of the

others. All they can think of is their

precious economy. Sure, they want to

know if there is some way they can

talk with the visitors. But the only

reason they want to talk to them is to

tell them to stop what they are doing.
'

'

"You have to understand the Presi-

dent's position," Jerry told her.

"You have to realize what the ad-

ministration is facing. .

."

"Has it ever occurred to you, or to

anyone," she asked, "that the Presi-

dent could be wrong, that all of us are

wrong. That the way we live is wrong

and has been wrong for a long, long

time."

"Well, certainly," said Jerry. "All

of us, everyone. We all make mis-

takes."

"I don't mean that," said Kathy.

"It's not being wrong right now, but

wrong from a long way back. Maybe

if we could go back far enough in

time, we might be able to pinpoint

where we started going wrong. I don't

know enough history to even guess

where that particular time of going

wrong might be, but somewhere along

the time track, we took the wrong

turning, started going down the wrong

road and there was no way of going

back.

"Just a few weeks ago, I inter-

viewed a bunch of crazy kids at the

university, real far-out freaks who

called themselves Lovers. They told

me love was everything, the be-all and

the end-all, that there was nothing else

that counted. They looked at me out

of wide, round innocent eyes with

their naked souls shining through

their eyes and I felt sick inside. I felt as

naked as their souls were naked. I felt

pity for them and was enraged at

them, both at the same time. I went

back and wrote the story and I felt

sicker and sicker all the time I was

writing it, for they were wrong, dis-

turbingly wrong. They were far off the

beaten track, so far out there was a

sense that they were forever lost. But,

maybe, they are no more wrong than

we are. The thing is that we've gotten

so accustomed to our wrongness that

we think it's right. All-love may be

wrong, but so is all-money, all-greed

wrong. I tell you, Jerry. .

.

"

"You think the visitors may be try-

ing to kick us back on the right

track?"

"No, I guess not. No, I never really

thought that. They wouldn't know
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what is wrong with us. Maybe if they

did know, they wouldn't care; maybe

they'd think it was our business to be

wrong. They themselves may be

wrong in what they are doing. Most

likely they are. But what they are do-

ing, wrong or right, may be showing

up our wrongness."

"I think," said Jerry, "that, in any

case, under any circumstance, it might

be impossible to say what is wrong and

what is right. We and the visitors are

far separated. They came from God
knows where. Their standard of

behavior—and surely they must have

such a standard—would be different

from ours. When two cultures with

differing standards collide head-on,

one of them, or perhaps the both of

them, will get roughed up. With the

best intentions on both their parts,

there will be some roughing up."

*Toor things," said Kathy. "They
came so far. They faced so much.

They dared so greatly. We should be

friends of theirs but we'll end up

hating them."

"I don't know about that," said

Jerry. "Maybe some people. The men
in power, in any sort of power, will

hate them, for they'll take away the

power. But with the new cars, and

perhaps other things, the people, the

great faceless mass of people, will be

dancing in the streets for them."

"But not for long," said Kathy.

"They'll finally hate them, too."

56. WASHINGTON, D.C.

"With this new information," said

Marcus White, secretary of state, "I

think it might be time to realign our

thinking."

John Hammond, White House
Chief of Staff, asked Porter, "Just

how soHd is this information? Should

we check further on it?"

"I would think we might be check-

ing on it," said Porter.

The President stirred uneasily in his

chair. "Dave is right," he said. "We
are checking on it. We have men in

Lone Pine. Norton will guide them in.

The National Guard is flying in a

helicopter to take the party in. Every-

thing is being kept under cover. The

Guard doesn't even know why the

copter's going in. We'll soon know if

the information's right."

"I think you can count on it being

right," said Porter. "I've had some

previous contact with Garrison at

Minneapolis. He's a solid citizen.

Remember, the man didn't have to tip

us off. He had an exclusive story; he

could have stayed sitting on it."

"Then why didn't he stay sitting on

it?" demanded Whiteside.

"He was giving us a break. Said he

felt it was only right that we should

have some warning, thought we'd

probably need some time to get our

feet planted under us before he went

to press."

"He pledged you to secrecy?" asked

Whiteside.

"Not in so many words. He said he

assumed we would protect him. I told

him that we would. And I assume we

will. It's in our interest as well as his.

Once this thing breaks, we had better

have some idea of what we should he
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saying and doing. We need the time he

gave us."

"I don't like it," said Whiteside. **I

don't like it one damn bit."

"You don't have to hke it, Henry,"

said the President. **None of the rest

of us likes it, either."

"That's not what I meant," said

Whiteside.

"I know it isn't what you meant,"

said the President. "I was putting a

charitable interpretation on what you

said."

Allen, the science advisor, spoke

up. "It is my opinion that we have to

accept the Lone Pine report as true. It

may seem, on the surface, somewhat

far-fetched, but when you consider it,

it's not. If the visitors can make cars,

it seems entirely reasonable they also

can make houses. A more difficult

job, of course, but only in degree. I,

personally, would say they are equal

to it."

"But houses!" said Whiteside.

"Cars are one thing; houses are

another. They can distribute the cars,

but how will they go about distribut-

ing houses? By setting up new housing

tracts, perhaps, taking over valuable

farm lands or industrial sites for the

tracts? Or knocking down rows of

substandard housing and placing the

new houses in their stead?"

"It doesn't make a hell of a lot of

difference how they go about it,"

Hammond said. "No matter what

they do, whether they do anything or

not, the threat is there. So far as this

country is concerned, the housing in-

dustry is wiped out.'
>»

"I had said," the President told

them, "that we could weather the

elimination of the automotive in-

dustry. I don't know about this other.

The thing about it is that it plants an

overriding fear, a cancer in the

economic picture. If the auto industry

and the housing industry are gone, is

there anything that's safe?"

"How is the car situation going out

on the Mississippi?" Hammond asked.

"It's ugly," Porter told him. "We
have Goose Island cordoned off, but

the crowds are building. Sooner or

later, there is going to be an incident

of some sort. There are a dozen or

more people dead that we know of. A
boat swamped and went down when

car-seekers overloaded it. There'll be

more of it, I'm sure. You can't keep

people from getting their hands on

free cars. The greedy bastards are go-

ing to make a lot of trouble."

"That is a single situation," White

pointed out. "We can't waste time on

it. What we have to do is work out a

policy. When the news breaks, we

have to have at least the beginning of a

policy. We have to give the nation and

the world some indication of what we

intend to do about it."

"It's going to go down hard," said

the President. "Whatever we do, it

will be hard to take. From our first

beginnings, we have been a proud

people. Standing on our own feet. It's

not in us to cave in."

"Some damn fool," said White-

side, "started a rumor on the Hill that

there had been a weapons test and

we're onto something. It won't take
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long for Ivan to pick that up. Get him

upset enough and one touch of a

button. .

."

"That rumor," said the President,

"wherever it might have come from

has served to keep the Congress soHd-

ly behind us. If it hadn't been for the

rumor, no one knows what they might

have done."

"That is all behind us," urged

White. "We should forget it now.

What's done can't be helped. We have

to Hve with it. As I've told you from

the start, we can't work it out alone. If

we act in a reasonable manner, we will

have the rest of the world behind us.

We've not gone so far that we've lost

goodwill."

"Even Russia?" asked the Presi-

dent.

"I don't know what they'll do to

help. Probably more than we would

expect. But if we react reasonably,

they'll keep their fingers off the but-

tons Henry talks about."

"And what else? Just what do you

have in mind? What do you see?"

"I am convinced we have to agree,

in principle, that the visitors con-

stitute an international problem, that

we must consult with other states con-

sidering the situation that has been

created here. I think that most of the

major states reahze that no one na-

tion, us or anyone else, could contain

such a situation, that eventually, it

will spill over national boundaries,

any national boundaries, and that it

will become a world problem. I think

the time has come to invite help and

cooperation from the rest of the

world, from anyone who might be

willing to help and cooperate."

"Marcus, you have talked with

some of these people?"

"Informally, yes. Unofficially.

Mostly, they have done the talking

and I have done the Hstening. Those I

have talked with are convinced that

whatever happens to us now will hap-

pen to them later unless the problem,

or problems, can be solved."

"What sort of cooperation can you

detect? We have to know. If we go in-

ternational, we have to know where

we stand, what we can expect."

"France and Britain are ready to

come in—in any way they can be of

assistance. Do what they can to

bolster the dollar, do whatever they

can. Japan has the same wilHngness.

The Scandinavians are waiting only

for a word from us. The West Ger-

mans stand ready, if necessary, with

monetary aid."

"You mean foreign aid? For us!"

"That's exactly what I mean," said

White. "Why flinch away from it?

We've carried half the world on our

back for years. We rebuilt Western

Europe after World War II. It would

be no more than turn and turn about.

It's their ass as well as ours and they

know it. The rest of the world can't af-

ford to let us collapse. Even theOPEC
people would rally around."

The President looked around the

table with a stricken face. "Oh, my
God!" he said.

"It's not only the matter of keeping

us from going under," said the

secretary of state. "It's a matter of
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working out a new system—a new

political pattern, a new financial con-

cept, perhaps a rehauling of the entire

economic structure. Not for the

United States alone, but for the

world. The visitors not only have

come close to ruining us, but they have

changed the situation for the entire

world and we have to find a way to live

with it. Nothing will ever be the same

again. I think the first job, and per-

haps the hardest, will be to honestly

analyze what has happened. We have

to know that before we can assess its

impact."

"You're very eloquent on the sub-

ject, Marcus," said Hammond. "Do
the other nations, the men you have

talked with so informally and so unof-

ficially, recognize all the factors that

you have outlined for us?"

"I would say they do," said State.

**At least, their thinking runs in that

direction."

"But the tests," cried Whiteside.

"We are onto something. Do we have

to give up everything? Can't we, some-

how, hold back on what we found?"

The President said, quietly, "1

don't think we can, Henry. You have

heard what the man said—a new kind

of world and a new way to live in it. It

comes hard for old battle-scarred dogs

such as you and 1, but 1 can glimpse

some of the logic in it. 1 suppose that

some of us, maybe the most of us,

have been thinking something like this

all along, but couldn't bring ourselves

to say so."

"How the hell we'll ever work it

out," said Hammond, **I don't

know. I just don't know."

"Not us alone," said State. "The

world. It's not up to us alone; it's up

to all the others. If the world doesn't

pull together on this one, all of us are

sunk."

57. MINNEAPOLIS
Gold was reading copy on the Nor-

-ton story. He hfted his head and looked

across the desk at Garrison.

"This last paragraph," he said.

"What about the last paragraph?"

"Where he tells about seeing

shadows in the kitchen, as if there

were people in the kitchen. And he

thinks, 'My God, are they making

people, too?'

"

"There's nothing wrong with it. It's

a honey of a line. It makes cold shivers

up your spine."

"Did you tell Lathrop about this?

Mention it particularly to him?"

"No, I guess I didn't. I forgot.

There were a lot of other. .

.

"

"And Porter?"

"No, I didn't tell Porter. It would

have scared the pants off him."

"It could have been Norton's

imagination. He didn't see any peo-

ple. All he saw, or thought he saw,

were shadows. Maybe he imagined

shadows."

"Let me see it," said Garrison,

holding out his hand. Gold handed

him the sheet.

Garrison read the paragraph care-

fully, read it through again. Then he

picked up a heavy, black editorial pen-

cil and methodically crossed out the

paragraph.
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longshot
It's really hard to calculate odds-

especially when the

parameters may change.

Dean McLaughlin

On his way back from the Cape, Mike

Franz stopped off in Washington to

talk with Will Szabo at NSF about the

Project Footprint grant. It was still lost

in darkest bureaucracy, and he enter-

tained vague hopes of getting it back on

the line, but just then his heart wasn't

in it; Always, at the end of a business

like Pathfinder there was a feeling of

letdown; part emotional exhaustion,

part the glow of having completed a

task eminently worthwhile.

Will Szabo, as it turned out, didn't

feel much like talking about Footprint
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either. "They're still batting it around

up in Policy," he said. "1 think the

anti's don't have the votes to kill it,

and know they don't, so they're talk-

ing and talking and hoping it'll die of

old age. When they run out of words,

it'll come down." Then he said, "Did

you stay for the launch?"

"After what I went through?" Mike

Franz grinned. "I watched her go up

and I hung around till they had the

tracking report." Some of his energy

came back. "She's go. Saturn, Uranus,

and then ... all the way."

"Was it really that tough?" Will

asked.

Mike shrugged. "Technically, it was

like cutting cheese. But hectic?" He
slouched lower in his chair. "A job Uke

this—it's not like flying an experiment.

That's primary mission. You've got the

time to organize what you want to do

and get your instruments built and

make sure they'll do what you want

done. This monument package, now,

you know how they happen. The-

launch was already on the schedule,

and all of a sudden somebody says,

*Hey fellas, this one's going all the way.

A million years from now, somebody

might find it. Let's add a monument
package.' Well, they could ofjust done

a copy of what Carl put on Voyager,

but that wouldn't of got them much
notice in the press. It's already been

done. And it's the press notice they're

really thinking about. Budget time's

never so far off they don't think of

things Hke that. So, naturally, they go

to Carl and ask for a new improved

version, only this time he's busy, or

not interested, or..."

"He thought it needed a fresh view-

point, was what I heard," Will said.

"He suggested you .

"

"Someday I'll thank him," Mike

said, but his tone said it would be a

while. "So there it was on my desk. It's

four and a half months to launch, and

if I won't do it there's not a chance of

getting it aboard. What could I say?"

"You could have suggested some-

body else," Will said.

"Such as? I'm not complaining;

understand that. It's been exciting and

fun and . . . and it's sort of, well, almost

scary to suddenly have it in your hands

to put together something that will say

who we are, and what we are, and where

we are, and when, all in twenty-five

kilograms or less. It's well, a challenge.

And—interesting. I guess the odd thing

is that they think it's something only an

astronomer can do .

"

"Would anybody else take it

seriously? In the press release I

saw—NASA sent us a copy—if it's

anything to go by, I'd say you did a

wonderful job. Just the list of things

you put in, all by itself, it really grabs

the imagination."

Mike shrugged. Talking about it

woke deep feelings, which made him

uncomfortable. "Would you believe I

never noticed that until I saw it in the

release? I was too close, a lot of the

time, to think about how it added up."

Suddenly, he had to chuckle. "Have
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you ever thought how it would go,

when you call up the encyclopedia peo-

ple, and you have to explain to the

switchboard girl you want to make a

micro-etch copy of the whole en-

cyclopedia and send it off in the general

direction of the Pleiades, and who do

you talk to about the copyright

clearance?"

**You had to get copyright

clearances?"

"Next time I'll know what not to

put in. No dead Enghshmen and no

living poets." Mike held up a hand as

if his other hand was on a Bible. "One
of the poets wanted two thousand

dollars. Six lines, if you count the

asterisk. He didn't get it."

"A whole encyclopedia," Will

murmured. "And you picked the

best. The very best."

"When you care enough—" Mike

passed it off with a wave of the hand.

"Actually, I felt better about the dic-

tionary. I had to fight for that one.

Naming no names, somebody at

NASA thought I should have made it

an American dictionary. Didn't slow

him down at all, that we don't have

one that's thirteen volumes, not

counting the supplements."

"Well, you got it."

"I mentioned Tolkein worked on it.

Suddenly it was as if the heavens had

opened and a light shone down on me.
And the art. That's another thing I

feel good about. Carl never had the

time or the payload allowance to get

much art in, but he chalked out so

much of the groundwork I could take

the time, Lascaux, Egypt, China, the

Venus de Milo, Hokusai, Norman
Rockwell..."

"Picasso?"

"Couldn't leave him out. Or
Michelangelo. And Leonardo—

a

thing like this, I had to include

Leonardo."

"Also Walt Disney," Will remind-

ed him with just a touch of scorn.

"Certainly. He's as much a part of

our world as Mount Fuji." Mike

smiled. "But I do wonder what they'll

make of the mouse out there in the

Pleiades. Same goes for Superman.

Amazing, what you can pack into

twenty-five kilograms."

"Do you think anyone will ever find

it?"

Mike turned sober. Almost cold.

"That's the hard part. All that work,

and a lot of it was work—especially

the crazy scramble we had at the end

when time was running out—and the

chance it'll ever be found is several

bilHon to one. At least."

"But there is a chance," Will insist-

ed. "Or you wouldn't have done it."

"A tiny chance," Mike said. "So

tiny it's not worth talking about, ex-

cept. . .well, it's going to be out there

a long time—maybe all the time unfil

the last star in the galaxy burns

out—and if somebody does find it, if

we hadn't put our capsule aboard,

they'd never know who made it. You
could call it pride, I suppose. I guess

you wouldn't be wrong. But, well,

better to have done it uselessly than to

not have done it if we should have."

"Admit it, though," Will said.

"You're hoping it'll be found."
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^Wouldn't you?** Mike smiled.

"Just between us, somehow we flubbed

the count of frames on the micro-

etched component, and it left us with

a Wank one at the end. So I signed my
name and I gave them my address and

my phone number. Silly, I suppose.

I'll never know; the minimum possible

time is thousands of years. But, well,

just in case." Thinking about it made
him feel sheepish. **A painter signs his

work," he said defensively. "And a

poet puts his name on his. Well, this

one's mine."

Will chuckled. "Yes, But will it sell

in the Pleiades?"

He could have stayed in Washing-

ton overnight, but he was anxious to

get home. He'd been on the run for a

week, and then the launch had been

delayed a day by last minute instru-

ment troubles in the launch vehicle.

Things would be starting to pile up in

the office. One of the problems in Big

Science, a jaundiced colleague had

once said, was that a man didn't have

time to think, to which another col-

league—even more sarcastic—had

replied yes, but the glory of it was that

you didn't have to. The airport shuttle

dropped him less than a mile from

home. A cab took him the rest of the

way to his door.

Dusk was thickening as he mounted

the familiar porch. The house was

dark; Clara would have left that morn-

ing for a few days at Fermilab. He'd

missed her, thanks to that unspeakable

thermocouple. Well, he'd phone her

after a while. He paused to collect the

evening paper, which had made it

almost to the top step—the boy's

throwing arm must be getting better

—

and unlocked the door.

Standing in the hall with his attache

case leaning against his shin, he broke

the newspaper's fold. Something drop-

ped out. Advertising garbage, he

thought sourly as he checked the

headlines. Not much had happened;

the Secretary ofCommerce had made a

slip of the tongue, a Teamster official

had disappeared on the eve of a

scheduled grand jury appearance, and

a cancer quack who "had only been

trying to help people" had been found

guilty of violating some obscure section

of the FDA's regulations. He wedged

the paper under his arm and—mindful

of Clara's insistence on a neatly kept

household—bent to retrieve the piece

that had fallen. Straightening up, he

would have cast it in the trash catcher

conveniently located next to the mail

drop, but the one glance he gave it was

enough to make him pause.

Though card thin, it was not made
of paper, and even in the muted light

there was something odd about the

border around its edge. He snapped

on the light.

Larger than a postcard, smaller

than a typewriter page, the card bore a

strip along its edges of iridescent rain-

bow hues that shifted spectrumlike

with every change in how the light

struck it. Diffraction grating, of

course, but an interesting effect.

By then the message had him. He'd

always been one of those persons,who
could look at cold print and know
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what it said without conscious effort.

It had been a shock when he

discovered there were people who
couldn't. The typeface was strange,

like no font he had ever seen. The

message itself, for all its clarity of

words, was even more strange.

to professor michael franz,
greetings:

this intertemporal message-

bearer will dissipate upon comple-

tion of its mission. only informa-

tion can pass across the yawn of

time. your artifact and informa-

tion were retrieved by us in good
condition considering its duration

in emptiness 4,738,641.8662 of your

years after launch. we are grate-

ful, our scholars are not able,

though, fully to agree on under-

standing of one datum. segment 70

of the visual mode component
reveals a member of your species

who stands on a narrow stone

spire of apparent natural origin,

which apparently with great dif-

ficulty and effort he has climbed,

such behavior is not rational and
would seem to contradict much
else you would have us know
about yourselves, yet it would
seem you judged this item of such

significance that it should be in-

cluded to the omission of some

other item beyond our power to

speculate. at great cost we in-

quire of you who can resolve our
confusion. when the receptor
gleams, speak, and we shall have

enughtenment.

Caution made Mike look around.

half expecting the joker's laugh. Np
one. Still, it had to be a hoax. It could

be nothing else. Chuckling, he was

about to drop it in the trash when the

red spark blossomed in the exact

center of the card, bright as the heart

of a fire.

How, he wondered, could a joker

have done that?

Then he wondered, how beyond all

possibility could he be absolutely sure

it was a joke?

Still holding the card, he strode

several steps. The Ukelihood of it be-

ing anything but a joke was over-

whelmingly small. Nevertheless, it

was not zero.

About to sit down in an armchair,

he paused and remained standing.

Uncomfortably aware he was almost

certainly making a fool of himself, yet

equally sure there was a tiny chance he

was not, he began to speak.

**If it must be explained," he said,

beginning slowly, "I'm not sure an ex-

planation is possible. To begin with,

compared with some things men have

done, it was not particularly

difficult."

He spoke for perhaps five minutes.

Possibly it was longer. It was not

possible to give an explanation; all he

could do was set forth at least some of

the parameters within which that inex-

plicable urge was contained. He
wondered if his words would make

sense to anyone but himself, and knew

with a dark solemnity that probably

they would not, but in spite of that he

had to try. At last, talked out and

aware he'd begun to repeat himself, he
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then sighed, and ended it.

For a moment nothing happened;

had he thought anything would? The

jesters at last bursting upon him? But

there was nothing. Then. .

.

. Mayyour vision ever be clear. We
thank you.

A voice? He wasn't sure if he heard,

or only thought he heard. Most hkely

he imagined it; that was the most sen-

sible explanation.

But then, more faintly, it came

again.

Pithaffka, the wager is mine!

And with a soft flicker of light,

soundlessly, the card dissolved to a

million motelike sparks that swirled

before him Hke a galaxy of stars,

winked out one by one, and became a

sift of grey ash that floated in the air.

For a long time he stood, watching

the ash cloud disperse before him,

almost beyond wonder, almost

beyond doubt. When, finally, he

moved it was to pick up the phone. His

fingers tapped out the long distance

number as if they remembered it

themselves, so often had they tapped

that sequence. He listened to the

music of the dialing tones, the shift of

whispers in the open lines, and finally

the ringing at the far off end. Carl

answered on the fifth ring.

**Carl? Mike Franz here," he said.

He tried to keep his voice matter-of-

fact, but he knew it was a bad job.

"Carl. . .uh, Carl, I know you're not

going to believe this, but. . .
"
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"You," announced Aurelius, **are in

luck. I've got a job that's tailor-made

for you."

I didn't feel lucky. Since seeing the

morning commodity reports, I felt

about as fortunate as the folks who
bought Penn Central stock in 1970 fig-

uring it couldn't go bankrupt. Soy-

beans were down two points—grim

news for those of us with a quarter-

million dollars in soybean futures.

Maybe I was being an economic
Chicken Little and the sky wasn't fall-

ing, but things looked uncomfortably

close to a financial ceiling zero.

Which didn't mean I was thrilled

about going to work.

"What is this tailor-made article?"

"A little company called Planmar-

keting. I'd like you to handle a few

things for me. Nothing tough—just

the usual."

Just the usual.

On my last job for him, "the usual"

had involved espionage, gunfire, mad
scientists, deceit, fear, greed, humilia-

tion, aircraft hijacking, auto chases,

exploding vegetables and a plane

crash in the Mojave desert. During all

of this, as always, Aurehus remained

the mysterious voice on the phone

—

safely out of range of subpoenas or

other deadly weapons if anything

went wrong.

However, he did pay well.

"An interesting little property."

His voice turned elaborately casual.

"I'm expecting a one thousand per-

cent return on this within the first

year."

One thousand percent. He knew

how that would sound to any analyst

who'd been on the Street longer than

it takes the traffic lights to change.

Tell a miner he's just hit the Mother-

lode. Tell a politician he's just been

elected President. Tell Parsifal he's

just found the Grail at a garage sale.

Tell a securities analyst he can make a

thousand percent annual return on in-

vestment. All equal.

Still, I was cautious. My voice col-

ored with the ennui of a man who can

afford to be above all these petty

financial matters, I asked, "What's

supposed to hold my interest?"

"Five percent. Are you in?"

"Is th^ Pope CathoHc? What am I

in?"

"In the chips if you handle this

right. Your share should be worth ten

million within eighteen months." The

last time I'd heard a voice that confi-

dent, it had bought Teledyne before

the big rally. "But it's worth it to me. I

need someone to keep an eye on this

—

haven't got the time myself."

I nodded into the phone. "I've got

twenty-twenty vision when it's partly

my money."

"It'll take some time." His voice

took on an apologetic tone normally

heard from brokers who told you to

buy cocoa at fifty-four. "They're

bright people, but not very experienc-

ed in our field. You may have to give

them a helping hand .

"

Tactfully, he didn't mention said

hand's viselike grip on their

bankbooks. He didn't need to.

He knew he could count on me.

Planmarketing, Incorporated was a
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shiny little company in a shiny little

building in West Los Angeles. Their

shiny little receptionist wasted no time

in passing me through to Lazenby and

Roehm, who were neither shiny nor

little and therefore looked out of place

in the business they'd founded.

Since his Time cover, Doctor Derek

Lazenby has moved to first place in

the Albert Schweitzer selfless-man-of-

science sweepstakes. The Teller Hu-

manist Award, The Vienna Prize, Ci-

tations of Merit from assorted foun-

dations, decorations from six govern-

ments and a special note of thanks

from the Pope.

He looked more humble than any-

body who was honest.

Ernst Roehm had equally impres-

sive credentials, but the thing that im-

pressed me about both of them was

their eyes: slightly narrowed, hard,

calculating, alive with that flashing

passion sparked only by avarice or

true love. I knew it. The same look I

saw every morning in the mirror.

These jokers might fool Time mag-

azine, but I recognized a sell-out when

I saw one.

Ernst Roehm shuffled with practic-

ed humility. "You understand, we're

not very skilled with money. .

. " His

white-haired head bobbed with shy

uncertainty.

Lazenby nodded. "We do have

some private funding sources," he ad-

mitted. Under his selflessness he was

large and florid, looking somewhat

Hke a used car salesman in church as

he folded his hands piously. "But it

isn't a matter of profits. Many firms

feel it's a public service, helping us in

our poor effort to aid humanity."

"You can cut the crap."

Lazenby gave a relieved sigh.

•Thank God ! It usually takes hours to

get through the 'servants of man' shit.

Okay! Let's get down to the real

throat-cutting."

Tells you a lot about awards.

I raised an eyebrow. "You—ah

—

don't sound quite as philanthropic as

your Time interview."

"Screw philanthropy! I've busted

ass for twenty-five years—what's it

jget me? A bad portrait on a cheesy

magazine cover." He shook his head

sadly. "Didn't even show my good

side. Meanwhile my car needs a new

transmission, my wife's run off with

the accountant and I missed out on

Directorship of the Atherton Founda-

tion because they wanted someone

'less altruistic
. ' " His smile was cold as

those of speakers at Nuremburg ral-

lies. "Let's get to it."

I pulled up a chair. It squeaked; his

office furnishings were left over from

the philanthropic past. "Well, what

do you want?"

Lazenby shrugged. "The usual."

Roehm bobbed his head. "Dope.

Sex. Cheap thrills."

The usual.

I leaned back in the chair; a spring

died with a hollow metallic sigh.

"What're you selling?"

They told me.

The product came from research on

worms. No, not worm farms. I'd al-

ready used that scam once. These were

planarian worms, ugly Httle items
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looking something like a cross-eyed

traffic arrow.

Researchers had been using these

things for years, studying the learning

process on its most primitive level.

Running them through mazes and

things. They used electric shocks

when the worms made mistakes to

teach them the right path through the

maze.

Then they found a funny thing.

They took the worms that had been

through the maze, ground them up,

and fed them to another batch of

worms. Apparently planarians aren't

warm and cuddly enough for this to

raise an outcry from the SPCA, or the

SPCW, or whoever watches out for

such things.

Anyway, that's when the funny thing

happened. The new worms knew how to

go through the maze, even though

they'd never done it before.

"Knowledge was transmitted

chemically," Roehm assured me. His

eyes gleamed brightly. "Once we

learned how to do it, the grade-school

dreams of 'smart pills' were reality."

I frowned. "Isn't it gonna be a little

rough on the teachers—grinding them

up for food supplements?"

Lazenby took over smoothly. **We

only need a few neurons. The donor is

unharmed. We take the cells and cul-

ture them to get all the supplies we
need."

I nodded. "The Silberman process,

no doubt."

He looked impressed. "You have a

background in science?"

I shrugged. "I have a subscription

148

to the National Enquirer.
"

Roehm nodded. "At smy rate, we
have working versions of the pills."

"Well, then we can get started on
the educational market ..."

Lazenby gave me a smile like a

cobra. "Not if I have anything to say

about it
.

" He pulled out a cigar and lit

it. The cigar was also from the philsm-

thropic era. * 'We've got a more profit-

able plan."

Dramatic pause. Lazenby 's eyes fo-

cused on the Infinite, a secular

Augustine envisioning the gold-paved

streets of Heaven. One hand was raised

before him. Roehm stood with bowed
head behind his chair.

"I have a dream," breathed Lazen-

by. "Our clients will be the largest

consumer product companies in the

world. With the largest budgets.

"They'll give us a product. Ideally

it'll be a food or drink, though this

could work on anything. Then we run

a survey to find people who really like

the product. We take their neurons

and duplicate them. Then we take the

duplicated neurons and mix them in

with the product."

Roehm nodded eagerly. "Free sam-

ples are given out. And each sample

teaches the person to prefer the prod-

uct.^' He smiled widely. "Instant de-

mand."

I saw the larger implications, of

course. It was sleazy. Disgusting. Ir-

responsible.

I loved it.

The meeting with SPLASH! cola

was a breeze. Assorted greying ex-
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ecutive types listening and nodding

enthusiastically. Almost anything

would 've made them nod enthusiasti-

cally—these were men ready to grasp

at straws. The hint of a successful

marketing program had them lunging

like piranha.

Their lawyer made a valiant last-

ditch attempt to foul things up.

Realizing that a lawyer's purpose is to

kill deals and that actually allowing an

agreement to be made in his presence

would result in embarrassment, ridi-

cule from his fellow professionals and

possible disbarment, he fought coura-

geously, as men will fight for ideals

they hold dear.

**How can we do this legally?

Wouldn't we be addicting these peo-

ple? The FDA ...

"

"Will have nothing to do with it,

I'm sure." Lazenby looked properly

humble. "This isn't addiction; there's

no physiological dependence. It's

education.*'

I kept any doubts about their dif-

ference to myself.

**Of course, of course." The Mar-

keting Director spoke quickly, eager

for anything with a chance of better-

ing his performance (a loss of forty

percent in the last year). His eyes were

glazed with a panic normally seen on

tourists in the Lesser Sunda Islands

watching their tour boat steam un-

expectedly away. "And we do have to

think of the shareholders—think of

the stock value if this works."

"And our stock options," mur-

mured the Treasurer.

"What about. .
.?" Their lawyer's

voice died away with a gurgle as he was

muffled by a member of the board of

directors.

The meeting moved quickly after

that.

Leonard J. Sprunk was thirty-six

years old. He was wearing a ban-Ion

shirt, white shoes, and a suit shiny

enough to blend in nicely with the

shiny little reception room at Plan-

marketing.

I nodded to Lazenby. "I see you

found him."

Leonard himself answered. "Yes,

sirl
'

' He had a very enthusiastic voice.

Sounded as though he read a lot of

Norman Vincent Peale.

"He loves SPLASH!" Roehm
whispered.

Leonard heard him .
" I sure t/o

,

" he

said. "And I think this whole thing is

wonderful—being flown out to Holly-

wood to help my favorite product.

And making one hundred dollarsl It's

great." He frowned momentarily. "I

just hope that I get back home in time

for this week's Charlie's Angels.

Wouldn't want to miss it—it's such a

good shov^.**

Fearing overdose, I stepped into

Lazenby's office. Lazenby himself

followed.

"Had to go through eight hundred

and forty-one people to find him."

Lazenby sighed. "I was beginning to

think that nobody in his right mind

would drink SPLASH! cola."

"Still a questionable assumption."

He shrugged. "He'll do for our pur-

poses. We don't need a great mind

—
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we're only educating the consumer."

I sat down at his desk. It was new,

large, and very expensive. The com-

pany had grown since Aurelius step-

ped in—apparently the planarian proc-

ess required new office furnishings,

Lear jets, and 450 SL Mercedes, as

company cars. "Aurelius is pleased."

Lazenby nodded. **He should be.

This venture should make us all very

rich men. Very rich indeed."

I nodded. Like Abraham, Martin,

John and Lazenby before me, I had a

vision beyond that of the sugarplums

dancing through my head singing:

weVe in the money, we're in the

money ... It was a vision of the future

of America. America, where people

would wear lots of shiny suits. Where

they'd eat Big Macs by the kiloton and

read bestsellers and watch Eight is

Enough and like it. And drink

SPLASH! cola by the case. We could

do it all, putting properly encoded

neurons in the hamburger, in the paint

of the car (to be absorbed through the

fingertips), in the ban-Ion shirt, in the

pages of TV Guide
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And promises from several more—so we should have at least one Anniver-

sary Special in every issue through 1980.



I made a mental note to check land

prices in Switzerland.

Things were going well. We set up a

test market in Black Lung, Penn-

sylvania, a coal-mining town of

15,000. Figuring it was a good test, if

the neurons could make it through the

suffering and disease to those brains,

they could get through to anybody.

We also administered neurons to

the entire staff of SPLASH! cola. An
employee relations move. They fig-

ured employee relations would be

easier if everyone believed in the prod-

uct they were producing.

After that, I took a vacation. Did

some traveHng. Found myself a nice

little palace on Lake Como to buy

with my Planmarketing earnings.

When I got back, the phone was

ringing. It was Nicholson, the Market-

ing Director with SPLASH! cola.

•*It'd be just great if you'd get right

over to our offices."

Something was wrong. He sounded

like a very irritable man who'd read a

lot of Norman Vincent Peale.

I told him I'd be right there.

"It's so good to hear that," he

replied.

Lazenby and Roehm were already

there when I arrived, sitting at one end

of the conference room. They didn't

look happy.

The SPLASH! executives sat on the

other side of the conference room.

They were all wearing white shoes,

shiny suits and snarls. Already I wished

I'd spent that extra week in Zurich.

"We're so happy to see you," said

the Chairman of the Board. He didn't

look happy. "We're sure you can tell

us something wonderful to do that'll

get us out of this crisis."

I sat down carefully. "Perhaps you

can tell me what happened."

Nicholson stood. There was a Peter

Benchley novel in his coat pocket.

"It's your drug. It's wonderful that it

makes you like SPLASH!—but it

makes you Hke other things, too."

"I find myself eagerly awaiting

Charlie's Angels reruns," said the

Treasurer through clenched teeth.

"It's such a good show."

A plant manager nodded sadly.

"Do you know how many Bonusbur-

gers I've eaten in the last week?" He
sobbed into his tie with a hula girl

painted on it.

I turned to Lazenby. "What's go-

ing on here?"

He looked embarrassed. "There's a

leakage problem. We only took the

cells for SPLASH! But something's

wrong. It's not selective; all of

Sprunk's other tastes are coming

through."

Roehm stood by his side, looking

humble as always. He had reason.

"Sears furniture. .

. " sighed one of

the Directors. The Secretary nodded.

"I never want to see a CB radio

again
"

It was staggering. Thousands of

Leonard J. Sprunks, legions of them.

I rose even as my lunch did likewise

and turned to Lazenby. "What can we

do—besides buying Big Mac stock?"
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Lazenby shrugged. ''I've got my
best people working on it." He ges-

tured apologetically at the SPLASH!
executives. "And without reinforce-

ment, it ought to start wearing off in a

week or so."

**A week!" The executives issued a

collective groan.

"Hostess Twinkles " muttered

the President, turning a page in this

week's edition of Midnight.

*'And SPLASH!" groaned the

Treasurer. "It's a shame—when this

wears off we won't be able to look at

the stuff. How can we run a business

with a product we can't look at?"

I sprinted to the receptionist's

phone and called in a short sell order

on SPLASH! stock.

Things were looking grim. Plan-

marketing was faced with disaster; my
ten million dollars in stock was rapidly

joining the Lost Dutchman Mine, the

Seven Cities of Cibola, United States

currency and other mythical stores of

wealth. Lake Como had never seemed

more distant.

"Lazenby," I wailed. "We've got-

ta straighten this out! My future in-

dolence lies in your hands!"

He shrugged. "We're doing the

best we can."

I groaned. "When will we know if

it's working?"

His eyes looked solemnly Heaven-

ward. "Only Time will tell."

They sold that nice little palace on

Lake Como that I was looking at. To
some fat Arab who'd never seen a bot-

tle of SPLASH! and wouldn't know a

planarian from a Big Mac. Lucky

him.

My chance for big money is, Jilas,

gone with go-go funds, the gold pool

agreement, and The Wind.

It's been rough for everyone. There

were major resignations at SPLASH!

,

Inc., with the stock price making an

Olympic-caliber swan dive toward the

realm of imaginary numbers before

trading was suspended. The SEC
started an investigation which was

taken over by the Pentagon. Every-

thing was immediately hushed up "in

the national interest" and Roehm,

Lazenby, and the planarian marketing

process all moved to Washington. The

prospects stagger the imagination.

Without staff or product, Plan-

marketing did predictably poorly. The

last time I was masochistic enough to

check, compsmy market value was

slightly below shares in manufacturers

of gladiatorial armor.

It would've been depressing if I

hadn't done so well shortselling

SPLASH!
Aurelius called the other day. He

wanted me to work with him on some

stock that's got an eighteen hundred

percent R.O.I, in three years. I made

several colorful suggestions where he

could stick said stock certificates for

safekeeping.

I don't want to go back to work.

Don't need the money— I can coast

for another six months, easy. And I've

heard some hot rumors about the skin

diving in Cosumel this time of year.

Of course, you can't help thinking.

Eighteen hundred percent. . . .
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for a few moments—he wanted the

Governor to think the error was subtle

enough to stump the expert, too.

Then, finally, he patiently explained

the problem, and after listening to the

fool cackle with pleasure when the

program at last ran, MacDonald ex-

cused himself to go to the bathroom.

He left with what he hoped wasn't too

obvious a relief.

When he got to the John, MacDonald

slowly loosened his tie, and then

splashed cold water on his face. The

only reason he was involved with the

incompetent old bastard was the

money. Ironically, he needed it because

his salary at State U., just barely at

the subsistence level, was low precisely

because of the Governor's ultracon-

servative fiscal policies. With no

broad based taxes, the major portion

of state revenue came from oppressive

gambling and liquor taxes that barely

generated enough cash to keep high-

way potholes filled. "Christ," he

murmured to himself, "talk about be-

ing between a rock and a hard place. I

don't make enough money to get

smashed so I can forget I can't afford

to get smashed!"

"What's the matter, Ron, can't you

take working for old Mel? You know,

you haven't got a chance, not a

chance, of teaching that old dog even

a single new trick!"

MacDonald looked wearily at his

good-natured taunter, who was emerg-

ing from a stall while cinching up his

belt. It was Jack Kraus, a professor in

the electrical engineering department

at the University. He and Jack were

friends, but Jack had offered his

training services to Reggie Smyth
first. So MacDonald had signed on

with the Governor (but only for the

money, as he repeatedly told himself).

"I tell you. Jack, I don't see how a

human being can be so goddamned,

bloody stupid and still able to talk and

walk at the same time. The man is a

mental aberration, with spaghetti for

brain convolutions. How in hell did he

get elected governor//ve times?!"

Kraus shrugged his shoulders and

turned away from the washbasin to

dry his hands with a paper towel.

"Ron, the fellow may be illogical, but

he's a better con man than either you

or I will ever know. Being intelligent,

under the old rules, didn't count

—

getting votes was the only name of the

game. Hey, look, cheer up, will you!

You're not alone, you know. My man
is so empty-headed that you could put

a bullet through one ear and out the

other and his JQ wouldn't perceptibly

change."

MacDonald couldn't help but grin.

"Reggie is really that bad? He seems

Hke a decent sort of guy. And actually

if he passes the test and gets the

Democratic nomination, I was think-

ing he'd probably get my vote."

"Look, Ron," said a now serious

Kraus, "Reggie is nice like a puppy

dog is nice. And not half as smart. He
does only what his staff of Harvard

and Princeton brain-boys tell him,

even though he doesn't know what in

hell they're talking about seventy per-

cent of the time—you want a person

like that for senator? I'd rather have a
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clever turkey brain like Mel! But

Reggie isn't going to pass, any more

than Mel is."

**Yeah, the hell of it is I know you're

right, Jack. But what's going to hap-

pen! Who's going to get the nomina-

tion for either party?"

"Beats me, Ron—I'm just here for

the bucks! I figure both parties will

eventually get someone to pass the

test. But they won't be our guys! At

least we'll be assured of reasonably in-

telligent, logical thinking candidates.

But right now—I don't have the slight-

est idea who they might be."

<(i'Good evening, ladies and gentle-

men. This is Eric Peters, reporting live

for the Broadcasting Services Unlimited

Network at the first qualification

problem solving tests to be held under

the new federal election rules. With

me tonight, as guest and expert com-

mentator for BSU, is Dr. Andre Bar-

bow. Dr. Barbow served as the special

consultant to the congressional com-

mittee that drafted the original bill

that eventually became the Federal

Officeholder Qualification Law. As

such, and as a computer expert. Dr.

Barbow will interpret tonight's his-

toric event for us. Welcome, Doctor,

and thank you for being here with

us tonight."

'Thank you, Eric. This is a historic

occasion, and it is my pleasure to be

able to add my impressions to the

evening's festivities."

"Tell us. Dr. Barbow, what are

your feelings on the possible outcome

tonight? Does Governor Schluck have

a reasonable chance of passing the test

and qualifying for the Republican

nomination for the Senate race? Does

Reginald Smyth have a chance for the

Democratic nomination?"

"Well, Eric, that's hard to esti-

mate. Both men have been, I under-

stand, in intensive training for the

test. But you have to remember that

both have never had any formal

education, either in college or in their

later years, in the hard sciences or

mathematics. Their training has been

limited to the traditional courses

taken by lawyers. That might hurt.

But I'll tell you, Eric, they're tough

men, with heart and guts. Adversity is

nothing new to them. I'm sure we'll

see a real show of courage tonight!"

"Right you are, Doctor, and we'll

be continuing our conversation with

you shortly. We'll be right back,

ladies and gentlemen, after this brief

but important announcement.'»»

CUT TO GROUP OF NEARLY NUDE
GIRLS HIGH KICKING AROUND TEN-

FOOT BOTTLE OF BEER, SINGING:

"Pasockee, Pasockee, Pasockee Beer,

That's the drink that makes you cheer!

Light and mellow, smooth and dry.

You 'II like Pasockee, so give it a try!"

"Eric Peters here again, ladies and

gentlemen, back with Dr. Andre Bar-

bow. Doctor, maybe it would help

give our audience a better perspective

on what they'll be seeing tonight if you

quickly review the history of the

Federal Officeholder Qualification

Law."

"Good idea, Eric! It has long been
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recognized, even as far back as ten

years ago, that the introduction of the

home microcomputer has led to a rev-

olutionary alteration of the meaning

of education in this country. Since

those pioneering days of the early

1970's, when the Intel Corporation

introduced the first commercial 'com-

puter on a chip,* we have come to ex-

pect that the average person, to be

called 'educated,' should know at

least one high-level computer pro-

gramming language, like BASIC,
FORTRAN, or PASCAL. And, and

here's the rub, Eric, he or she should

know how to solve problems with the

aid of a computer. The development

of the Federal Officeholder Qualifica-

tion Law is the logical conclusion of

that realization—that is, to be a can-

didate for higher elective office, a per-

son must openly demonstrate that he

possesses such intellectual, decision

making, problem solving skills."

"It is incredible, wouldn't you
agree, Dr. Barbow, how the home
computer revolution has seemed to

happen almost overnight?"

"Well, actually yes and no, Eric.

The growth process has always been

there, but its pattern has been
geometric, a very difficult one to

perceive in its initial stages. I Hke to

compare this kind of situation to a *lil-

ly pad in a pond.' Imagine you have a

very large pond, with a very small lilly

pad in the middle. Each hour the pad

doubles in area. For a long time, it's

not very big. But, eventually it gets to

the point where it covers one-fourth

of the pond's surface. One hour later,

the pond is half covered. The very next

hour, the entire pond disappears! The
pond vanishes, at the end, with almost

awesome speed. And this is exactly the

process by which the home computer

market has grown."

"It is this phenomenal growth that

has led to the Federal Officeholder

Qualification Law, then?"

"Absolutely, Eric. Because today,

the average person is algorithmically

literate. Let me put all this another

way—the impact of the personal home

computer is comparable to that of the

hand gun in the Old West. The gun

equahzed ma.n*s physical differences.

The private computer has gone a long

way to doing the same for his intellec-

tual differences. So much so, in fact,

that it's now reasonable to expect, in-

deed insist, that our public servants a//

be the best that can be had."

"No question of that. Doctor,

that's the American way! But right

now we are going to take a break for

another informative announcement

from our sponsor."

CUT TO NEARLY NUDE DANCING
GIRLS-
"Pasockee, Pasockee, Pasockee Beer,

The beer of the future is already here!

Goes great with nuts, pretzels or cheese.

Drink Pasockee Beer, it 's sure to please!"

"Thank you. Dr. Barbow, for stay-

ing with us. But let's go back to the

issue we touched on, just briefly, a few

minutes ago. Not everybody has

'grown up' with the computer revolu-

tion. What about the experienced

politicians, those men and women
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who have been around so long their

early education missed the home com-

puter revolution. Aren't they being

discriminated against?"

"Yes, Eric, that's a serious prob-

lem, and we recognized it early in the

game, when preparing the initial drafts

of the Law. And that's why j// people,

present officeholders or not, who 'try-

out,' will be given 'bonus' points on

the basis of their age. The older you

are, the more bonus points you get."

"But Doctor, won't that encourage

really old people to run? I mean,

they'll get a lot of bonus points. Isn't

that right?"

"Yes, Eric, it is, but there's a trade-

off involved. You see, a person who is

very old will probably do so poorly on

the actual tests, themselves, that the

bonus points will not be sufficient to

score at a qualifying level. But any-

body with reasonable intelligence,

from twenty-five, to seventy-five years

of age or so, should have no real

trouble."

"Thank you. Dr. Andre Barbow,

for those penetrating insights. But we

must break away from this interesting

Hne of discussion, as I see the candi-

dates are coming on stage now, and

the tests are about to begin ! So here we
go, ladies and gentlemen, the next

three hours will be historic. Pick your

favorite, place those little side-bets

you might have, cross you fingers

and—here we go!"

"This is Eric Peters, ladies and

gentlemen, wrapping it up for you
after tonight's historic events. Who

would have guessed it—a dead heat

tie!—with both Governor Schluck

and Reginald Smyth getting thirty-

seven points, each, including twenty

'bonus' age points. Thus, neither man
qualifies for the candidacy of his party,

which would have required a min-

imum of sixty-nine points.

"But, ladies and gentlemen, I want

you to take a close look at the two

disappointed men out there on center

stage. Disappointed, yes. But defeat-

ed in spirit? No! What a marvelous

lesson in personal integrity and good

sportsmanship the Governor and his

colleague are giving our young view-

ers. The Governor has his arm around

Reginald Smyth's shoulders, and ap-

pears to be trying to buck up the spirits

of his fallen comrade. I just wish we
could get a mike down there so we
could all hear what I'm sure are inspi-

rational words. Words that would

warm the hearts of all Americans!"

"Goddamn it, Smyth, we've just been

royally screwed! And did you see that

pompous bastard who did it—Bar-

bow—up there in the press box area?

Boy, would I hke to fry his butt!"

"Well, Governor, forget it. It's

over for both of us. So, forget it."

"You're a sniveling, spineless door-

mat—you know that, don't you,

Smyth? The hell I'll forget! Look,

when I came in here tonight I saw

where that jerk Barbow parked his

car—are you with me or not?"

"What do you mean— 'with you'?

What are you going to do?"
"Smyth, all you've got to do is stand
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look-out for me, understand? Now,
let's get out to the parking lot before

we get mobbed. I wonder how far Bar-

bow will get tonight, after I let the air

out of all four tires! And.put a little

sugar in the gas tank, too!" Schluck

rolled three sugar cubes in his hands

that he had swiped from a super-

market a few days earlier.

Reggie was shocked. "Would you

really do that Governor? That could

wreak his car!"

Schluck cackled with pleasure.

•'Would I do it? Follow me, Smyth,

and watch!"

"Good evening, ladies and gentle-

men. This is Eric Peters, your host on

Celebrity Interview, This week's guest

on the BSU Network is Dr. Andre
Barbow, founder and president of the

controversial Famous Programmers

School. Dr. Barbow's professional

credits are many. One, that you may
recall from last month's election night

coverage, was that of special consul-

tant to the original congressional com-
mittee that put together the basic text

of the now famous Federal Office-

holder Qualification Law.

**We will question Dr. Barbow
about his latest venture, right after

this important commercial message."

CUT TO FOUR DOWDY-LOOKING
HOUSEWIVES TOSSING ROLLS OF
PAPER TOWELS INTO AIR AS THEY
SING:

"Forget those spills, forget those drips.

No morefear of kitchen slips!

The scientific towel is the one to try.

Throw it on apuddleand it 'II be dry, dry, dry!

Milk and water andjuice and punch,

SPONGY towels drink them for lunch!

SPONGY towels, the scientific one,

A pound ofSPONGY soaks up a ton!"

<(i'O.K., folks, I do hope you'll

seriously consider our sponsor's time-

ly message. Now, let's talk to our

guest. Dr. Andre Barbow. Welcome
to Celebrity Interview, Doctor."

"Thanks, Eric, it's certainly nice to

see you again."

"Yes, Doctor, the last time we met

was on the occasion of the very first

use of the Federal Officeholder Quali-

fication Law. Please tell our audience,

Doctor, ofhow you now evaluate that

night, and all the other qualification

results across the country, since the

Law became effective."

"Well, Eric, things have, of course,

been in a bit of a turmoil. As I recall,

only five of the House candidates

qualified, none of them incumbents,

and no Senate candidates qualified at

all. Certainly a rather disappointing

outcome for the state party structures

!

Of course, we must also look on the

brighter side of it—Capitol Hill will

receive a fresh infusion of new blood.

And, I would like to think, new and

better brains!"

"Yes, Doctor, it will // computer

qualified candidates can be found.

What happens to Congress if the two

parties can't find such candidates?"

"I understand your concern, Eric,

but it really isn't a problem. First of

all, there is the 'grandfather' clause in

the Law. That will assure Congress

will not collapse from a lack of bodies
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to fill the seats."

"The 'grandfather' clause, Doctor?

Just what is that?"

"The 'grandfather' clause, Eric,

allows for the continuation in service

of any congressperson, past the nor-

mal term of office, // no new can-

didate for election can be found. This

is, admittedly, probably subject to

challenge in the courts as unconstitu-

tional. But I feel that by the time it

reaches the Supreme Court, the dan-

ger period of crisis would have passed.

So it's just our first level safety valve.

"Because, you see, even without

the 'grandfather' clause, Eric, we

would still have no problem. After all,

there are plenty of bright, young,

unemployed Ph.Ds in America who
can program-up a storm. I believe

there's a bountiful pool of qualified

people—we just have to get them to

give up being unemployed for a while,

and encourage them to turn their in-

terests to politics! And of course, the

pay isn't bad, either!"

"Yes, I suppose you're right. But

those people would all be neophytes at

politics, with absolutely no experience

in how things are done in Washington.

Can the country afford to lose that

vast backlog of knowledge?"

"No, Eric, it can't! The 'grand-

father' clause, and the unemployed

Ph.D resource, are really just stop-

gap measures. Our real hope still lies

with the 'old pros.' We just have to

're-tool' them, so to speak, to bring

them up to speed computerwise, and

into the technological age!"

"Ah, Doctor, I'm glad you men-

tioned that! That brings us to your re-

cent founding of the Famous Pro-

grammers School. Just what is that,

anyway? But before you answer that

question. Doctor, let's break for a

message from one of our sponsors."

CUT TO LOW-SLUNG, POWERFUL
AUTOMOBILE RACING UP A MOUN-
TAIN AT ONE HUNDRED MILES PER
HOUR:

Voice-over narration: "Here it is Amer-

ica, the new super-stud BANGER, the

most desired car oftoday! The automotive

marvel of the decade, with four-hundred

horsepower of pure, surging, sexy thrust

with dual carburator combustion. Zero to

ninety, five-second acceleration that will

leave you panting. Buf> a super stud

BANGER and have all the women in your

life panting, too!"

"O.K., Doctor, let me repeat the

question. What is Famous Program-

mers School, your newest profes-

sional activity?"

"Eric, I'm so proud of Famous
Programmers I could just bust the

buttons off my vest! We have

assembled some of the top minds in

computer science around the country

who then provide correspondence

training to potential officeholders.

"Reginald Smyth—you may remem-

ber him from last month—is one of

our charter membership students.

And doing quite well, too, J under-

stand! With the aid of our instructors,

he has, in just three lessons, learned

how to avoid infinite loops and, now
get this, Eric, this is really just im-

pressive as heck, he has mastered the
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technique of inserting comment state-

ments into his program listings to

document the logic of his computer

code. This is, as you may well know,

contrary to all previously accepted

political behavior, which says don't

put anything in writing. Who says you

can't teach an old dog new tricks!"

**Yes, that all sounds very good.

Doctor, but surely you are aware of

the criticism that has been directed at

you. Namely that, first, you were a

principal in the creation of the Law,

and second, that you are now person-

ally gaining from its enactment by

establishing Famous Programmers.

In effect, you've created a captive stu-

dent body!"

"Eric, that's just pure, vicious,

slanderous poppycock! I have merely

pursued the American way of capital-

ism—I've identified a need, and I'm

meeting that need. My previous in-

volvement with the new Law is totally

irrelevant."

"Certainly no one is accusing you

of illegal actions, Doctor. Not yet, at

least. But there is a grass-roots move-

ment, headed by Governor Schluck,

demanding an investigation of you

and your Famous Programmers
School. How do you answer those

critics?"

**Eric, Governor Schluck is on a per-

sonal vendetta against me. First, he

didn't qualify as a Senate candidate.

And then there is that disgraceful

episode after the tests where he was

caught—red-handed !—vandalizing

my car! If he didn't have the State

Police in his back pocket, he'd be doing

thirty days in the County Jail for

criminal mischief! It's 2ill sour grapes

on his part, and I pay him no attention.

And nobody else should either."

• 'Yes, Doctor, that was a curious in-

cident with Governor Schluck. But I

see we have time for just one more

question. You say Famous Program-

mers is a correspondence school. How
can you do that—how do the students

get any 'hands-on' experience, so to

speak? Isn't teaching computer oper-

ations, by mail, as impossible as it

would be to teach how to be an

airplane pilot, by correspondence?"

"Normally, Eric, using all previ-

ously accepted concepts of education,

your skepticism would be warranted.

We have developed, with the assist-

ance of some of the top educational

experts in the country, a broad spec-

trum of techniques to avoid the very

problem you mention. We have put

together a comprehensive learning

package unique in its total impact.

Yes, a truly integrated pedagogical

system that presents an aggressive,

hard-hitting, dynamic sequence of

coordinated, interrelated lesson

plans!"

"But Doctor, I don't think that ac-

tually addresses my question. Just

what, specifically, do—what? No
more time? Well, we're out of time,

Doctor. Possibly we can pursue this on

another day. Many thanks to our

guest. Dr. Andre Barbow, President

of Famous Programmers School.

"This is Eric Peters saying, so long

from Celebrity Interview, another in

one of the BSU Network's education-
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al presentations.*'

CUT TO WHITE-HAIRED, CONSERV-
ATIVELY DRESSED, VERY SOPHIS-

TICATED LOOKING MAN IN MOD
GLASSES. HE IS SEATED IN FRONT
OF AN IMPRESSIVE COMPUTER,
WITH MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVES
SPINNING, LINE PRINTERS OUT-
PUTTING PAPER AT AN ENORMOUS
RATE, AND A TESLA COIL ARCING
NEARBY. HIS RIGHT HAND RESTS
ON A TELEPHONE RECEIVER. AN
ATTRACTIVE, OLDER COUPLE
READING A PROGRAM LISTING IS

IN THE BACKGROUND. HE SPEAKS
IN A LOW-KEY VOICE, AS SOFT
MUSIC PLAYS:

"This message is for the very special

man or woman. You are successful, a per-

son who has met and mastered the chal-

lenges oflife. You are established. You are

the result ofhard work, steadfastpersever-

ance, and dedicated effort. And yet, and

yet—there is one challenge left to you.

"Congress.

"Yes, precisely because ofyour high level

of seniority, you missed the computer

revolution. Due to new Federal Officehold-

er Qualification Law, you cannot qualify.

But, this is merely a temporary difficulty.

"The Famous Programmers School,

founded^by one of the men who wrote the

law, can help you meet thisfmal challenge.

And with it, theprestige and honor ofgoing

to Washington can be yours, too. A
Famous Programmers School diploma,

earned in the privacy ofyour own home, is

the mark of distinction, the symbol of the

person who is a doer. Not a quitter.

"Washington, with its power and its

night life, is as close as your telephone

(MAN GENTLY PATS TELEPHONE).
Call this toll-free number now (NUMBER
FLASHESON SCREEN)andarrangefora

no commitment, no charge, evaluation test.

No one will call.

"Sign-up for a Famous Programmers

session, however, and the future will call.

Don 't delay, call today.

"A Congressional seat, with your name

on it, could bejust around the corner!"

The picture tube of the color tele-

vision imploded as a paperweight

smashed through the screen. 'That

damn SOB! I'll see Barbow rotting in

jail before this is over!"

A pale, shaking Mel Schluck stood

screaming at his now smoking set. His

face was contorted in a rage of frustra-

tion, and his fists clinched and relaxed

reflexively. His blood pressure soared

to 290 over 180, and the unsuspected

congenital aortic aneurysm ballooned

dangerously.

Schluck moved around his desk to

reach for the telephone. "By God,

this is just too much! I'll call a press

conference and stick it to that bastard

in printV The arterial wall was

stretched paper-thin now, and a

trickle of blood started to seep

through the yielding membrane. He
began to punch in the number of the

local UPI office. He got the first three

numbers in, and then as his mind

thought the fourth digit, the artery

went forever past its Hook's limit. In a

chest wrenching, gut shattering knife

of blinding pain, the wall burst open

and the blood of Melvin Schluck splat-

tered off his lungs, into his abdominal

cavity. Dead before he hit the floor, the

Governor had failed his last test.

The coffin was finally alone, wait-
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ing for its last, short journey of six feet

straight down. A cold, steady wind

.blew over the open yaw of the grave

pit, scattering petals from the flower

wreaths draped over the box. The

crowd of mourners was already

spreading out over the immaculate

cemetery lawn, heading for the park-

ing lot. Eric Peters, covering the

funeral for BSU Network News, hur-

ried after the familiar figure a few

dozen feet ahead.

"Dr. Barbow, please wait!"

The rapidly striding figure turned,

stopped, and waited for the approach-

ing reporter. "Hello, Eric, thought I

recognized you back at the services.

How are you?"

"Fine, Doctor, thank you. But I'm

surprised to see you here. After all,

you and Schluck were hardly friends.

In fact, except for his sudden death,

he probably was going to cause you

quite a lot of trouble. Why did you

come. Doctor?"

"Eric, Governor Schluck's sudden

passing/7rove5 that he was under enor-

mous pressure. His strange behavior

was evidently the direct result of the

strain his deteriorating health put him

under. You may not believe this, but I

always admired the man. And it was

only fitting that I pay my last

respects." The reporter, rapidly tak-

ing notes, lowered his head as he wrote

to hide a cynical smile. With Schluck

out of the picture now, Barbow's

problems were over. Barbow stuffed

his hands into his coat pockets against

the cold, and continued.

"Yes, Governor Schluck, in his

own unique way, was a great man. I

hold no ill feelings toward him

—

indeed, I think his memory should be

honored. This is on the record, Eric.

Famous Programmers School will

begin to award a certain number of

full tuition memorial scholarships in

the Governor's name. Maybe two or

three each year. We'll call the recip-

ients 'Schluck Scholars'!"

"Well, Doctor," replied Peters,

"that certainly is magnanimous of

you. Also very politic. Any residual

thoughts of pushing for an investiga-

tion of Famous Programmers School

should be defused by that move."
"Come, come, Eric, there's no

covert motive involved. Merely a

gesture of honest emotion to remem-

ber a fine man. Just think—someday

most members of the House and

Senate could be graduates of Famous
Programmers!" Barbow's face glowed

with pleasure as he dwelled on the

thought. The two men continued their

walk away from the grave, into which

the grounds staff were shoveling dirt.

"And think of this^ Eric, think of

this. We may even Hve to see the day

when the President of the United

States will be a Schluck Scholar! Now,
wouldn't that be somethingV*

Eric Peters turned, almost involun-

tarily, to take one, last look at

Schluck's grave. A slight shudder

went through his body. Jesus, he

thought, the President of the United

States a Schluck Scholar! You may be

dead and buried, Governor, but I

don 't thinkyou 'II beforgotten. Nosir,

notforgotten by a long shot!
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byTom Easton

It is a classic truism that tastes dif-

fer, and in the stack of books before

me for review, there are many I per-

sonally do not care for, even though I

can see that they probably will appeal

to some people. After all, a publisher

paid good money for them, right?

Some of them are by famous writers,

aren't they?

Neither of these questions really has

much to do with anything at all,

though. Famous writers c?o produce

turkeys or lose their edge before their

publishers realize it. Publishers do
publish trash, cynically betting on
P.T. Barnum's truism that "There's a

sucker born every minute" as well as

on the parallel cliche that one man's
meat is another man's poison.

I do not pretend to be able to tell

trash from treasure in any absolute

sense. I do think I can say what books
appeal to me or have enough integrity

of science, character, and writing to

deserve some success. By the same
Token, I think I can spot the real dogs

and warn you against them. I
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therefore see my job as book reviewer

as one of labelling books, of saying,

*'I liked this one"; "I didn't like this

one, but you might"; or "this one
stinks"; and explaining the label just

enough to let you have some basis to

agree or disagree.

I might as well start with a good
one—Orson Scott Card's A Planet

Called Treason. This book is good
enough that I have recommended it

for a Nebula; if enough of my fellow

SFWA members agree, it will make
the final ballot and win the highest

award the pros in this field can give

each other. Why did I recommend it?

Well, Card is a crackerjack writer, for

one thing—all who read this magazine
know that. For another, the story is a

gem. Picture a metalless planet on
which are dumped the political

prisoners of a future interstellar

"Republic." The prisoners' descend-

ants have but "one way to gain metal:

find something the Republic might
want, put it in the maw of a matter

transmitter, and wait for approval

and payment in the form of iron. The
descendants are organized on family

lines; each tribe or state bears the

name of its founder and specializes in

turning whatever specialty the
founder brought to Treason into trade

goods. For the Muellers, it's genetic

engineering and organs for trans-

plant, produced by Muellers who
"regenerate" excess organs. For the

Nkumai, it's physics. For others, you
name it—though you will surely miss

the gifts of the Schwartzes and the

Andersons, on which the storv turns.

Suffice it to say that Treason is

historical, external, and internal, and
the story is of war and defeat and final

victory, of emancipation from the last

bonds of the Republic.

Card has another book out, too

—

Hot Sleep: The Worthing Chronicle.

This one isn't as good, to my mind,

perhaps because it is one more (and

the last) entry in his tale of Capitol,

where immortality is approached by
spreading Hfe thin, by "living" only

one year in ten (or whatever other ra-

tion one earns) while sleeping away
the rest. Here, Card tells how the

system is finally destroyed by the

altruism of one Abner Doon, a collec-

tor and manipulator of talented

others, such as the mind-reading
"Swipe" Jason Worthing. Since be-

ing a Swipe means automatic execu-

tion, young Jason's discovery of his

talent is fraught with anxiety, relieved

only when he meets Doon and is

steered into the Service to become a

starship pilot. Political intrigues

culminate in Jason's eventual exile

from Capitol at the helm of a colony

ship, two thirds of whose cargo is

destroyed by enemy action before he

ever gets near his target, far beyond
the borders of the human realm. He
manages to get the colony estabhshed,

though, and he steers it past innumer-

able obstacles, not the least of which

are of his own making. In the end, he

has built a society that promises to

come near a Utopian ideal, perhaps

because the planet, like Treason, lacks

metals. (Does Card blame the present

plight of technological civilization on
the resources that made technology

possible?)

Until now. Card's Capitol stories

have struck me as boringly involuted.

The same is true of Hot Sleep, but

only to a degree. The novel is saved,

for me, by its non-Capitol aspects, by
the treatment of the colony and its
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problems. If you recall the technology

that makes Capitol possible, you
remember that when a sleeper wakes,

his mind is blank and must be filled by

playing a tape of his pre-sleep memo-
ries. Since the damage to the colony

ship includes the destruction of most

of the sleeping colonists' memory
tapes, Jason has to start his colony

with people whose minds are little

more than an infant 's tabula rasa (yes

,

he changes their diapers). He thus has

the perfect opportunity to attain

Utopia. What he makes of it, I leave

for you to discover.

Another "chronicle" is Charles

Grant's Legion. This is one of the

entries in his future history centered

on the Parric family. It takes place

near the end of the 23rd century, when
Earth civilization is rebuilding after a

time of war and plague, when two

forces are contending for leadership

of what was once the USA. The writ-

ing is competent, the character fairly

well realized, and the pace fairly brisk,

but there is none of Card's intellectual

originality. Legion seems too much
like all the other post-holocaust yarns

we have read; I wonder why people

keep bothering, especially when they

must know they will inevitably be

compared to Pangborn. Particular

problems with Legion include some
weakness in the hero's motivations

and an ambivalence in the writer's

own mind—he is inconsistent in two
descriptions of a crucial scene; the

inconsistency seems to mark his adop-

tion of a stage-play metaphor for the

story's action, instead of the more
straightforward treatment of the tale

as cold reality.

According to Barry Malzberg, in

the introduction to The End of Sum-

mer, "...as that second and less

significant false spring of the late six-

ties and early seventies also ebbs, the

true dimensions of the accomplish-

ments of the fifties reappear. How-
ever dimly. It is more than time to take

another look at them." How true. I'

discovered science fiction twenty

years ago, right at the end of that pro-

verbial heyday. The town library was

full of goodies, and for several years I

thrived on fifties fare. But I ran out in

time and had to be content with more
current stuff—stuff that somehow
never seemed to live up to my first im-

pressions. Now I know my disap-

pointment was more than just another

case of "familiarity breeds con-

tempt." The fifties really were
paradise for SF readers, and Malzberg

and Bill Pronzini have documented

the case anew. Sixty percent of their

selections are from this magazine, and

more than that are unfamiliar to me.

They are all gems, from Budrys' title

story through all the rest by the likes

of Asimov, Knight, Bester, Korn-

bluth, Leiber, and more. I heartily

recommend this book, both for long-

time fans and as an introduction for

the neophyte.

Laurence Janifer seems to be trying

to develop a Matt Helm of the space-

ways, though not too successfully

(Zelazny has come closer). His hero is

Gerald Knave: Survivor, as it says on

his business cards. The man is a free-

lance interstellar trouble-shooter, and

in Knave in Hand, sequel to Sur-

vivor, he is called in to solve the theft

of the non-Crown non-Jewels of an

alien civilization. In the end, after

much confusion, noise, violence, and
bad jokes, he prevents an inter -species

war of annihilation whose likely loser
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is less than obvious. The book's a

lightweight, an easy read despite the

supposedly baffling aliens. It is not

very challenging—to author or reader

—but it may be worth reading as a

curiosity of the genre.

When I was young, I thought van

Vogt was great. I still think he has

done good work. But now—well, as

he says himself, everything he writes

reflects dianetics, that product of a SF
writer who took himself too seriously.

(Or did he? L. Ron Hubbard was once

supposedly heard to say that the best

way to get rich was to invent a reli-

gion. Then he went and did it.) Van
Vogt does not mean to say his work is

now stylistically and intellectually

feeble, but that does seem to be the

way of it. His plots are unlikely, his

science is outrageous, his motivations

are impossible. For instance, imagine

the world of Renaissance, in which

present gender roles are switched—fe-

males are dominant, males are sub-

missive (quite a chestnut, however

topical)—thanks to alien meddling in

the form of dosing males with drugs at

puberty to make them nearsighted

and then making them wear rose-

colored glasses. But, as soon as the

hero whips off his glasses, everything

goes back to normal! Women take

their proper position, the aliens see the

Hght, and the hero becomes the ruler

of the world.

A new writer would find it impossi-

ble to sell such tripe. Unfortunately,

an old ''name" can, to the detriment

of his own reputation, the field as a

whole, and the new writer's chance to

find a slot on some pubHsher's hst. I

wish there were a solution, but people

do buy books according to the

author's name and publishers do

know this. They would be foolish to

do anything else. By and large, track

record is a good predictor of success*

But when it comes to horses, a track

record survives very few losses before

the has-been horse is put out to

pasture (or to stud). Why can't we do
the same with has-been writers?

A related situation is presented by

Jerry Pournelle's Janissaries, a heavi-

ly illustrated book that will enjoy a

glorious amount of publicity and will

probably sell stacks and stacks of

copies. It seems aimed at the credu-

lous von Daniken fan; in other words,

it is simple-minded in motivation,

plot, and detail. It is nothing com-
pared to Pournelle's previous work,

which gave him, I suppose, the reputa-

tion that lets him get away with

abominations such as this.

The book involves a squad of white

mercenaries who are rescued from an

African death-trap by flying saucer

and taken to another world, where

they are to pacify an area and raise

drugs for their benefactors. Along the

way, a Truth emerges that promises to

let humans achieve membership in

galactic civilization instead of their

present exploitation (as kidnapped

slaves and civil servants). The
framework is superficially rational,

but I enjoyed Daley's The Doom-
farers of Coramunde much more, for

all its magical apparatus.

On a more positive note, there is

Bob Asprin's latest. The Bug Wars, a

good example of that variety of SF
that focuses on aliens to the exclusion

of humans; there isn't a human being

in the book. Of course, the author be-

ing one of us, the aliens are actually

pretty human, but Asprin's creations

are more alien than many. They are
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the reptilian Tzen, locked in a battle

for supremacy with several species of

intelligent insects. Both combatants

have obtained their space-going tech-

nology from an undefined forerun-

ner, the insects as a gift, the Tzen by

deciphering the ruins left after the in-

sects turned on their benefactors. And
the Tzen are winning—they are crea-

tive enough to extend their found-

science, able enough to defeat the

most vicious of enemies, and compas-

sionate or wise enough not to fight a

war of extermination. This last, in

fact, is how they define good and evil:

evil cares nothing for ecological

balance, but destroys without end,

while good aims to preserve or. re-

estabUsh the balance. As a biologist, I

find this as useful a definition as any I

have ever heard, and one much less

dependent on cultural idiosyncracies.

It is such thoughtfulness that removes

The Bug Wars from the ranks of most

shoot 'em-up-bang-bangs and makes
it much more worth reading than first

impressions may suggest.

Frederik Pohl, along with Algis

Budrys, is one of the only two SF
writers of the fifties who have suc-

cessfully returned to the fold. And
their return is something we should all

be thankful for. Both men have added

a remarkable luster to recent SF, not

simply because what they write is

eminently readable, but also because

the years have changed them, made
their stories more mature, thoughtful,

and even elegant. At the same time, at

least in Pohl's case, there remain
echoes of the fifties. Pohl posits a

world divided into three camps, the

Fats, the Greasies, and the Peeps (the

exporters of food, fuel, and people),

short on resources, embroiled as usual

in politics, yet nevertheless sending

out interstellar probes and, when it

can manage it, colonizing parties.

JEM is the story of one such party. It

is the story of final breakdown on

Earth, of the final war, and the sud-

den forced independence of the col-

ony, which must then find a way to

reconcile its divisions, both among the

colonists and between the colonists

and the three excellently depicted

native sapient species, if it is to survive

the violent changes its world period-

ically experiences. The writing is

good, very good, as we can expect

from Pohl. But I find the social struc-

ture he posits as the driving force of

events much too simplistic. It seems

based more on newspaper headlines

than on reality, while the two often

have only a tenuous relationship. This

seems somehow appropriate to the fif-

ties, but today's SF writers try to be

more true to reality, even though the

truth is more complex and much more

E^^ery great SClenUfiC trUth
goes through three stages.

First people say it conflicts with the Bible.

Next, they say it has been discovered before. Lastly,

they say they have always believed it.
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difficult to limn. JEM is a good novel,

and worth reading, but I don't believe

it is quite worth the prizes its author's

name will guarantee it.

Pornographic science fiction can be

fun. It is, however, rare above the

level of the scuzzy paperback. An ex-

ample is D.G. Compton's A Usual

Lunacy. Framed as a courtroom
drama with plenty of background
flashbacks providing the bulk of the

story, it supposes that love really is a

virus and that two people whose
viruses match respond to each other

with the full Romeo-and -Juliet syn-

drome. The story's protagonist ex-

ploits the virus to hijack a hijack-

proof airliner, and this is the crime for

which he is on trial. And this is really

enough of a description. Compton
has a reputation for excellence and
bleakness, documented in an After-

word by George Edgar Slusser, but he

is all too often as turgid as only a

Britisher can be. A Usual Lunacy is

sexy stuff, but the only stiffness I got

out of it was from boredom.
Isidore Haiblum's Nightmare Ex-

press concerns aliens who are ex-

ploiting the effects of a black hole to

conquer Earth and the scientist whose
efforts to block them have scrambled

time, weaving the lives of the novel's

characters in and out of past, present,

and parallel history. The weaving pro-

duces so much confusion that it some-
times seems designed to do nothing so

much as show off the author's ver-

satility, but there is movement toward
a resolution of the plot, a moment of

madly turning tables, betrayal, smd
loyalty, in which the world is saved by
a robot. (Or is it?) You may or may
not like the book. If you care for Ron
Goulart's confections, I expect that

you will indeed enjoy it.

The last piece of fiction for this col-

umn is borderline SF, borderline

because it belongs to that subgenre

known as the disaster novel. The
science is contemporary, the key

"what if...?" is a "what if

something goes wrong?" and the

story is as topical as can be in the wake
of Three Mile Island. Ziemann's The
Accident, translated from the Ger-

man edition of last year, concerns

sabotage of the 2,000 megawatt Ger-

man nuclear plant, Helios, on its

dedication day. The style is so decep-

tively simple that for the first half of

the book I was not impressed, teUing

myself that Walter Wager could have

handled the story with much more sus-

pense. The reaction is accurate

enough, but suspense is not really the

point of the story. Inevitability is, and

Ziemann's style reflects this. Events

succeed events implacably until the

core melts and the containment dome
is breached, releasing a cloud of

radioactive dust and gas into a breeze

destined for Frankfurt. The only solu-

tion appears to be to torch the city of

Darmstadt to create an updraft that

will disperse the cloud. The climactic

scene, when swarms of 747's,

L-lOH's, and other civilian aircraft

dump their fuel loads over the partial-

ly evacuated town and U.S., German,
NATO, and other fighters and
bombers release their rockets and
bombs to ignite the city, is guaranteed

to shake you as you have not been

shaken since the first war movie you
ever saw. It will make you forget all

the benefits of nuclear power and join

the next protest group you run into,

which is, really, a shame. People are

scared enough already, an^d a Helios
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a calendar

of upcoming ewents

Items for the Calendar should be sent to

the Editorial Offices, four months in ad-

vance of the issue in which you want the

item to appear.

30 November-2 December
NUTRIACON 79 (SF conference) at

Grand Hotel, New Orleans, La. Guest of

Honor—Karl Edward Wagner, Fan Guest

of Honor—Bob Tucker, Toastmaster

—

George Alec EffInger. Registration $6 until

Halloween 1979, $9 thereafter and at the

door. Info: Tom Longo, 6221 Wadsworth,

New Orleans LA 70122.

10-12 December
2nd Miami International Conference on

Alternative Energy Sources (Univ. of

Miami) at Miami Beach, Fla. Info: T.N.

Veziroglu, Director, Clean Energy Res.

Inst., Univ. of Miami, P.O. Box 248294,

Coral Gables FL 33124.

10-12 December
Electron and Atomic Physics Divisional

Meeting of the American Physical Society

at Houston, Tex. Info: APS, 335 East 45th

Street, New York NY 10017.

24-25 December

XmasCon at Santa's Workshop, North

Pole. Guests of Honor—Donner and
Blitzen, Fan Guest of Honor—Rudolph.

Registration free but membership is

limited to good little girls and boys. Info: K.

Kringle, RFD 90 North.

29 August-1 September 1980

NOREASCON TWO (38th World Science

Fiction Convention) at Sheraton-Boston

Hotel and Hynes Civic Auditorium,

Boston, Masstts. Guests of Honor—Kate

Wilhelm and Damon Knight, Fan Guest of

Honor—Bruce Pelz, Toastmaster—Bob
Silverberg. Registration $30 until 31

December 1979, nonattending member-

ship $8 at all times. This is the SF
universe's annual get-together. Profes-

sionals and readers from all over the world

will be in attendance. Talks, panels, films,

fancy dress competition, the works. Join

now and get to nominate and vote for the

Hugo awards and the John W. Campbell

Award for Best New Writer. Info:

Noreascon 2, PC. Box 46, MIT Branch

Post Office, Cambridge MA 02139.

ANTHONY LEWIS



disaster is extremely unlikely.

We can get away from the pure fic-

tion by turning to Tomorrow and
Beyond: Masterpieces of Science Fic-

tion Art. The book is a large-format

trade paperback devoted to reproduc-

ing what editor Summers thinks are

the best artworks connected with SF
and fantasy. They include book

• jackets, album covers, advertising

work, and annual report decorations,

as well as unpublished pieces created

for the artists' private pleasures. They
are not, of course, all masterpieces,

but the book does include some mar-
velous visual treats, including the

samples of Hickman, Morrill,
Schoenherr, Vallejo, Alexander,
Maitz, and many others.

We can get still further away by
turning to this month's two works of
SF criticism. Darko Suvin is a much
cited student of our field, but what he
writes suffers from the great disad-

vantage of being steeped in an
academic jargon that leaves it com-
prehensible mainly to his professional

peers. And that is a shame. His

Metamorphoses of Science Fiction is a

valuable discussion of the dominant
threads of this genre from its origins

up to about the time of Wells. He
defines SF as **a literary genre whose
necessary and sufficient conditions

are the presence and interaction of

estrangement and cognition, and
whose main formal device is an imag-

inative framework alternative to the

author's empirical environment" (pp.

7-8). He then elaborates on this defini-

tion at exhaustive length, bringing in

the role of the "novum" (the assumed
new knowledge or device needed for

the story) and saying such things as

that the shift of the SF locus from

space to time can be associated with

the rise of capitalism. This is not the

only way in which Suvin 's Marxism
(he is a native of Yugoslavia) appears,

and I cannot help but think that when
he seems to judge a work's quality in

terms of how closely it matches his

ideals, he is way off base. Ideology

may be crucial to understanding the

author and his or her intent in writing,

but it can have nothing to do with

quality if quality is to have any mean-
ing at all. I would not suggest you in-

vest in this book unless you are a critic

yourself; anyone else is too likely to be

unbearably aggravated.

The volume edited by Joe DeBolt is

another matter. Ursula K. LeGuin:
Voyager to Inner Lands and to Outer
Space is billed as the first book-length

examination of Ursula K. LeGuin 's

work, a recognition she richly

deserves. It contains an introduction

by Barry Malzberg, a LeGuin biog-

raphy by DeBolt, and eight analytical

contributions by assorted professors

of English, sociology, and anthro-

pology. Two of the contributors are

anarchists, apparently fascinated by
LeGuin 's treatment of their favorite

philosophy in The Dispossessed. Like

Suvin, these two gentlemen base their

criticism in ideology, but they do not

seem to use anarchism as their touch-

stone of quality; they discuss the novel

more as an anarchist text. Of the other

contributors, three offer the Earthsea

Trilogy a gratifying amount of atten-

tion, one treats Taoist configurations

in The Dispossessed, and three pro-

vide overviews from separate view-

points. If you are interested in

criticism and/or in LeGuin, this book
should prove interesting.

And now for the nonfiction: two
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popular science books of particular

interest to SF readers. John Macvey's

Interstellar Travel is an at -times fan-

ciful discussion of the possible ways

humanity may reach the stars. He
begins by discussing the case for in-

telligent aliens, establishing a

paranoid theme on which he harps

throughout the book: Are alien col-

onists/invaders on their way? Have
they already arrived? (It is unfor-

tunate that Macvey feels paranoia is

the best way to get people interested in

space when there are so many better

arguments for the high frontier; but

then again, he may be right.) He then

brings in space curvature; the idea that

black holes may offer tunnels through

space and hence a way to travel faster

then light; time dilation; tachyons;

and navigation problems near light

speed. He then returns to the question

of alien intelligence and wonders
whether aliens may not have left ar-

tifacts in the solar system. Finally, he

offers a skeptical consideration of von
Daniken questions and flying saucers;

I presume he does so in an attempt to

reach as large an audience as possible,

for the bulk of the book is competent-

ly enough done to make me doubt he

really shares the tendency to wide-

eyed drool of von Daniken' s fans.

This last portion of the book, together

with the paranoia, make it unsuited

for anyone with any science back-

ground . The book might , however , do.

as a gift to your favorite high school

student.

I much preferred John Gribbin's

Timewarps, a more respectable, less

fringe-oriented look at what time

means to human beings and at a few of

the theoretical possibilities for

travel—via black hole—to past,

future, and parallel time. Gribbin's

argument leads through physics,

Jung, and the / Ching to the notion

"that the way to understand the

nature of time may be through look-

ing at the nature of consciousness, at

the way the flash of illumination flits

about the myriad pigeonholes of the

cosmic sorting office," (p. 135). Is

time a matter of directed attention? Is

time travel simply a matter of looking

back or forward from the moment
(pigeonhole) presently attended to?

Can parallel worlds be reached simply

by shifting one's attention to another

set of pigeonholes? Do *

'lucky" peo-

ple, **psychics," "true dreamers,"

choose the pigeonholes that fit their

wishes or visions? Intriguing con-

cepts, all, far out enough to satisfy

any fringe dweller, but based always

on legitimate speculation (if not

theory).

And that is enough for this month.

Happy Reading!

^CKGfiCC is neither a magic wand
nor a poisoned arrow. Nor do I believe, as I have done

in the past, that it is neutral in its impact.

Its deepest pursuits are inextricably entwined

with human purpose and existence.

SIR BERNARD LOVELL



brass tacks

Dear Mr. Schmidt:

On the question, in the March
Guest Editorial, of what to have the

computerized Dirty Word Remover
insert into radio broadcasts in place of

dirty words: It has been traditional, at

least in movies and other pre-recorded

media, that when deletion of a dirty

word is part of the script it is replaced

by a beep. Now what if the beep were

to actually be a burst of digital code

giving the deleted item's Dirty Word
Number? Then those who are against

censorship could buy little gadgets

which would recognize the code and

reconstruct the original word. (This

could also be done from substitute

words, but would cost more and
would cause problems when the

speaker actually tried to use the "sub-

stitute" word.)

THOMAS G. DIGBY

1043 N. Curson Ave. #6

Los Angeles, CA 90046

You may have something here.

Keep working on it

Sir:

Could you print this and my address

for assistance from your readers?

I am researching how-to-do low-

technology processes for converting

gaseous fuels to liquid fuel. I am in

need of any information available on

this subject on any conversion process.

I also need patent numbers and titles

of steam power and steam-related in-

ventions.

SFC THEOIX)RE FITZGERALD,

U.S. ARMY
Box 6022, LSE
APO New York, 09224

Can anybody out there help?

Dear Stan:

Reference to the letter in March '79

Analog on nuclear waste, and recent

talk about disposing of it in the sun.

Recall that there's really no such

thing as waste—we don't know how to

safely make use of the material. The
problem is to find somewhere to put it,

safely, while we do figure out how to

use it.

Ten years from now we'll be crying

for the 'waste' we threw away. Don't

get rid of anything from a closed eco-

system—you may want it later.

A weak analogy—in the age of coal,

cinders were a waste, but provided a

track ballast and were better than salt

and sand on the highways in winter.

PAT STAKEM

Interface Technology

P.O. Box 745

CoUege Park, MD 20740
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Good point—and one that should

receive careful consideration before

anything irreversible is done. After is

too late.

Dear Mr. Schmidt:

Even with a number of space-advo-

cacy and professional orjganizations

(see "Getting Involved in the Future,"

by Art Dula in July Analog), the U.S.

civilian space budget has dropped to

one-quarter of its 1966 peak level in

real spending terms. Paradoxically,

after a low near the end of the Apollo

program, public support for space ap-

pears to have increased. We can see

evidence of the increase in the popular-

ity of magazines such as Analog, recent

movies and the Voyager encounters.

Unfortunately, supporters of the

space program do not seem to consti-

tute a politically powerful force, nor is

it clear whether such a force can be

spawned from the present public in-

terest in space.

Political action, however, is not the

only avenue open to increased civilian

space activity. The World Space Foun-

dation is being created on the premise

that, if provided a focus, a choice, and

a rewarding feedback, those segments

of the population which support fur-

ther space exploration and develop-

ment can themselves sponsor many of

the significant space activities they wish

to see. Rather than begging for

someone else (the goverimient and tax-

payers) to fund their dreams, these

people constitute an economic force

themselves capable of launching major

space endeavors.

Suppose ten percent of the popula-

tion were willing to pay the price of a

magazine subscription ($20.00/year) to

see space projects of their own choos-

ing happen. In return, these people

would be offered opportunities for lim-

ited participation, and would be in-

formed in detail about progress and

results of their projects. With a match-

ing number of people from elsewhere

in the world, revenue could be dou-

bled. By adding a small proportion of

income from other sources, we reach

nearly one billion dollars per year.

From the United States alone, the con-

tributions would exceed the entire

NASA planetary program budget, out

of which Voyager, Pioneer/Venus and

Galileo are funded.

The value of this money may be

magnified over time by managing a

revenue-producing endowment. With

the remainder, we could, for example,

launch a Voyager-class mission every

year to have the entire solar system ex-

plored with unmanned probes before

the year 2CXX). Such revenue could pur-

chase over twenty Shuttle flights per

year, with annual payload mass nearly

twice the total mass of spacecraft

launched from all countries in 1978. All

this may be started on a small scale,

gaining ground with smaller projects,

building toward long-term objectives.

This is the economic framework into

which the World Space Foundation

can grow. Both the National Geo-

graphic Society (with over ten million

members) and the Cousteau Society ex-

ist in testimony of the impact which

private funding may have on explora-

tion.

At this time, our organization is in a

founding phase directed toward at-

tracting talented individuals for

management, attracting a nucleus of

members and attracting seed funding

to begin operations.

Interested individuals may request
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free information by writing to our ad-

dress. Any person may become a mem-
ber in Founders of the World Space

Foundation with a contribution of

$5 .00 or greater Garger amounts are en-

couraged). People with an interest in

helping to shape the organization are

encouraged to write and summarize

any particular talents they might wish

to apply to our creation.

ROBERT L. STAEHLE

PRESIDENT

Founders of the

World Space Foundation

Post Office Box Y
South Pasadena, CA 91030

Dear Mr. Schmidt:

A new space-oriented company,
FARMER'S LOOP INTERPLANET-
ARY, would like to make its views

known to the readers of Analog per the

request in the July 1979 issue.

In particular, FLI feels it is possible

to begin mining the Planetoid Belt

now. This operation should be profit-

able and should not require a whole

new technology. The return should be

higher than the 17. 5*^0 allowed on the

proposed Alaska Gas Pipeline

.

The technical and economic details

are given in a special report available

through FLI for $10. The report uti-

lizes approved economic analysis tech-

niques, develops a plan for mining the

belt for common metals consumed by

our civilization, and shows the com-
mon metals will pay while the noble

metals simply won't be a significant

part of the industry.

FLI would like to hear from all par-

ties interested in space mining, or other

space activity, and questions and com-
ments are welcome.

The address is FLI, P.O. BOX
82037, COLLEGE, ALASKA 99708.

A.L. BACHMAN
Farmer's Loop Interplanetary

P.O. Box 82037

College, Alaska 99708

CONDE NASI BOOKS, P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017

Yes, please send me:

copies of ANALOG YEARBOOK

@ $5.95 plus 65( postage and handling-total $6.60

copies of THE BEST OF ASTOUNDING

@ $5.95 plus 65i postage and handling-total $6.60

I enclose my D check or D money order for $ . If for any reason I am not

delighted, I may return the book(s) within 10 days for a complete refund. Please make your check

payable to CONDE NAST BOOKS.

Name

Address —
City

Please bill my

Card number

Signature

D American Express

State_

DVisa

Expires.

Zip

D Master Charge
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THE TOmi/F EXPERIEnC

7278 Masters ol Everon. By Gordon R

Dickson Mystery on another planet - and

native animals tioid ttie key By ttie auttior

of Time Storm. Special ed

6536 The Best Science Fiction of tlie

YItar #8. Terry Carr, ed. A dozen stories

from the past year by Varley, Ellison,

Vinge, other favorites. Special edition.

7286 Jem. By Frederik Pohl Brilliant

new novel of intrigue and violence on an

alien planet By the author of Gateway.

Explicit scenes and language may be of-

fensive to some. Pub ed S10 00

2543 The Dragonriders of Pern. By Anne

McCaffrey A mammoth volume contain-

ing all three novels Dragonflight.

Dragonquest and The White Dragon

Comb pub ed S26 85

7187 The Faded Sun: Kutath. By C J

Cherryh The last battle for survival by a

nonhuman warrior race Special ed

8532 The Hugo Winners. Vol. I & II.

Giant 2-in-1 volume of 23 award-winning

stories, 1955 to 1970 Asimov introduces

each. Pub. ed, $15.45

I

0075 The Chronicles ol Amber. By

Roger Zelazny Two glonous volumes

contain Nine Princes in Amber: The

Guns of Avalon: Sign of the Unicorn: The

Hand of Oberon: The Courts of Chaos
Comb pub ed 330 30

4697 The Fountains ol Paradise. By

Arthur C. Clarke Important new novel by

one of the superstars of science fiction

Pub ed $10.00

7138 Kinsman. By Ben Bova The story

of mankind s move into space, and of the

astronaut ultimately responsible Pub

ed S8 95

6221 The Foundation Trilogy. By Isaac

Asimov The ends of the galaxy revert to

barbarism An SF classic. Comb pub
ed $20 85

7831 Galactic Empires. Brian Aldiss,

ed. Two-volume anthology of 26 stories

by famous authors, Clarke, Asimov and

others covers the Rise and Fall of Galactic

Empires Comb pub ed $17 90

6197 Riddle ol Stars. By Patricia A

McKillip In one volume, all three novels

of the epic fantasy The Riddle-Master ol

Hed, Heir ol Sea and Fire, and Harpist in

the Wind. Comb pub ed 824 85 ,

THE SCIENCE FICTION BOOK CLUB
Dept. XR203, Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Please accept me as a member. Send me the 4 books I numbered in the
boxes below and bill me just 10c (plus shipping and handling). I agree to
the described Club Plan, will take 4 more books at regular low Club prices
during the coming year, and may resign any time thereafter. SFBC books
are selections for mature readers.

D Also, please send me Great Science Fiction Film Music and bill me just $2.95 plus

shipping and handling.

MrVMs.

Address Apt. #

City State Zip

Order not valid without sigrtature. If under 18, parent must sign.
Signature:

The Science Fiction Book Club offers hardbound editions sometimes altered in size to

fit specialpresses andsaveyou even more. Members accepted in U.S.A. andCanada,
only. Offer differs slightly in Canada. 51-S154

I

Great

SF Fiim Musit
from such movies as Fahrenheit

451—yours in rich stereo sound for

only $2.95! (A $4.95 vatue)

HOW THE BOOK CLUB WORKS.
Savings start when you join. Once
your application for membership is ac-

cepted, you'll receive your choice of

any 4 books on this page for only 10c

(plus shipping and handling). If not

delighted, return them within 10 days.

Membership will be cancelled and
you'll owe nothing.

You get 2 Selections every month at

up to 65% off publishers' prices.

About every 4 weeks (14 times a

year), we'll send you the Club's bul-

letin. Things to Come, describing the

2 coming Selections and a variety of

Alternate choices. If you want both

Selections, you need do nothing;

they'll be shipped automatically. If

you don't want a Selection, or prefer

an Alternate, or no book at all, just

fill out the convenient form always

provided, and return it by the date

specified. We allow you. at least 10

days for making your decision. If you

don't receive the form in time to re-

spond within 10 days and receive an

unwanted Selection, you may return

it at our expense.

After joining, you need take only 4

Selections or Alternates during the

coming year. You _may resign any

time thereafter, or remain a member
as long as you wish. One of the two

Selections each month is only $2.49.

Other Selections are slightly higher

but always much less than hardcover

Publishers' Editions. A shipping and

handling charge is added to each

shipment. Send no money. But do

send the coupon today!


